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FOR _WO~D 
This rl'port i pr(' " ... d In two volume.'8 . Volun, r r('porta tnt' xccutfve 
Summllry IUlIl flU' CinUJ 8 of th ... rt'.1'1 r em . \!olum(' n contains tl Pl ndtc s 
\.,."'1 t" flnal rt'port . Th~ p )('r..dtc Ust d 'tnHt>d docum ntntion \ -hle UllPOrts 
tht' re t'arch Clndt(ltt . This tMludt'8 spt'clfic mnwrtnla and pToct'durt' 
U8t'd tn: a ) th tlPt'n Ilnd C Od.'<i for m" of . . 1tnow ll'dp,~ tt'sts . b) th run 
mt "ton tttmulnUons . and 0 ) tJ\ll p!lpt.'r sDd IX'nell tc: aU. . 
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E CUTIVE SUM tARY 
A crittcalln-rugbt event Is a situation which Is unexpected , unplr.mn·ed 
and unanticipated , and 1s perceive by the pilot in command to thre ten the 
s afety of the aircraft. Tne CIFE is one which requires pilot judgment beyond 
r outine decision making or a pre- programmed decision s tructure and where 
the e'-fcty of the aircraft depends more on pilot cognitive processes than 
skilled motor performance . 
Research jectlves 
The obje~t ives of this r esearch were to: 
1) ~scribe and define the bCOpe of tht: c r itical in- flight event with 
emphas is on pilot management of available r esources . 
2) Develop detailed scenar ios for both fu ll miss ion s lmulation and 
paper and pen~ il (pip ) tes ting of pllot responses to e lFE rs . 
3) Develop statistica l r elat ionships among pilot character i~t1cs and 
observed responses to CIFE's . 
These objectives grew out of a concern with anomalies in reported 3.cc ldents 
and IncIdents In wh Ich some pilots or crews seemed bet ter able to handle 
unusual in- flight events than others . For example , why did a professional 
c r ew piloting a B ltimore Colts 727 [a il to r ecogn ize the symptoms of a 
frozen pitot s yste m and G'..Ibsequently enter a fatal stall- spin maneuver? 
Contras t that eve nt with the perfor manc _ . ,I an a irline pilot who used differential 
power to overcome a locked e levator p : "blem on his three- engLoe a ircraft. 
What characterls Ucs of his tra ining a· .!.~ decision making strategy permitted h im 
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to develop a successful solution to the problem? SimHa questions are 
raised by events such as a Cessna 206 pilot wbo expertenced engtne failur e 
due to fuel exhaustion In one tank. and crashed the G.lrcraft with the second 
tank nearly full of urr.lsed fue l. 
Project Development 
The project began with an early concern for the dynam ics of CIFE 's and 
broad f.ttempts to identify pertinent research [saues . The floal products 
were 1) a set of ::.~enarios with associated hardware and techniques for 
studying CITE phenomena in a basic general aviation flight simulato!" ; 
2) a set of paper and pencil scenarios and associated techniques for studying 
pilot diagnostic strategies and diversion decision making processes; 3) a set 
of testing instruments designed to measure a pllot's lreowledge of aircraft 
subsystems and understanding of troubleshooting techniques ; 4) a study 
relatin& cockpit crew procedural compliance with performance errorS. 
By-products of this research included one M. S. design proj ct,. one M. S . 
thesis. and a Ph . D. dt sertation •• M!l30r milestones in the project develop-
ment are summarized in Figure 1. 
. todel 
A five-phase mode! of pilot CIFE respollBe is hypothesized on the basts 
of a) discussions with experts in industry 3lld government and b) observations 
made about pilot pe rformance in both Simulator and paper/pencil scena-ios . 
. 
I 
·See Appendix B 
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The five phases are : 
1) Detection 
2) Diagnosis 
3) Option Generation 
4 ) DeclsLon Making 
5) Execution 
InformatLon seeking activities permeate all five phases of this process . The 
Inter-relationships and feedback among these phases are outHned in Figure 2. 
GAT -Scenar Los 
A Singer GAT- l flight trainer was modiHed to permit a varLety of extra 
failure modes and to enhance data collection. Three scenarios were created 
to be tested in the GAT -1. These scenar los each involved a critical in-flight 
event imbedded in what was otherwise a routine simulated IFR fli ght. Subjects 
went through a pre-fl ight planning pbase involving a complete weather bl"iefing , 
route planning, and filing of fl ight plan . Take-off, climb and enroute phase of 
each s cenario began under normal IF oper ating conditions . Real time ATe 
communications , including background conversations . were used to enhance 
r ealism . Some 20-30 minutes Into each Simulated flight one of the foll owing 
critical events was introduced: 
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HYPOTHESIZED PILOT CIFE_ RESPONSE 
I. 
t 
. 
" PHYSICA L" HAPPE~rNG 
~l ® 
CLU ES : 
.... 
Visual Tactual .,; 
Auditory 
. 1 
RECEPTION : 
Time Lag 
Order Received 
1 
COMPARE : 
Signals Received 
with "Normal " 
·Normal" ~L 
__ ---------' ,,---~~F5 Limits , -iE:~UATE (INT.) _ 
I ABNORMAL 
'{I ® 
pJAGNOSTIC SEAP..CH 
Cc~t pit Scan 
Control E,:p':rimentation 
Compare with Experience 
List Potentials 
J 
IDENTIFICATION 
SeJect From 
Prospect List 
-~------.® 
EST . LIMITATIONS 
State of System 
T ime Es timate 
Criticalit Evalua tion 
~------~--------QD 
SOP 
Al c System Aids 
Manual Aids 
ATC Assistance 
Creative Experiments 
e ri ence 
~-------=------~~ 
EVALUATE PROGRESS 
Un&atisfactory Mon itor Systems 
HYFOTHESIS : 5 phasE:; 1\1odel .r.nful:matl 
Seeki~ Permeates All Ph<lses . 
A . DETECTIO': Items 1 thru 5 
B. DIAGNCSIS : Items 6 thru 8 
C . OPTION GENERATION : Item 9 
D. DECISION MAKING : Items 10 thru 
E. E}""ECUTION : Item 13 
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1) Fuel starvation on the active tank (as m ight be encountered 
because of a loose fue l cap ). 
2) Partial power fallure (as might be caused by a broken baffle in 
a muffler ). 
3) Navaid loss (as might be caused by failure of a single airborne 
r eceiver component). 
Subject performance was observed through one-way wIndows on the 
simulator and recorded by video tape, a 3-channel audio tc.;Je and written 
evaluations by the three experimenters present . These data were later used 
to measure "stic and rudder" skills and communications techniques as well 
as to map each pilot's response to the critical in- flight event. 
Twelve subjects were selected for testing in the full mission GAT scenarios . 
Although all were IFR rated, they ranged In age irom 20 to 06 years old, ill 
flight experience from 27 0 to 8800 hours and in certifice: ,,-·n from private pIlot 
to ATP . Each subject was given two different forms of lmowledge survey to 
complete Rnd was thoroughly c.:ebriefed after his flight . 
A wide range of cockpit management styles and apparent skill leve s were 
observed . Although it was difficult to quantify , "good performance" was 
easily recognized by the observers of the experiment. The elements of "good 
performance" included: 
1) professional use of tile radio 
2) precise heading and alti tude control prior to and during the CIFE 
3) constant awareness of the aircraft pos ition along its intended route 
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4) prompt , but not necessarlly [notutlt, response to toe on-set of the 
CIFE (detection ) 
5) systematic procedure for trouble shooting 
6) knowledge and use of avallable ATC resources 
7) diversion decisions which allowed for furthe r potential uncertainties 
The sample was too small to indicate anything other than some initial 
hypotheses concerning pilot performance in such a full-mission setting. 
Ho ... :ever, the following tendencies were noted : 
1) Cockpit management style varies widely among pilots . For 
example, some are extremely self-r~l1ant, others want 
immediate and extensive help from ATC while sun others 
make the decision making process a joint effort with ATC. 
2) Good stick and rudder pilots seem to have excess capability 
and mainta 'n good stick and rudde performance during and 
after the CIFE . More marginal stick and rudder pilots, on 
the other hand, show increased frequency and amplitude of 
heading and altitude excursions, and experience communication 
difficulties when faced with a CIFE. 
3) Pilots who score well on the knowledge test instruments te!,~. 
to perform well in problem diagnosis and decision making. 
From the observations of the experimenters and comments made by 
participating subjects , it appears that such a full mission simulation exercise, 
coupled with an appropriate knowledge survey and debriefing , could be a 
valuable tool for recurrent training of IFR pilots . 
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Paper and Pencn Scenar~o3 
Paper and pencil (p i p) scenarios , and associated experImental tec=niques, 
were created to streamline the data collection and analysis for pUot responses 
to critical in-flight events . Although they lacked the high stress environment 
of the GAT-l experiments , these scenarios dld yield useful data on pilot 
problem diagnosiS and decision making skills and strategies. 
The paper and pencil scenarios have the following advantages over the 
GAT-l scenarios : 
1) Experlmental condition!! are more easily replicated beh.een subjects . 
2) Data cl"lllection is more easily a(;~ornplished . 
3) Diagnostic capabilities and decision making strategies can be more 
easily isolated. 
4) They are much cbeaper, in terms of both time and money , which 
means that a much larger sample size of subjects can be ruD . 
The paper and pencil experiments were conducted in. a workshop- type 
environment. A group of subjects, usuany three or four t were seated in a 
conference room for a common briefing and initial testing. Each :mbject was 
asked to complete a background questionnaire, which asked for data on his 
personal flying experience . Items such as age . ratings . total flying time. 
recency of e~-perience and type of flying most often don~ were lncluded . ThP,y 
then were given a 20-question knowledge survey (multiple - choice questions) 
designed to measure theIr knowledge of aircr2ft sub-systems and trouble-
shooting skills . After the tests were comple ted, the group was given a comr)lete 
briefing on the eauipment to be flown , the weather expected , and the a irspflce 
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in which they would be assumed to be operating for purposes of their C!FE 
scenarios. At that point the group was disbanded WiUl each subject accompany-
tog a single experimenter to a private room where the s cenarios 'ere administered. 
Two sets of scenarios were used on each subject. The firsL set cOru!tsted 
of four scenarios directed toward problem diagnosis . The second set 
involved two exercises designed to explore diversion-decision making strat-
egies of pilots . (A diversion decision involves cLoosing an alternate airport 
when the intended destination airport is unavailable due to a CIFE . At the 
completton of the paper and pencil experiments the subjects were invit~d to 
tour the GAT-l simulator used in the earlier study and to participate in an 
informal debriefing . The entire process required about ninety minutes from 
beginning to end . 
For these tests , forty subjects were used . Almost all were current 
instrument- rated pilots witll ages r anging from twenty to sixty- five years, with 
both civil and military backgrounds. an.d embracing total flying experience from 
2'70 to 19,000 hours . As a group, the'3e pilots were considered to be above 
average in e:.-perience. 
pip Diagnostic Scenarios 
Four separate diagnostic problem situations were presented to each subject. 
These scenarios centered about problems pres'umed to be created by: 
1) an oil leak at ~e oil-pressure gauge line 
2) a vacuum pump fa ilure 
3) a right magneto drive gear failure 
-1) a frozen static port 
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After instructions for the diagnosis scennrios were read to the subject , 
he was given an aircraft instrument panel layout diagram and enl"outp. chart 
for the first problem . The s ( <mario was then read, concluding with a 
statement of a major symptom, e.g . • ''You smell hot ecgine oil . What 
would you do ?", The subject was given a maximum of four minutes to seek 
information from the experimenter and conclude his diagnosis of the problem . 
He could ask for any informatioI. available from instruments noted on his 
panel diagram, response t.:> control inputs or ext.ernal cues such as oil on 
the windshield or ice on the wings. The experimenter had a diagnosis infor-
mation checklist from which he provided information in response to the 
subject IS request . For example , if the ::;ubject asked for 011 temperature , 
the e"-l'erimenter would respond "normal" if that was the entry on his check-
list. As each piece of data was requested , its order was noted on the exper-
imenter's checklist . If a diagnosis was not off~red by the subject prior to 
the elapsed time (four minu~es ) the subject was asked for his best estimate 
of tbP. diagnosis at that time . At the comrletio!". of the lillotted time the subject 
was asked tv estimate the criticality (scale of 1 to 7) of the problem as he 
perceived it. Then he was given the correct diagnosis and was asked to 
r e-estirnate the c riticality in the light of th~s perfect information. The same 
procedure was repeated for each of the four scenar tos . 
Eight pieces of baSic inf::>rmation were extracted fror" I'!:!~h aiagnos is 
summary sheet. These were : 
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1) Number of Lnquir lee . (An luquLry r epresents a request for 
a lngle 1 C 0 mfarm Hon • ) 
2) Total tracks of Inquiries . (A track r eprese ltll a otngle coherent 
Une of questioning ~hlch may tn olve several toqulr!es : Cor example , 
fuel pressure , fue l flow, {'wi gnuge: sta:us . ) 
3) Un!que tr CY..B of Lnqulries . (A , ubject may 8\m't O!l8 track . 
abandon It , g lft to a second track and then return to e fir t 
tradt. Although three total tracks would be noted , only two 
unique trac ~ exist . ) 
4) Correctness score.. (A score of 1 to 5 was given which r eflected 
how close the subject\; Hnal diagnosis was to the ''perfect'' 
solution . ) 
5) Time to complete the dlagnos Is . 
6) Criticality estimate b fere the correct diagnosis was revealed . 
This was a subj ctive-rating scale , 1-7 . 
7) Criticality estimate after the correct Is.guosis \ '3.S revealed . 
8) Number of control input inquiries . (A control Inquiry involves 
movement of an aircraft control , e . g . • "What happens if I 
advance the throttle?") 
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These prhr.ary dllta Wl<ro then used to create ~ trumb~r or compound 
performanc InOl urt'S includl estimates of dflctl.'ncy IUld merit . 
' 'Efflch,'ncy'' -,1M meR,8Ur d by the time an number of lnqulrl~ rt'qUlred 
to t"l'ach n d' agnosl . 'ubJ~cta who relle !!d their dlagnos l quickly (be It 
r lg!lt or wru~) and who m d reI tlvC'ly few Inquiries received hlgb efficiency 
8cor,,'0 . "M('rlt" wa nwaaur d by multiplying C01'rectn·ss nd efficiency 
cort-'Ii on a gl\'l'n ccntli'lo . 
p 
Th decision m:lklng pha c or th pap<.'r :lnd pencil e~rlmt'nt8 ~' 8 
dh'ldl'd Into two arw . an loIormutlon St'l' In~ part nd n r3r~ ordt'ring 
of nltl'rr.ntl Vl'R . Th bn'lc $Ct'nar 10 used (or both ph!l$('8 In\'o H'd n hyfX' -
tht'llcul flight In !\ Chl'r {c ' Arrow from Dangor , l\ t Utn(' to Gt 1\$ Falls, 
Nt'\\' York Cor n business m.,'t,tlng , \\'l'ath~r alon the routt' and at the 
c. tlnatton was martrlnnl ~ ' Ith rain , low Ct'lllngs and drizzle slgnlf~'lng 
Instrunwnt mch-orologicnl conditions (1. IC). The c n rlo w s r ad 0 
the subjt'ct as he wus tm'l cd to follow the progrt~S8 of the h~l)otht'tlcnl nt, 
!lIong nn l'nroutc.' chart. About mldws,\' along the r( ~tc tht' alrcr"ft encounterl'd 
nn :Iltl'rnator faliure , th(' dl a"rn sis for whIch was clearly ddlncd for thC' 
subjC'ct , ,n U pl'r limIt on tht' It' of time battery po Vl' r atOll(' would 
ru!'l Ule r«.'Qu ln.'d l'll'cerleal equipml'nt was tilen glq·n . This m ~;Imum tlm(' 
(l'X:lC t tlml' W IS uncl'rtaln) was ll'~s ilian til .. , time r'l.'qulrt'd to t't-:lch tbl' 
primary dCslln:1t1on , thus forci ng :I dlvl'r. Ion d clslon all thl' pilot . 
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For the Information ektn t s ' tll~ pliot wn 8 pplled lth Ii Blmpl1C!ed 
enroute ch rt with alxtcen airport:) lndtc&ted by letters 10nz hls f1lgbt P th o 
The ubje<:t WllO then given two tninut s to n it for tnt rmntlon nhout ny of 
Ll,osc airports . For each airport Questtoncd . there wer e six pIeces of 
lnforr: .nUon the xpenmenter was prepared to pro :td,,-,! 
1) Denrlng and distance from his present Iocntion . 
2) Cclltng at the airport . 
3 ) Vlq1bUIty ttt the airport . 
~) ApPl'onch ld avatlable. 
5 ) ATC s(.'rv!ccs available . 
6) Tcrr:lin surroundlng thl' utrport . 
The' exper imenter provided the pilot with ench plece of lnform:ltlon reQUest d t!nd 
the cxperlmcnte · recorded the sequence In which it was requested . The pilot 
contlnut.'d to r eques t lnformatlon until he had selected 3D airport (or until 
forced to S('1t:ct at the end of two minutes ) nnd revealed his c ,o!ce to the 
e:q>erimenlcr . 
For the r rmking r alternatt ve phase, tlH? pllot was asked to r ank each 
of sL'Cteen a ltc.-rn rl tive airports. He wag provided with ATC facilities , ceiling 
nnd v!s lbllity . Urns to be r eached and approach aids Information on aU airpor ts . 
The airports wC're to be ranked from "most prder able" to '1eas t prcferable " 
given his probl m si tu ation . No tlme limit was Imposed for this task . In 
order to assess his r:sk- taklng tendencies the experimenter PI) ed a ser Ies 
of questions for the pilot to COll lde r afte r be had oblalned his ranking . The 
questions asked how f:lr he would go down his list of r:lnked :llrports to find 
on with muint nanc e fac ili ties to repair h Is airplane . 
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1"he dow from the r nnkln.g task were loused to determine tho reilltive worth 
otrueture . 'M10 coeMctents , or weights , fo .. t.he vnriables Al'C, weather . 
time , nnd approach wer obtrHned by r egT'esstoD /Analysts accordlng to the 
techniques of conjoint measurement . The r ange of values for the coefflclellts 
was 0.250 to 4. 000. The relative wor th coeff!c[ents were later used to 
determine if aoy r latlonshlp existed with pilot bac' ound var iables , results 
of the knowkdgc "urvey, d13gt:oGtic 3btltty . and "'eoarch pattern exh!blted to 
tile information seE.'klng tas ' . 
P ,' P Sc('nar 10 GcncT::tllzatlo 
For purposes vf analysts the closed form (mul ttp le choice ) knowledge survey 
was considered to be part of the pip p.~periments . ThIs knowledge urvey 
focu s ed on Ire raft subsystems nnd trouble shooting in three major nl'ens : 
1) engln and fuel systems . 2) electrIca l systems and cockpit instru mentat1('H , 
a. ... d 3} wea er and IFR operations . 
A sedes of Spearman R!Ulk Correlation studks . s tepwise r egression 
analyses :md t-tests were performed on the comblnation of pllot background 
variables , knowledge survey results , diagnostic scenario performance and 
decision mak ing measures . Among the observations made from these analyses 
arc thl' following : 
1) Ther e Is no correlation between knowledge score od total 
fli ght hours . 
2) Knowledge score Is correlated with pil ot r atings he ld . 
3) P il ots good In one sec t ion of the know ledge survey tend to be 
good In a ll sections . 
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4) Dlllgnostlc periormnnce is highly correlated wltb knowiedge score!' . 
5) Knowledge 1s inversely related to otal dlagnostlc inquiries , 
e.g ., lmowledgesble pilots reach conclusions (rIght or wrnng) 
more rapidly thnn others . 
6) Total diagnostic Inquir ies Is inversely r elated tc correctness . 
T' Is su eats that undirected e:tpt'r imentaUon is poor dlll!i:DOsiD 
style . 
7) Total di agnosis corr ct. eS B score Is correlated with efflclcncy . 
8) ('I v11 tr:.lloed pilots place n higher worth on ATC service in 
diversion decisions thlln 0 mlHtnry pilots . 
~) Prlv:lte pilots pi ace (1 higher worth on wcatbe\" factors In 
diversion decisions than do ommerclul and / TP rnted pilots . 
lO) ATP rnll ' pi (lI S pl ace hIgh worth on time in diversion dt'clslon~ . 
11) Pilots wiL'l ~ood d1agno tic , cores place less weight on pproach 
ulds 10 divers ion deci s ions . 
l ~ ) Pilots with ,ood diagnostic scores pl nce more we ight on time In 
dive slon dec isions . 
13) Thl' pilots with good diagnostic performance were characterized 
n 
" c 
f' 
0 
as know ledgeable about aircraft systems. employed few trncks 
to get :it :tn ~lnswer . used few loquir Ies per track , nnd emphasized 
time In their de stination diversion decision. They wen~ not 
differentiated by flight hour s , ratings , tr aining. or t~"pc of flying . 
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Pr~edurnl Compliance 
In support of the general research objectives , Schofield Investigated 
airline cockpit crew operaUonB. For his dissertation be used data ~enereted 
In an experiment conducted in 1976 by Dr . H. P . Ruffcll Smith under the 
auspices of the NASA- Ames csearch Cen er · . Ruffell Smith used a fu ll 
mission simulation scenario of a Boeing 747 flight to study crew errors 
generat!:'d during high wor!doad segments of the simulated flight . Schofield 
used the B:lme data to study routine tasks of {Heht operations dur1ng low work-
load segments of that flight . He was concerned with: 
1) QuantU'ylng routlne procedures . 
2) Analyzln observed crew errors to Identify which particular crew 
members were ilie primary causes of such errors . 
3) Comparing measures of procedural compliance and operntor error . 
Schofield Identified nineteen separate words and phrases ass~lated with 
alrcrew operations which had proced ral connotation. USing that Hst as the 
basis for definition he enumerated !37 normal opera in~ procedures 'hlcb 
could be identified as standard coch.1>it activlties in a 75-minute m&ht. This 
list did not include any abnormal . alternate , lrregular or emergency pro-
cedures . 
Twenty-one crew coordination procedures were separated from ilie total 
list for further study. T'als group was emphasized because those procedures 
captured the essential In edtents of group leadership, crew management , 
·See AppendL, B 
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and behaviora l conformity . Schofield sought to examine : 'elatl onsh!ps bet\veen 
meticulous compliance with coordination proc dur es snd the crew errors 
noted by Ruffle Smith . 
SchofIe ld selected ten runs, which had the same set of observer::J and 
usable /ludio data throughout , for detailed procedural analys is . The 21 crew 
coordinatlon procedures were further subdivided Into check lists, ca ll outs, 
configuration changes and transfer s with each of the ten crews evaluated in 
each subdivis lol1. 
The pr~scribed command- announcement-challenge seq'..!ence for check-
11st procedures was fully executed In only five of fifty 0pporrun!tles , when the 
c rew members Involved were pilot and co- pilot . When the fli ght engineer 
was Involved , fifteen of thirty opportunities wer e fully e. ecuted. Schofield 
hypothesized that crew coordination mit;ht be improved by making the flight 
enginee r the challenger of all checklists . 
One hundred seventy opportunities , amon the ten crews , to execute 
callout procedures were noted . Thirty eight procedural errors were 
identified , half of whic. were errors (n altitude callouts during c lImb or 
descent. 
The 104 observed configurat ion cbanges, e . g . , gear and flap extens ions, 
were well executed in terms of established oral pl·ocedures . Verbal 
Ind icators of transfer of EGT monitors were also given with few omissions . 
However, the optional transfer of contro l procedure was seldom obse r ved 
.' 
even though opportunities existed to use it . 
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Schofield used stepwise multiple regress Ion technlquee to Identify the 
beat models r elating th~ Independent (procedurp._1 variables to each of the 
d<'pendent (error ) variables in turn. He found that dependent variables 
which reflect errors by the flying pilot. by the c llptain , and by the two 
pilots collectively aU have highly significant r egreSS ion models In wh ich 
pilot flying checklist commands Ilnd non-nyin~ pilot callouts nre the common 
Independ\:llt vnriables . 
The Schofield study of procedural compliance by air crews who participated 
in the Ruffell Smith experiment suggests the following observations : 
1) Crew member s face an impossiblt! challenge in attempting to 
mcnt31ly catalog all of the standard operattng procedures <SOP) 
published for them . 
2) Routinp non- compHanee with ar. assortment of SOP 's has been 
documented . 
3) Human redundancy by Itself Goes not erradlcate personnel 
errors . 
4) A statistical link appears to e.·lst between operator errors 
and procedura.l compliance . 
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I. INTRODUCTIO,T 
Departure: 75Y what Is your altitude? 
NIG7"'Y: Columbus ~parture Control , ~'hllt do you show our altitude on 
our encoding ultimeter? 
Dcparture: I s how you at 500 feet . That's why I asked you . 
~1675Y : It shows 1000 . 
Departure: OK. Stop nltltudt! squ:twk . I show you at 400 feet now . 
Obvious ly it's 110t working right . 
NIG75Y: 75Y wc're huving problems with :lirspecd and everything hcre---
What do yo show our airspeed ·1 
Departure: OK . 75Y do you wnnt vectors back into the nlrport? 
N16'l5Y : Yeah I Let's do that. 
The above brief excerpt of :.m actual communication between ATe and a pilot 
experiencing In-flIght problems In IFR conditions typifie s a per istent dilemma 
in aviatlon. 1 We do not (nor does the a lr traf Ie controller) understand the true 
nature of thls pUN 'S problem . How long has he expt"rlo:>nced airspeed and altitude 
problems '1 Is it a matter of struetu al Ice, mecb!Uilcal failure or p ilot error '? 
If nn emer gency is to be declared . whut does the fact of ceclnr!ng an emergency 
mean to the alr trafflc controller'? Whnt does It mean to the plio :> (A confess Ion 
of ineompetenc('--an Invita tion to loss of license? Is ther(' a need to specify 
intentions .. ' Can the pilot pro\1de intentions If he Is unaware of the options 
open to h m"? How cun we avoid those s ltuations in whtch Ule pll t relinquIshes 
com m:md to someonL' on the ground·? 
ITht' s l' xccrpts from a communlcations tap') are ve rbatim. Only the air-
craft identiflcation nu mbt'r has bl' 'n changed . 
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The assessment of the criticu.Hty of the situation demands more lnformation , 
such as the pilot's c apablllty . his training level, his xpertence with In- fHght 
problems , weather, location, terrain . altitude, etc . Yet this S Iwatton Is but 
an exnmple of many uch events that occur each year In our naUonal aviation 
system . 
Each year air t:-afflc control provides severnl thousand aas~8ts to pHow . 
In 1970. of the 4 . 187 ss lsts . 53% invohed lost pHots . but 25<t, involved 
fuel problems . navigational fallures , and mechanical pro lems . How many 
probiems went unannounced and resulted i tragic consequences for lack of 
pilot understanding of how to cope with in-flight problems'? How many 
e mergencies were declared' hlch could have been avoided and reduced dls-
rupUou in air traffic control systE'ms ? 
Discuss ions with pllots of various experience levels and ratings reveal 
Httle greement as to when to declare an emergency and the operational and 
legal consequences of such a declarntlon . There are ins tance~ whe:oeln pilots 
have risked and lost their lives Ilnd thos e of the passengers to avoid possible 
suspension of license as a consequence of declaring nn emergency when they 
believed they had violated a r egulation . (See NTSB- AAR-7 1- 1). Do the 
perceptions of the !lir traffic control persormel differ from that of pilots in 
this regard? :\iost importantly. can pllots be trained to handle In-f11~ht 
pr oblems , provide early assessment nnd intell1gcnt response to the Situation? 
What should a pilot do if: 
a ) str ange noises occur ? 
b ) the door opens in fligh t ? 
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c) the ammeter shows a discharge? 
d ) the radios fail ? 
e ) smoke appears in the cockpit ? 
f ) he cannot determine his location in his fllght progress ? 
g ) the weather c loses in on him? 
Some empirical evidence of pllot perception of thr eatening exper iences is 
shown in Tables 1 and 2. These data suggest that a pilot's ratings . type of 
operation. and implied skill level. aU sel've to alter his perception of c ritical 
in-flight events . 
What should the "system " be able to do to assist the pilot in properly 
assessing his real (or perceived) problem? No simple answer e. ists for 
these situations nor does past research appear to address these issues . It 
is hard to imagine the extent of myths and misconceptions about critical in-
flIght events . Critical events lead to air traffi(' control disruption, panic , 
accidents , and perhaps fir m resolutions by pilots never to fly again . 
In the NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System, 1, 4.97 inCidents were 
submitted in the period of July 15 to October 15 , 1976 . Of these 3% iuvolved 
a ir c raft structure and subsystem factor s and about 9'l; navigation and communi-
cation situations . If one assumes that the Reporting System captures only a 
portion of tl1e total incidents occurring in the s. stem , this statistic also 
sugges ts there may be thousands of critical In- l1igb t e vents each year. 
While one objective of this research is to describe and define the scope of 
the c r itical in-flight event (e IFE) . :l definition or set of qua li fie r s for the 
purposes of th is report is set forth below . 
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T~.bl--9 1- 1-
, 
Reported Moat Uncomfortable or Thr eatenlng Experience Dur ing An IFR Flight 
In Actual IFR Condltloa18 (Reproduced from Study to Determine the Operatlonal 
Proflle and MlsB lon of the '".;ertlflcated Instrument Rated Private and Commerc ial 
P ilot, FAA- RD- 70-51 Jult 1970, p. 125) 
Genera l Avn IFR 
01 of 
Tota l 
Experi e nce 
(1) 
Structura l icing 
Thund e rstorms 
Turbu l ence 
Commun ica t i ons loss 
Equipment ma lfunc tion 
Eng ine fa ilure 
Fee ling b ehi nd a situa tion 
Deteriora t ing weather 
pproach to minimums 
Spa tia l dis or ien t a tion 
Loss o f naviga tion equ l pment 
Nea r mida ir and/or unknovm t raffic 
Loas o f primary flight in 6 tr~~cnta 
Cornmunica tiona a nd na viga t ion l OBS 
Unclasoified 
No ~e or no response 
1t 'r o t a l c 739 
* * To tal a 1767 
Number 
(2) 
212 
91 
41 
38 
30 
28 
25 
20 
20 
19 
18 
18 
13 
13 
9 3 
5 2 
'Totalw 
(3 ) 
29".4 
12 
6 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 ' 
13 
7 
Numb .... 
(4 ) 
331 
2 6 2 
113 
82 
8 2 
67 
51 
77 
'5 9 
73 
37 
89 
35 
22 
.. , .. ~ i 
... ," . 
1 30. 
of 
Tota1'1l'* 
( 5 ) 
1 
15 
6 
5 
5 . 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
5 
2 
1 
15 
7 
c ( 0 
f 
'f 
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Tabla I- 2. Most Threatening Experiences Reported by Private 
Pilots (Reproduced from Study to Determine the 
Flight Profile and MIss ion of the Certfilcated 
Private Pilot., FAA- DS- 6S-15, July 1968. pp. 81- 82.) 
Reoort 
Th~eat~DiDa ~~~1~~~ Number ." of T tal ,,, 
(1) (2) (3) 
Lew visil:>il.ity 338 28:' 
Crosb,.,1.nd 290 2.4 
Lor~ cei.1.ing 277 23 
Hal functions 25 21 
!..ancl.iJlg s 247 21 
High winds 229 19 
In fog or clouds 209 18 
Near air collision 1 98 17 
Lost 148 12 
Short field 1 4 7 12 
'Fuel. supply 139 12 
Engine operations 1'-2 10 
Forced landing 1.17 10 
Takeoffs 111 9 
Un~proved airport 95 8 
Mud or snow 96 8 
Darkness 92 8 
Weight or loadL"lg S9 7 
Infrequent piloting 87 7 
Tr ees or wires 71 6 
Use of radio 64 5 
Soft field and high grass 64 5 
Different type aircraft 42 4 
Preflight operation 38 3 
Unavailable preflight inforrration 35 3 
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Table 1- 2- (Continued) 
.- - .. ---- -
Threatening Exoe rience Number Total 1/ 
(1) ( 2 ) (3) 
Improper airspeed 30 3 
Sta .lls or r ecoveries 2 8 2 
Low altitude maneuver ing 25 2 
Uninf ormed 2? 2 
Steep tur ns 21 2 
Flaps 20 2 
Handling of aircraft 1 9 2 
Holding alU'i:ude 18 2 
Che ck l ist 14 1 
Slow speed flight 13 1 
"-
Flight materials '(maps , e tc.) 13 1 
Pontoons or sus 11 1 
S l ips 1 0 1 
Other 136 11 
11 To tal = 1,192 
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A critical in-flight event is a situation which is une~-pccted. 
unpianned , and unanticipated, and [s perceived by the pilot 
in command to threaten the safety of the aircraft . The CIFE 
is one which requires pilot judgment beyond routine dec ision 
making or pre-programmed decision structure . It may or 
may not involve communication '.vith ATC . The CIFE assumes 
alternative courses of action are open to the pilot and some 
finite period of time is available to the pilot to make an assess -
ment of the situation. enumerate options and make a decision. 
The safety of the aircraft depends more on pilot cognitive pro-
cesses than skilled motor performance . 
For purposes of iliis research . empnasis was placed on IFR rattld pilots who 
have suffic ient experience to ut ilize the ATC system when available . 
l\lany examples of the above descr iption can be put forth. The following 
illu.,trates a few of these . 
a) failure of navigational equipment. 
b) failure of electrical systems . 
c ) failure of hydraulic systems, 
d) fuel management problems. 
e) flights into une.rpected weather r 
f) unforecast icing conditions. 
g) engine failure (single and multiengL,e aircr aft). and 
h) partial pilot incapacitation . 
This research was directed towards an understanding of : 
a) the nature of critical in- flight events (CIFE). their causes, and 
how they develop over time; 
b) how pilots of different backgrountls might assE.·s s and respond to 
such instances; 
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c) the psychological stress of in-flight events , appropriate coping 
processes , and the modeling of such processes; 
d) the interaction that exIsts between aIr traffIc controllers and 
pilots during CIFE 's; and 
e) how adequate countermeasures can be developed from the above 
to minimize the freqtHmcy and consequences of CIFE IS. 
An expllcit description of rE03earch objectives and discussion of tile scope 
of the project are presented in the next section. 
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n. RESEARCH oBjEcTrVEG AND pnOJECT SCOPE 
The general objectives of the research were : 
1. To describe and define the scope of the critl.cal i.n-flight event with 
emphasis on characterizing 
a ) event developmeut , 
b) event detection, 
c) event assessment, 
d) ;>ilot information requirements, sources , acquisition, and 
interpretation, 
e ) pilot response options , 
f) pilot decision processes , 
g) decision implementation , and 
h) event outcome . 
2. To develop detailed scenarios from (1) above for use in 
a) simulators as well as paper and pencil testing for developing 
relationships between pilot performance and background information, 
and 
b) an analysis of pilot reaction , decision. and feedback processes. 
The scenar ios are viewed as data generating devices for pilot options . 
More specific thrusts of this research, related to the gCi.:eral objectives 
above, were developed 011 the bal:iis of initial research findings and research 
capabili ties . These involved : 
a ) emphasis on general aviation IFR pilots in single engine aircraft 
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b) emphas[~ on the descrtFtlve character of pilot response to 
critical in-flight events 
c ) use of full mission simulation 
d) use of paper and pE:ncil scenar los to study piiot problE: m diagnostic 
capabilities and destination-dh'~rsion decision processes 
e) exploration of the relationship between procedural compliance 
and flight crew errors using the RuffeU- Smith simulation datr. . 
The following chapters place major emphasis on: 
1) background activities leading to proble m conceptualization 
(Chapter Ill) 
2) development of knowledge tests on systern anoIT.alies (Chapte r IV) 
3) full misSion simulation (Chap~er TI) 
4) paper and pencil scenario tests (Chapter VI). and 
5) analysis of the Huffell-Smith data for procedural compli211ce 
(Chapter VII ) 
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1lI. DACl-CGROU D 
1r.1U31 project activities c ntcred around the development IlDd Implementa-
tion of a comprehensive ilteroture search . Bt'C3use the objectives of the 
project ~·/ere rather broad rnnred and cross-disciplinary, this search Involved 
11 number of topic 3l"Cn • Artcl." nn ex eMlve rc lew of search mater Ials 
aV3llnbl~ a master !lst of I{cy words to be used tn nll literature sr:ar ;'hca 
was de\'elop~d . This list w. 5 used for all searches with the exception of 
pscybology nbstrncts 'hlcb used n r.ontrolied vncabulary . This controll ed 
vocabulnry (':In be found in T e Se:lrch~e of P ychologlcal Index Terms , pub-
llshed by the American Psychological Association. The (ollowing sources were 
e,-:i.lIninerl : 
3) The 0.'110 State University Mechanized Information Center /C6U-:\tIC) 
b) P·ycho or;y Abs~3.cts 
c) F .-\A Accident Reports 
d) Transportation Research Information System (TRIS ) 
e) National Technical InformatIon Service (NTIS ) 
f) Department of Defense sources (see Appendlx A) 
g) . .\viatlon Press Publications , e . g .• Flying MagaZine . BUBl~ess and 
Commercial Aviation. etc . 
h) "atlonal Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) ,-\ccldent nepor-ts 
While the llterature was replete with "ne\'er aga in" stories . surprisingly 
few documents addressed pilot response to critical In- fllght event in 
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sumc~ent d~tall to ~rmlt ptiot r epons modelling. IOO ... d . little 
tatlstlclll oVldence WI\S avallable on the relative fr~qul>ncy of vllrloua types 
of InCidents . 
AppendL'( B Is an :mnotated blbllogr:lph~' of some of Ihl' literature examined . 
In nddltlon, the dissertation by Schofield and the theats b' Flnthers deta il 
furthl'r background source~ In this area . 
At thl' utset of thls project th<.> prIncipal in\'t'!1t1gntors met with severnl 
oTg:lnlzntions which had both a vital intl'rest In the problem and clCp<'rtlse In 
pilot bl'h:1\'lo r . Thl' National Tr::m~ portatlon S~fety Board (I 'TS B) , Th~ 
Airer:1rt (}\\'nl'rS and Pilots Association (,.'OPA), ;\lItrt' Corporation, Airline 
Pllotl' ;\sf:oc latlon 1:\ LP,. ). Air Tr:msport :\ 5 celation (A'fA), l\ntionnl 
Al'ronallties nnd Space .. \dmln!str:ltlon (N:\SA I. Feder-a: A vlatton Administration 
(FAA), t\lr Forct' Office oC Scientifle R~sl'nrch (AFa;R). and 'nlted A!rHn~s 
(U,\Ll w('r(' all vislt ... ·d to provide consull!lt!on \"tth their staffs on the ir per-
ceptlons of the CIFE and to s~·c'..lr (' wh:lt l" \,C'T da ta bases were u\':lll:lb le to 
docum~nt the l'Xh.' nt nnd nature of CIFE Ilnd any data on I' elntt>d pilot rE' sponse . 
'.> agetlcks also suggested other resources for this problem art-l\ - either 
I- , ,~ht'U r~'ports. research In pro ess or nnmes of Individuals who clluld 
pn;\,lde Insight Into th(' CIFE problem . Trip ummarles nnd contacts nr ... • 
outlined In .\ppcndlces Band C , 
In gl'ncr:t l , all agenCies reported u grC':lt Inte r s t In th~ pn'bl m nnd wC're 
w!ll1ng to ht'lp within thei r eup:lcltll' g but admitted th t tht> riFF. wns lurgcl~' 
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an unresearcbed ls ue. No datil bases on pUot l" sponsa to CIFE'3 were 
Ilvalluble . Thero were , to be sure , many G ar ed xperfenccg , ind Ividual 
examples of e IFE 's f om FAt\ ar.d NTSB files nnd unique perceptions from 
those Inte rviewed . For general avilltlon (GA ) CIFEs thore were little or no 
data available from NTSB , FAA or NASAl ASRS mes o From discussion 
with these agl'ncles and among the resNlrch staff , several bypothl!see or 
constructs were pl'oposl.'d about the C!FE process such as 
1) rl'sponsc latency theory 
2 ) soc lal Interaction In the cockpit 
3) co nitl v(' structurin'y 
.t) pllot workload 
5) detection of vs . response to CIFE 
6) appraisal of CIFE's 
7} single channel limitation of the pllut 
S) lack of s tnndard wcrk h:lblts 
9) lack of real world elements In training and tes lng of pilots 
C . Rl'sults of the NASA - ASRS Search 
Early i n the research . the project team asked, ASA - Amcs to perform 
a scarch of its :\SR.3 d:lta file . Using key words consistent with thei r data 
base structure, e.g . • 'mt' rgeney. pllot decision making . etc . • some twO 
dOZln narrativl'S were developed and ex. mined. In genernl. little value to 
the project r esultc'd fr om this search principally because of lack of detail 
about how :.he problem devt'loped , how It was dlagnos d . wha t a lternatl\'cs 
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wcre considered nnd other relev nt detnHs , o . g. , \ 'al1ther and alternate 
Illrports available . lk'ciluse or the NASA polley on anonymity of the rt'porter It as 
o 
..... '" 
Impossible to traCt' bllck nn Incident to gt_,t mor~ lnforml1tlon . What would 
hove bl'('n neCl'ssury would hu \' bt'en to have the nnn yst fol1ow up Immediately 
on flrat contnct using n supplt.'mcntary data sheet . Bccnuse the thrus t of tile 
reSt'arch was dlrectt:d towards the GA pilot Imd the fuC't that th(' m jorlty of 
lllcldl.'nts r<.'portt'd wcrt' nt:- carriers , It W:1S dl.'cldl.'d not to pursuE' ule 
AS d:lttl Clle further . 
D. 
As n rl.'suit ('If bnckground In Orm!ltion, dlsctlsslon. with experts nd 
gradU:l tl' sl'mlnar d! rt'C'tl'd to the V:lr(ous (uc('ts oC th~ probli..'Ol, n pr('l (mlnnr~' 
mlldd of tht~ procl'ss t'\'oln'd. Thl:; Is shown In F! rl'III-I. This conceptuul-
IzaUon dl'picts Sl.'\'L'r:11 k('y :lBpt'l't:! of the problem - the dclt:ctlon phnsc, 
Information ~ll'kln~ strnll'g ll!' , workload , use of resources , and pilo t 
s trl.'SS , l , 'clsloll styles and \' 1 lUl' y~tcms making up hi decision making. 
Ultl ,r ·I:H('ly . pilot response W:lS focused pon : 
, . detl'ction of the probll' m 
• I dl.lgnosls of the caUSt' from thL' symptoms 
3~ g('ne r utton of \,iabll' optIon' 
-l) decision mnklng both In Il'rms of probll'm l't'solutlon nnd 
destlnat ion cil VCl'S ion 
5) l' XN'utio n of the '('c Is ion 
Throulfaloul all fl"l' r,h!1 <.'s, \ 1l t Informntlo n 5 k l n~ s rntq:les \\,('r ·' s tu died. 
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E • Re earch Strategy 
Figure I11-2 depicts the overall strategy undertaken in this r'csearch . 
Above the dotted line are the lnitial bnckground e forts . These included the 
aforementioned vis itat{ons, literature review , ASRS search and graduate 
seminar. Prior to the formal research initiation , a gt":! uate project by 
Fo,', "Critica lln-Fllght Responses fI, indlc:l.ted the potential value of using 
paper and pencH scenar ios to study pUot d c1sion making , At the same Ume, 
ns part of another Industria} and Systems Engineering I~E) course, USAF 
pllots were s urveyed to arrive at candidate scenarios for future simulation 
or paper and pencil testing . Both of these exercises provided encouraging 
results. 
Belew the dashed Hne arc the four ma.lor fronts of the project : 
1) the development of knowledge tests 
Z) full l~ission GAT simulations 
3) paper and pencil scenario testing 
4) the relation of procedural compHance to e r ers In the Ruffell 
Smith simulation study 
Each of these major fronts is discussed In turn In the chapters which follow . 
A comment on the paper and pencil scenario works hop is !n order . This 
was a mechanism to bring pilots together for a general briefing prior to 
their testing on paper and p('ncil scenarios . These te sts were then conducted 
with indlviduall':o--perimentcr s . Hence , about ten small group workshops \vere 
held on differt.:nt d:1YS . 
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IV. 
LIES 
The evaluation of subject knowledge of aircraft systems and the rFR 
oper ating environment was :lll Important element in understanding the ways 
in which pilots respond to CU"E 's . The evolution of the final test instrument 
involved a sertes of pre-tests , d velo ment of open form questlons and finally 
a clo.-ed-form, multiple-choice questt(1IUlnlre . Contrary to the ususl alrmQn 
certification exam questlon format. the bulk of the items selected here 
emphasized aircraft ubsystem operation and trouble- hooting . 
A. Qpen Form Surv~ 
A knowlcd"'e survey, or inventory. was develcped to determine the leve l 
of a pilot's knowled e of aircraft systems and the IFR operatlng environment . 
An open-form survey was administered to pilots vho were participants in the 
GAT runs . Later a closed- form versiOll was dmlnlstered to all subjects in 
the paper and pencil ~cenartos . The results of the surveys 'e e compared to 
various measures 0f pilot performance in tbe simulations to Isolate relation-
ships between pilot knowledge level and measureabl~ aspects of pilotlng skill. 
The development of the survey followed a three stage process which !n~luded 
1) item (question selection and pre-test , 2) construct1c;n and test of an open-form 
survey, and 3) construction and test of a closed-form (multiple choice) exam . 
The items for the survey were constructed fr:>m information tn training 
texts, government publications , aircraft operating manuals , and other 
re9dil!" available publications . Practlce qu iz zes and exam Ina-
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tions commonly used 11.1 the certification process placed much emphasIs on 
such areas as regulations , weather, navigation. and weight and balance. 
Relatively few items on aircraft subsystem operation or trouble- shootl.ng 
could be found . This Is due . in part , to the fact that a modern single engine 
aircraft may have over 25 independent systems , aud some of these systems 
may be engineered differently by the various manufacturers . For example, 
while the pitot-statlc system and gyrO-instrument system designs offe red 
by aircraft manufacturers are fairly uniform, other systems such as fue l 
metering and feed devices are often vastly different . Special care was taken 
to ensure that items selected for the knowledge surv~y were representative 
of the types of systems pilots could be reasonably expected to encounter in 
the ir flying careers . 
A total of over 60 items wpre collected and pre- tested on a small group of 
pilots . Included in this prototype survey were areas such as fuel systems , 
electrical systems, engine systems and operations, cockpit instrumentation , 
weather and the flight environment, and general IFR procedures . The pre-test 
survey items were presented in the form of open-ended questions to which the 
pre-test subjects r~sponded with short , written answers . Four types of 
questions were posed. The first type was a simple , straightforward question 
in which the pilot was asked to define or explain something . In the second type 
of question, given certain symptoms in terms of instrument indications, nOises, 
visual i.nspection, and the like, the pilot was asked to identify the most likely 
cause of those symptoms (Symptom-Cause, or S-C). In the third type of 
question, the pilot was given a specific conciition and was asked to Identify 
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s ymptoms that would most likely arise from that condition (Cause-Symptom, or 
C- S) . In the fourth ;;.nd final type of question. the pilot was asked ohat 
corrective action shodd be taken if a certaln condition was known to exist 
(Cause- Correction, or C- C). 
The correctness of the r esponses of the pre - teat subjects was not as 
important as the ease with whIch the subjec ts under stood and responded to 
the questions . The experience gained in the pre-test was very help! 1n 
determining which questions were not useful and should be eHminated. It 
was also helpful 1n determining the way in which the r emaining questions 
should be streamlined to improve clarity . All of the improvements S!~gg€5 ted 
by the pre- test were made and the end result was the refined , open- fvrm 
knowledge sur vey which was used in conjunction with the GAT slmulat~on 
studies . 
The open form survey, contained in Appendix D, consisted of 58 J.estions 
which called for short, written answers. Thirty questions were of the 
straightforwsrd type, 11 were of the c-s type , 9 were of the S-C ~. and 
8 were of the C- C type . The opec- form survey measured over all pilo I-now -
ledge , as well as knowledge in th~ six a r eas listed in Appendix D. Scoring 
of the s urvey was perfor med with the aid of the answer key also provided in 
AppendLx D. Partial cr.edit was awarded for answers wh.ch came close to 
those given in the answer key . 
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For evaluation of the paper and pencil s imulation tests. pilot knowledge 
about systems was needed . This was accompllshed through the use of the 
closed- form knowledge survey given in Appendix E . The survey consisted 
of 20 multip le choice questions . Nine of the questions were of the straight-
forward type , 6 w~re of the c-c type , and 5 were of the C-S type . All of the 
questions came from the open form survey and were selected on the basis of 
their ability to discriminate between good pilots and m2.!'gtnal pilots. Some of 
the incorrect responses offe r ed by subjects in the open form survey were used 
as "dummy" alternatives in the closed , multiple- choice form . 
Under the multiple choice format all subjectivity in scoring was removed, 
and the time spent administering and scoring was greatly reduced . The answer 
key is given in AppendL" E. Scores were provided for the three pilot knowledge 
subscore ar eas also given in Appendix E, <is \vell as for overall pilot knowledge . 
Results of the closed form survey are discussed In Chapter II covering the 
paper and pencil simulations . 
B . General Results of the Closed- Form Knowledge Survey 
The closed form knowledge survey was adminis tered to fo rty pilot-subjects, 
thirty of whom were also participants In the pilot deciSion- making workshop . 
The mean total score for the forty subjects was 12 . -l with total scores ranging 
from five to seventeen . The maximum possible s core was twenty . 
Statistical tests were performed to determine if any relationships existed I 
I 
between knowledge survey scores and pilot background vari <1b les . The Spearman I 
r :luk coefficient was used as a measure of correlation throughout. A summar y 
! 
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of the correlation coeffIcients between tot al knowledge survey s core and 
pilot baclcground var iables appears tn Table IV- 1. 
Table IV-l 
Total Knowled,,;e Scor e Spearman Carrel Uon Coefficients 
nd Observed Level of Sf'?I1ificance (In Paranthesesl 
Total Flight Hours .131 (. 42 ) 
IF R Hours . 002 (. 99 ) 
r'" Single EngIne Hour, . 467 (. 002 )· 
Rating . 430 (. 006 )" 
*meallG significant correlations at p <. . 05 leve l 
As seen in Table IV -1, almost no correlation exists between total knowledge 
survey score and total hours or IF hours . These lack of relationsh ips suggest 
that acc ruing general flight exper ience or IFR flight experience does not 
guarantee know ledge will also increase . One poss ible explanation for this 
obser vation, however, is that, as pilots accrue more and more flight time , 
they tend to advance to more sophisticated aircraft with sharply different 
operational char:lcteristics . The knowledge survey was aimed at the stngle 
pLlot IFR operations common in light aircraft. These two rel ationships may 
not be as str ong , then , because pilots with more flight exper ience may have 
moved out of the scope of the knowledge survey . 
Substantial pos itlve correlations are seen , in Table IV-I , between total 
knowledge survey score, and s ingle englne hours and r ating . These two 
r elationships lend support to the knowledge survey 's va lidity as a general 
tool to measure knowledge of Single-pilot IFR operations and aircr aft systems . 
. 
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One would expect increased exposure to single eDffine operatio..s (more single 
engine hours) would abo increase a pilot's kno ledge of single engine operations 
(Which was the focal point of the knowledge survey). Additionally , as one's 
tested level of competence increased, knowledge should also increase . 
Tbe knowledge survey was broken into three subcategories: Engine and 
Fuel Systems , Electrical Systems and Cockpit Inst-rumeIltaUon. and Weather 
and IFR operations . They were named Category I (CATSCR I). Category IT 
(CATSCR 2). and Category m (CATSCR 3), and contain 7,7. and 6 items , 
respectively. The mean!> and range of scores for each category for the 
forty subjects are given in Table IV -2. 
Table IV-2 
Mean Scores and Range of 
~ores for Categories It lI t and TIl 
mean % r ange 
(%01 max 
mean possible ) low high 
Category I (maximum possible = 7) 4 . 82 68 . 9 1 7 
Category II (mrucimum possible = 7) 3.750 53 .6 2 7 
C:itegory III (maximum possible = 6) 3 . 850 64.2 o 6 
The s~ me ccrr·':~"LlOn tests were applied to these scores as were per-
formed on Cle total knowledge survey score . A summary of the correlation 
coeffIcients between the three category scores and pilot background variables 
is given in Tatle IV-3. 
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Table IV-3 
Correlation Coefficients and Observed Level of Slgnificance 
Catc~ory I , fl, and rn Scores, and 
Bac ground Variables (Levels of SIgnificance In parantheses J 
Total Filght IFR SE 
Hours Hours Hours Rating 
Category I Score .197 (.22) .090 (. 58 ) .474 (.002)* . 273 (.09)* 
Category II Scol'e -. 115 (. 48 ) .194 (.23) . 184 (. 26) . 195 (.23) 
Category ill Score .120 (. 46) -.001 (. 99) • S76 (.017)* .375 (.017) * 
*inmcates significant relationships at p <. . 10 level 
As e'/ident in this table, Category I s core (engine and fuel systems) is 
positively correlated with single engine hours and r atings , whereas no 
significant correlation exis ts between CategoL'Y I sccres and tota l flight time 
or IFR flight time. These results may be due , again, to the fact that the 
knowledge survey was aimed towar d single pilot IFR operations . There are 
sharp differences in powerplants between the b , \~ :,sticated airplanes exper -
ienced pilots are more likely to fly and the simpler. lighter crafts flown i:1 
s ingle pilot operations. This Is particularly tl-ue when one considers the fact 
that hIgher performance airplanes are often powered by turbojets or turbo-
prope llers . 
Categcry ill score (Weather and IFR operations ) is positively correlated, 
again, with single engin3 bo'""rs and rating, and uncorrelated with total flight 
time and IFR hours. No correlations were found in any case involving Category II 
(Electrical Systems and Cockpit ~nstrumentation ). 
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A BUmmal'Y or Individual subject lrnowlcdge &Ul"vey perfornllulC0 , I.ncludlng 
results fo!' c ell of the thi'ec ubscores is found in \.be Mast r Data TobIe, 
I: " Tnble VI-4 in Chapter VI. 
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'CENARIO (F ) RUNS 
Prior to th do\'c!opmeat of the no 1 n~r:tOO penen e1q)erlmenta , n 
Stories of un mta~ion simulaUon (FMS ) ('.:-perlmenl~ were performe-d . Th-'sc 
e~rl ml'nta , '''hleb are descrlbed bolow , provided background for designing 
p'Pl' r nnd l'oe il (;C "Dartos and a lwnchmnrk which ueh Be oartoG could be 
match d (or n rudlmontary e08t/bl'nc!Hs evnluGtion. 
" 
A. Put'PO c 
A Singer GAT-l night trulne r wns l' l'con(I~\u' rd to SCT\'e ns a fll gbt (mu-
lator for usc In "LO T " tyIW ·Ct'n:lrI09 . Th 'St' scentlrlos l':lch Involv'd 
critical In- fli gh t event 1mb 'ddl'd within un othel'wlse hormul s lmulo.tt'd IFR 
nl~ht mission . T~(' purpo c was to gain an und rstnndlng f : 
a) how pilots 0{ dlffer(' t b:lc 'grou ds U S (,S8 and rcspond to 
such Instances ; 
b) thc psychological stre~s or In-rlI~t cvents . appropriate c Clllng 
,- proceSSt'. , l.nd the mod Hng of such procl's~l'S ; and 
c ) tht, Interaction mat ('xls ts bet\\' !:'n nil" traffic controlle sand pllots 
, 
durl CIFE 's. - i 
In kCl'pln with the full mIssion scenario a procch , (, Ilcn subject went 
lhrou ;1 pre-flight pi nnlr.g ph:lSC Invol\'ln~ :I complete \\'ellUlCr briefing . 
route pl :lnnlng . :l d flUng of fli gh t pi n . Take-off. climb nnd ('nroute phases 
of l':lch ' cl'narlo b('gllll unde r no r ma l IFR opt' r nt lng condit Ions . flc lime 
ATC communlc 'Ions , Including b:\ck~ round conversat ion were used to 
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enhance rCllllsm . A critical ev~nt '/ IlS Introduced some twenty to thirty 
mlnutes lnto each Simulated fltght . 
The conduct of nn FMS 1 outlin~d in the paragraphs wl11ch follow . Com-
p eta operating Ins tructions and de ta iled SUPPO l'Ung rnllterJalllre cODfalned 
1n the Muster Not~book for GAT Scenarios , n copy of wblch Is avellnble in 
thL proj( ... t 's file at NASA - Ames . 
The pr lmnry piece of ~qulpment used In th~ fuB mission s lmulatlon stud!es 
is a Stnber General Aviation Trainer (GAT-l) On 11 motton base . Three degrees 
of freedom, roll, pitch, and yaw, :trc provided by the motion base. This 
machine slmulatl's , both In d 51 n nnd performance , a typical s Ingle engine , 
c arburt'ted, fL"«('d pitch prop , fLxed genr aircraft. The ~\'foolcs equ ipment 
includes dual navigation od communIcation radIos . d I VOR (nd1cntor~ (one 
·tth gUdcslope ), an automatic direction finder . :10 uudlo c'Jntrol panel, nd a 
three- lig t marke r be3con rccel er e 
~lod fications ha .. ~ been made to the standard GAT cockpit. :\ trnns-
pondc r and u digita l clock have b<:en added to the il1;'; trumenl pnn~l . A fue l 
selector switch has been Installed to the ie ft of the pilot's scat. A lape l 
mlcrophon hlS becn added to ptek up the '~!lot 's communlcllt lons and ~ockp!t 
SOUL1ds . Two floodlights :lnd a closed cir ult t levis Ion camera have t eea 
mounted ov r the pilot's ri ght shoulde r to "I ew the Instrument panel. 
l::~crn~l modifications have als o b('(!n made to fncilltate the experi ment . 
The wI. dows of the GAT have been over d with :l o nC-W:l) ' r cfl ec t !vc film 
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raco chttnt) 8 0 that the ptlot can be cbserved during the fi t t without hIs 
IDO vledue . A display ior <howlng hleh fue l tanIt Is acUve bas been inBtalled , 
as well as external controls for the nmmetek" , pMel light lntensfty, and (or 
power (rpw ) r eduction . Theae nre all cw ndd{ttoos to the standard GAT 
hardware . 
The e~ ertrnenter r.as tiL cnpabUlty to control the operational status of 
some of the GAT systemo , a.nd to determine t! e, values of key parameters . 
The !ollowir..g can be render~d inoperative : &tt~tude w o, dlrectlone l eyro , 
altimeter. air peed IndicD.tor. turn coordinator, vertical speed Indicator , 
vOR/LOC Indicators , nutomatlc dLrecUon finder indicator. glldeslope . 
and engine . Addltionally , 011 pressure , oli temp rature , cy lincier head 
temperature , fuel level for each tank , engl.ne sound volume. gross weight , 
center of gravity , outs ide all' temperature, rough air magnitude , barometric 
pressure . and wind directIon llnd \'clocl ty are subject to continuous control. 
An X- Y plotte r onnec tcd to the GAT tracks the progress of the flight on n 
enroute low altltud chart . nd provides the air traffic controller with the 
equivalent oC r adar f11ght monitor ing. 
Communication channe s have been wired to permit two-way communlcll-
tion be tv,'een the Jumpseat·aDd the ATe rnonllo!'ing station. It allows pilot 
nctlvltles such as frequency changes to be relayed to ATC by the Jumpseat 
observer as augmentat ion to video monitor \' lewing . It also prov Ides fOl' 
:\ TC cue Ing of Jumpseat for changes In environmental GAT parameter l-Ild 
Introduction of syste ms fallures . 
tJumpseat r efers to an c. c r!menk' who rides ou ts ide the cockpit bu t who 
can both obser \'c pilot coc l<plt benri ·;lor and :llso inillnte system fa ilures , 
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The equipment described above helps to providt;'! fidelity and l'eall~M for 
the subject , adequllto experimentni conn'ol of the fitcht envir onment , and 
audio- visual recordIng of experimental flight data . 
C . FJ\IS Procedures 
The following mntcrlai :; support a GAT scenario experimental session 
fre.n Initial contact of subject to r:.w data collection . Typically, three 
experimenters are required to exeC\i.~e n sesslon . One (011" 'ctor) handles 
subjt!ct contact before and afte r the Simulated filght . Another acts as 
ATC during the run, "nd a third sits in the GAT Ju pseut to control 
cockpit conditions and to call out instrument stetus . The general pro-
ccdure for a GAT sccn:trlo exper imental session foHows : 
1) Subject contacted , explanation of study read , appoi ntrncnt Is 
mad\!. ::tircr~ft manual and subject background data for:n afe 
mailed to Subject . 
2) Subjcct arrives nd is met by Director. Subject Is taken to a 
bricfing room, where he init iates fligh p~anntng . 
3 ) l'. le:ll1whlle , ATC prepares control station :ll1d Jumpseat pre-
pares G:\T with detailed checklis ts . 
4) Director prE'pares GAT room cond1t1on and sees that all 
checkH ts :\rc completed. 
5) When Subje~ t fin ishes plalming . Director escorts him to GAT 
r oom and familiar izes Subject with GAT cockp it . 
G) Director hns Subj ect ta r t the engine and closes coel"plt door . 
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Jumpseat. controls engine status gauges . winds 81of~ . and 
various other envirolllllsntal conditfor. IJ as cued by ATe or 
Director . Jumpseat also monitors "nd reads Instruments that 
are difficult to read from the video camera . This aLds in later 
review of the video tape and also aids ATe in determinlng which 
comm frequency bas been 8elect~d. 
Director fills out data form for the particular run including 
the clock times £(;1' significant events to aid suhsequ~nt video 
tape reviews . He also obtains Subject performance judgments 
from ATe and Jumpseat at several points in the cenar-io. 
10) After Subject l ands the aircraft, Director meets Subject in cock-
pit and takes Subject to debriefing room. 
11) Subject discusses the flight with Director, answering specific 
questions concerning the CIFE. The debriefing Is recorded on 
audio tape . 
12) Meanwhile, ATe and Jumpseat shutdown GAT a~d supporting 
hardware, and document and store raw data . 
D. F.tSScenarlos 
Three separate full mission scenarios have been created . Each scenar io 
has accGmpanying support material in terms of charts, experimenter chcck-
lis ts, ATC scripts . pre-recorded background communication tapes and data 
forms. Samples of these suppor t mate 'ials are contained in " e :\Iaster Notebook. 
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Each of the three scenarios features a different type o( CI'tt!c~l In-fllgbt 
event . Scenario 1 involves a loss of fuel fr om ODw tank. I<'ull povrer is 
recoverable by switching tanlts at whlch time the pilot must decide on one of 
several destination :llternaUves . Scenario 2 lnvolves R partla! 0>wer fallure . 
No actlons are available to r ~sto::-t.l full power to t.he aircraft . The pilot mus t 
decide on one of several destination alte!'nat~ves or an emergency landing . 
Scenario 3 'nvolves a partial navi~ation system fal UTe during an ILS 
approach . The pilot must recognize the failure and select an appropriate 
alternate approach procedure andlor airport . All cenarios feature weather 
neal' IFR minimums and a mix of mountainous. flat , and [;eacoast terraln. 
Details of each scenario appear below . 
Scenario 1 
The objective of thIs scenario is to reveal how a pilot responds to inadver-
tent loss of fuel in night, resulting from the over-wlng siphon ing of fuel lhrough 
an improperly sealed tUlel' opening . Of particular interest are, J.) his actions 
to restore engine power when the fue l supply from the a In use is depleted, 
2 ) his decision 0 where to land in view of the unanticipated reduction of 
r emaining fuel and 3) his aircraft control performance prior to and after the 
cr;;'E. 
Each subject Is instructed to prepare and file an IFR fli ght plan for a night 
flight from Seaport Beach to :\\ountaindale airport. The weath er at thE> poir.t 
of depnrture and along the rout of night is Die (cet11ngs are less than 1000 
f~ et and visibilit ies are kss than three miles) . At tile destination airport 
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the weather [8 marginal VJI,i C. Seaport Beach is on the coast; Mountain-
dale 1s surrounded by mountainous terra in. 
After tal~eoff the fligh t proceeds along a predetermined route as specified 
in the original clearance (radar vectors to the Seaport 259 0 r adial to Ranch 
intersection, Victor 97 to QQnth ill VOR, direct). As the flight continues 
along this r oute , the pHot is instructed to contact the appropriate controlllng 
facilities . The fuel supply in the tank in use ~s reduced gradually , but t a. 
rate much faster than that of normal consumption . When the flight reaches 
a certain point , the fuel supply in the tank being used is depleted , and the 
engine sputters and dies . At the tlme of the e!l~ine failure. the flight is in 
instrument conditions , experiencing moderate turbult~nce , and not in radar 
contact . 
The only action the pilot C:l..11 take to regain engine po ",e r Is to switch 
fuel tanks . In the course of solving this problem, the pilot must set 
priorities concerning the activities he deems appropriate . Once the 
pilot Switches tanks, and engine power is restored, normal operations 
car be continued . However , tile fli:;ht nO'll has half the origin I fuel . In 
view of th is new limitation, the pilot must decide on whether to continue or 
to divert to an alternate . There are th r ee alternatives from which the pilot 
must choose : he can continue on to bis destination , iand at a closer air-
pert , or return to the point of departure . The flight has fue l sufficient 
to fly to and land at :lny of the alternatives , but his choice is complicated 
by varying weather conditions at the different airports , the different distances 
:lnd times to fly to Lhe a irports, and the pilot 's perception of the prob lem . 
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Scenario 2 
This scenario simulates tbe reduction of ava ilable engtn:= power due to 
a broken baffie In the muffler during a cross- counb:y U"R flight. 
The mission is to fly from Seaport Beach to Mountaindale . Imme:diately 
prior to takeoff , the pilot is cleared along a route approximately parallel 
to the one which he had filed . At the time of departure the Seaport Beach 
weather is Il\1C (ceiling is 1100 feet and visibility is two miles in l'tiin, fog , 
dr iz.:le) and tile Mountaindale weather ts marginal VMC . 
As the flight progresses , moderate turbulence is encountered near 
Singer intersection with a tailwind at thirty knots . When the flight pro-
ceeds past Therma l intersection , engine power is linearly decreased to 
1500 rpm over a period of three minutes. This is accompanied by tachometer 
indications and a decrease in p.ngine sound. Simultaneously cylinder head and 
oil temperature are increas~d to ma.ximum level . The power level is not 
sufficient to maintain the enroute altitude , so a descent begins as the power 
loss continues . The problem consists of inadequate power. and rising terrain 
while out of radar contact in instrument cond!tions . 
At this point the available alternatives are : 1) continue to i\iountaindale, 
2) return to Seaport Beach, 3) land on the immediate terrain, 4) land at 
Singer, 5) land at Wind Fall':) , 6) land at Link County , and 7) land at Pelton 
Naval Air Station . A major decision is whether or not to declare an emer-
gency, especially sinc~ he assigned altitude c annot be mainta ined. Typically 
the subjects proceed to l\Iountaindale or return to Seaport Beach . 
o 
(' 
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Scenario 3 
The purposes of thIs scenario are 1) to reveal how So !,Uot, wIthout the 
aid of warning lights or flags, determines that an essential part of his 
approach navigation equipment (localizer) has failed , and 2 ) to reveal what 
decisions and actions he makes to complete the flight In view of the aircraft 's 
new status . The pilot is instructed to depart MountaindaJe airport, to COD-
duct two ILS app~oaches at Mountaindale. and to land at l\fountaindale a ter 
the second approach . His fUght plan specifies the route of flight to be "via 
radar vectors ". The local weather conditions durIng departure and the two 
subsequent instrument approaches are "ceiling 500 feet overcast , v!siblJ.ity 
two miles in rain and fog. wind from the e:18t 01 te.J. knots . " 
After takeoff the pilot is vectored al.JIlg a predetermined route to inter-
cept the localizer course for the runway five lUi approximately five miles 
from the outer marker. After completion of the first approach. the pilot 
is vectored around to intercept the localizer fer his second, and fmal 
approach. As the localizer needle sweeps to tb e nter positIon during 
initial interception, it is rendered inoperative . (In this mode the localizer 
needle remains idle in the center position with a "TO" indication . ) At the 
time of failure, the flight is in instrument conditions, in radar cOli.act , and 
experiencing light turbulence. 
The pilot can use ATe position information, ADF crosschecks, or note 
that the needle is stationary to determine the localizer needle has fa iled. 
Upon confirming its failure, the pilot then must decide what to do r...ext . He 
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could conduct an NDB approach , a VOH ' proach , or dive ·t to another air-
port . Of these alternatives , t.he von approach is the only feasible one . 
E. Subjects 
Twel ve subjects were selected for the Fl\·rs experiments. Four were llsed 
in each of the three scenarios. Their ages ranged fr om 21 to 56 years old . 
Although all of the subjects wer e instr ument rated , their licenses covered 
the spectrum from Private to A TP. Six of the twelve held CFI ratings and 
five held turb ine ratings . In terms of t.~clr primary flying activities they were 
equally divided (six each) into pleasure and professional flying gro s . Their 
tota l flying hours logged ranged from 270 to 8800 hours . T able V-I summarizes 
these data . 
Scenario 
1 
2 
3 
o 0 
o '" 0 
1 36 
2 56 
3 42 
4 46 
5 
6 
7 
23 
34 
34 
8 30 
9 31 
10 22 
11 21 
12 21 
Table V-I 
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As noted in Table V - 1 an attempt was made to obtam a mix of elcper-
ience and r atings for each of the test scenarios . All subjects were unpaid 
volunteers from the Columbus. Ohio area . 
F . Data Collection 
As noted in Figure V 1. three major types of performance data were 
collected for each Fl\IS run . 
1) ''Stick and rudder " performance , L e . , basic conn-ol of headin~ , 
altitude, and airspeed 
2) Communications 
3) Response to the CIFE 
Stick and rudder performance was evaluated both objectively and sub-
jectively . Subjective ratings on a scale of one to seven were given for na7i-
gation skills and attitude control by each of the three experimenters present 
during a run . (A 11 experimenters were qualified pilots as well as researchers . ) 
Subjective rating averages for both navigation and a.ttitude control skills ranged 
from a low of 1. 2 to a high of 6 . 7 . There appeared to be a high correlation 
between the two ratings, i.e . • a subject with good navigation skL'ls also 
exhibited good attitude control skills as noted in Figure \'-2 . Only ten subjects 
were rated due to unscheduled equipment t"'aUunction during a portton of two 
runs. 
A more objective indication of s tick and rudder performance was obta Ined 
from time traces of altitude , a irspeed , and heading deviations covering the 
period immediate ly surrounding the introduct ion of the CIFE. These data 
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CIFE 
F U L L MIS S ION S I M U L A T ION (F M S) 
Twelve Subjects (Instru ment Pated ) 
1) Age s: 21 to 56 
2) Hours: 270 to 8800 
3) Ratir.g: PVT to ATP 
Performance Measures 
1) "Stick and Rudde~ 1I 
2) Commun ications 
3) Response to C I FE 
Figure V-l 
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Ti.ree Scenarios 
1) Fuel CAP loss 
2) Partial Power Fail ur 
3) NAVAl D Loss 
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were obtained by analyzing video tapes and coordin.ated HUO tracks for 
each FMS run. Samples of each data are contained in Filiures V-3 and V-4 . 
Plots for all subjects are contaIned in Appendix F . 
CommunicatioL skills were also eValuated both subjec~lvely and 
objectively . Each observer rated each subject on a fcale of one to seven . 
Aver age scor~s here r anged fr om a low of 2.0 to a high ot 6. 3. In addition 
to those r at ings , which were made at the time of the exper im~nt . complete 
transcripts of communications were prepared ~fter the fact from the au .l~o 
tapes . A portion of oae such transcript for the second scenario around the 
time of the CIFE has been reproduced in Figure V-S o These transcript~ per-
mitted a deta lled analysis ot inter actions bb;ween pilot and controller l1S well 
as an indication of the information search by subjects . 
The third indication of performance was the actual decis i'ln making 
response of sucjects when fa.::ed with a CIFE. A standard data sheet \.\fa!; 
used to summarize the observed behavior of each subject . Problem detpction 
and diagnosis as well as decisions and actions were noted (see Figure '1-6 ). 
The information used to complete theG e sheets was obtaL"led by studying 
the video tapes , consul Hng observers I data sheet8 and L"om a thorough 
(tape recorded ) debriefing of each subject after his FMS run. Observed 
stress was a subjective esti.mate 'scale one to ten} by j}e experimenters. 
Pilot critica lity estimates · .... ere made Ly the subjects (scale ont; to ten) and 
were intended to indicate the degree of criticality each pl~ced on the CIFE . 
F lying time estimates were r. !~de by t.he subjectC! who wer e asked bow l(lcg 
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Figure V-5. CommucloaUo 1'"t8&Bcl"lpt. Subject 7. cellarlo 2 
C: Japan Air 231 , contact E~st Bay Center , 132 . 15 h eadi n g -
s : Japan Air 231 eo 132,15 . 900d day . 
C: Uh . ona niner two golf papa , roger . maint~in 6000. 
(unintelligible) . 
P: One niner two golf ~pa . rog~r. mainta'o 6000 . 
P : Center. Nov ember onG! niner gol f papa r eporting 'r"nerm 1 
at this time . 
C: Two gOi f pop 's at Therma l in .ersection . Thank - you, sir . 
S : East Bay nter . VnitC!d 694 climbi ng to one - t ..... o-zero . 
C : United 694 , radar conta c t. climb unr e~tricted to flight 
level three-seven-~ero . 
B: Unrestricted to three - sev e n - zero, United 694 . 
C: lfn, one niner two golf Pdpa , r dar contact. uh . 
( unirl+:e11 igible) two miles north 0 Thorme:.l inter section . 
P: Uh. roger , one niller two golf papa . 
C: Answer 0~lf pap . you can expect . uh f 8000 in ten miles. 
P : Two golf papa , roger . 
C: King Aire gO Fox Hot 1 , contact S(!aport pproach 119 . 6 
B : 119.6 fe r 90 Fox Hotel . 
S : East Bay Center , Centurion 5343 Foxtrot climbing to .7000 . 
C: 43 Foxt rot , East Bay Center , ident. 
B: 43 Foxtrot , roger . 
e: 43 Foxtrot , radar contact , proceed on course . 
B: 43 Foxtrot , on course , ~ogor . 
C: Facer 62, contact elto. approach 126 . 20 
B: Pacer 62 to 12 .2, good day . 
B: Center, this is Baron 3622 Tango. Has anyone repo~ted 
turbulence on v ector two - twenty -two to the nor thwest. here? 
c: 22 Tango, tha ' s negative, sir ~ 
B : Vi Ire in moderate ~urbulence at 12,000, and picking up 
mixed ice. Any chance of one four thousand for 22 Tango? 
c : Baro 3622 Tango , clirnb and main ain one four t.housclnd .. 
B: 22 Tunao leaving 12.000 for one four thousand. 
P : Ccnte:c , November one nine \-10 golf papa . 
C : One niner two g ol f papa , g o a ead , sir . 
P.: Okay, roger zir , exper iencing , uh , di ff iculties wi th 
my engine . I'm los ing RPM and request , uh , immediate descent 
to the n ea rest ai port . 
C : One niner two golf pop. uh , stand by. 
C: 'I\"o golf pop' , un , all the airports in the vicini ty are 
IFR. You 're cu rrentJ}". uh, five miles northwest of The rrr.a 1 D 
P: Uh , roger , what's , uh , what's that 'Weather at Link? 
C : Okay, uh , stand by . I~ll have it for you in just a second . 
C: Yeah, two .gol f pop , uh, Link .... eather at ~ero ,300. Uh . 
500 scatte r ed measured 800 overcast two miles rain and fog . 
Uh , wind one six zero t ten. , altimeter two nine r point 
four five . 
P : Uh , roger , and Ce n ter ~e ndvised , uh , one nine r two 
golf papa i~J uh , losing altit de at this time. unable t o 
maintain altitude , a nd RPM is dropping off . Uh , request 
vectors for the clearest wea~ e r possible you c a n find . 
I ' m gonnu have to be setting 't down . 
C: Uh , two olf pap' , understand !unintelligiblc) . Unabl e to 
m4int~in altltude . rc uesting vcctors Q All airport in the 
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Figure V-G . Scena?lo 1 - CIFE Re ponse 
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Figure V- 7 . D2clsicn Factor~ l: sUng 
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they thought they could continue to fly afte!' the CIFE. The r est of the data 
sheet entries were filled by exper imental obse;:-vation or subject statement . 
In an attempt to probe their personal ratlonate . each subject was also 
asked to complete a ratlng form covering some 21 separate factors which 
may have influenced his decision in the fac e of the CIFE . Each factor wa~ 
r ted by the subject on :l scale of (ine to seven . (Rat.Ings for Scenario 1 ~re 
shown In Fl~re V-7. ) 
The final piece of lruol'm:\tion collected was the tes t Reore from an op;~n-
form knowledge survey . This survey was used as a pHot study to help develop 
the closed- form knowledge survey used with the paper and pencil scenar ios . 
All subjecw for sce arios one and two also partlcipated !n t.he paper snd 
pencil tests . They were identified In t..'le master data sheet wHh "1 " in the 
GAT column. Complete data summar y s~~t!t<; for all three scenarios are 
contai ned 1n A ppendbc F. 
G. Performance Evaluation 
Because of the :mall £ample size and dlffen nces across scenarios, 
it was difficu lt to develop s olid statistical information concerning pilot per-
formance in such full mission simulation studies . However . by analyzing 
the data mentioned above . it became apparent that the subjects in these 
experiments possE'ssed a wide range of cockpit man3gement sty les and skill 
levels . Althol\gh difficult to qU:l.ntuy. "good performance" was easily recog-
nized by both on - si te observer s of the F:\IS runs and oth r s who examined 
the various data co llected fr om those r uns . The elements of "good perfor mance" 
included: 
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1) professional use of the radio 
2) precise heading lind. altitude control 
3 ) constant awareness of the aircraft position along its 
intended route 
4) prompt, but not n~cessarny l.nst9-..nt, response to the onset of the 
CIFE (detection ) 
5) systematic procedure for trouble-shcotillg 
6) diversion decisions 'hieh allowed for further uncertainties 
EvIdence supporting each of these six characteristics of good performance 
can be fcund in Figures V- 2 to V-7 above. For example, consider Figures V-3 
and V -4 which depict what appear to be good and poor stick and ..-udder perform-
ances. The time traces for subject 4 exhibit very small unplanned deviatir,IlS 
in airspeed, altitude and he:ldlng both before and after the onset of the CIFE 
(loss of fuel cap). Subject 3. ')n the other hand , df'Inonstrates a somewhat 
unstable control of these three flight parameters even before the ons et of the 
CIFE. Furthermore, during and after the CIFE, his airspeed , altitude and 
heading excursions appear to inr.rease in both frequency and amplitude which 
may indicate that he was loaded beyond his ability to cope with the problem at 
hand. Coincidentally . it is also easy to find evidence that subject 4's per-
formance in each of the Six e lements listed ab~ve was generaUy superior to 
that of subject 3. FurthE:rmore , there ls supporting evidence that the "good 
performers " tend to score higher on both forms of the knowledge survey than 
do the "poor performers " , 
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Since much of the evidence or FMS performance 1s anecdotal. a brief 
narrative description of each subject's actions and tJ'1elr characteristics 
has been prepared. These narratives are contained in Append! , F . These 
narratives include comments on each subject's bac ground. personal char-
acteristlcs, and management style . They are perhaps the richest informatton 
source for gaining insights into how these twelve subjects made use of 
available resources in the face of crltical in-fl ight events . 
H. Fl\IS Conclusions 
The sample was too small to provide anything other than some Initial 
hypotheses concerning pilot performance in such a full - mission setting. 
However. the following tendencies were noted : 
1) Cockpit management style varies widely among pilots . For 
example, some are extremely self-reliant, others want 
immediate and e,ttenstve help from ATC while still others 
make t~e decision making process a joInt effort with ATC. 
2) Good stick and rudder pilots seem to have excess capability 
and maintain good stick and rudder performance during and 
after the CIFE. :More marginal stick and rudder pilots , on 
the other hand, show L,creased frequency and amplltude of 
heading and altitude excursions , aud experien~e communication 
difficulties in the face of a CIFE . 
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3) Pilots who score well on the knowledge test instruments 
tend to perform well in problem diagnosis and decision 
making . (GA T subject performance on the paper and pene n 
tests are discussed in Section VI-L . ) 
From the observations of the exper imenters and comments made by 
participating subjects , it appears that such a full misSion simulation exer-
cise. coupled with an appropriate Imowledge survey arid debriefing , could 
be a valuable tool for recurrent training of IFR pilots . 
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VI. PAPER AND PENCIL SCENARIO TESTS 
The GAT FMS scenarios were extremely valuable tn gaining a better 
understanding of how pilots make dects:ons in the face of CITE IS . How~ver , 
they were very expens ive to run, in terms of equipment , subject and exper~ 
imenter time, and the data was difficult to analyze in objective £<tshlon . ' .. 'he 
paper and pencil s cenarIo concept was developed to provide a more econom-
ical way to study the CIFE phenomenon and to reduce the data collection and 
anal:;,sls problems inherent with FMS experiments . 
A. Background 
The paper and pencil (pip} concept was tested in two diffe rent ways prior 
to full-scale implementation. First , two pilots, both on the aviation faculty 
at The Ohio State University and conSidered to be experts in the ir field, 
evaluated several GAT subjects I decisions on two of t.:le three GAT scenar ios . 
The two e~'Perts then made thefr own diagnoses and decisions on the third . 
From these sessions it became clear that pilots could diagnose problems and 
make diversion dec isions in a pip format. Further more , the expert pilots 
found the tasks more realistic when they injected themselves into the 
scenario , rather than playing the role of observer. 
A second pip format pre-test was r un with a local aircraft mechanic who 
is widely respected as an expert. The purpose of thls exercise was to determine 
if someone could diagnose a mechanica l failure in an interview situation. The 
mechanic was given the initial symptoms to the problem and was asked to arrive 
at an explanation of the cause . He asked questions about the status of various 
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indicators and hypothesized aloud as he systematlcally ~ilmln9.ted potential 
causes. The interviewer provided readings from instruments and answers 
to sundry status inquiries vet-bally . The mechanic had no trouble diagnosing 
the problem in the interview format . These results suggested many of the 
techniques used in the full-scale study . A transcript of part of that lnterview 
is contained in Appendix K. 
In order to facilitate analysis and to eliminate interactions , it was deCided 
to break the paper and penen testing into two distinct el,aments j one set of 
scenarios directed to l ard problem diagnosis and a second set directed toward 
pilot decision making based upon a common diagnosis of the problem. 
The diagnosis scenarios were conceived to meet several important crlteri~ : 
a) a system or component failure that would be nondeterlorating over time, 
b) insoluble (at least while tn the air), but identifiable, c) precipitated by com-
ponent failure or weather conditions, and d) Important enough to require a 
subsequent diversion decision . There also had to be enough evidence within the 
available information to unambiguously identify the cause of the problem. 
Once the four problems were selected for use , the concomitant symptoms 
and instrument readings were verified with the expert airplane mechanic 
referred to earlier. The given symptoms for the problems were selected to 
lead the subject in the general correct diagnostic direction , but were ~nsufficient 
for trivial solution . The four scenariOS selected involved: 1) an on leak at 
the oil pressure gauge line , 2) a vacuum pump failure, 3) a magneto drive 
gear failure, and 4) a frozen static port . The divers ion scenarios designed to 
illuminate a pilots decision making strategies are discussed in Section E below . 
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B. The Testing Procedure 
The procedure used in the paper and pencil scenario (PPS ) testing r equired 
about ninety minutes . The period was used for f our m3.jor data collection inputs: 
a ) Biographical Data (See Appendix H ) 
b) Closed-Form Knowledge Tes t (See Chapter IV) 
c) Diagnostic Perfot'rnance on Four Different Scenar ios 
d) A Destination-De0isicll Problem Dealing With Infor mation Seeking 
Strategies 
These will be discussed in detail in the following s ections. 
Announcements were posted at local flying clubs and fixed base operators 
(FBOs ) to attract volunteer subjects from the flying community . Interested 
IFR rated pilots called in for deta ils and were s cheduled for one of several 
two-hoUl" sessions . In addition, qualified pilots from The Ohio State University 
and local communities were called by telephone and io,'ited to participate . 
Each session proceeded as follows : p articipants gathered in a large con-
ference room . After a brief introduction by one of the principal investigators, 
subjects filled out the biographical forms and took a clc:;ed-form knowledge 
survey . A briefing statement covering scenario weather , airspace and the 
a irplane to be "flown" was given the subjects while they looked at enroute 
charts and weather maps (see Appendix H) . The subjects then went individually 
to separate roor.1S with an experimenter . Here , they went through the problem 
diagnosis and diversion-dec is ion excercises for about one hour . 
The instructions were read to the subjects (see Appendix H) which explained 
how the four problem diagnos is scenarios would be r un . For each proble m 
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diagilos is scenar io. a brief mission introo.'uction was read. identifying area 
weather. flight origin and destination, and referring to a low alti1llde enroute 
chart with the airports highlighted . Following the introduction, symptoms 
for the problem were given (e.g . "After twenty minutes of rou~:ne flying you 
notice the smell of hot engine oil ") . At this point the subject was signalled 
to begin his diagnosis by the question, ' 'What would you do ?". A stop- watch 
was started when the subject began his information search. allowing four 
minutes for completion. 
While referring to a modified diagram of the Piper Arrow instrument 
panel, subjects began to ask the experimenter for pieces of information which 
could be collected by the pilot if he were actually in the cockpit of a Piper 
Arrow. In addition to readings from night instruments, engine gauges alld 
navigation/communication radios . the subject could query the experimenter 
for information concerning structural ice formadon, noise, cabin conditions , 
status of the cabin interior, and system response to control settings 
for throttle , mixture, RPM . fuel selector. etc. When queried, the expel'i-
menter looked up the information on two sheets of paper which followed a 
standard format . After finding the L equested information and telling the 
subject , the exper; ll', " 'U:E' r then noted the item with a number on the sheet. 
The numbers denoted the se::;.uence of queries such that the order could be 
reconstructed . A third sheet was available for noting hypotheses of potential 
causes mentioned by the subjE'ct during the information search. Tneir posit!.on 
in the sequence was also noted . 
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Tbe clock was stopped when the subJ ct !ndlcated thllt be bad discovered the 
caUDe of the problem . I! the (our minutes ran out , the subject was eked to 
make a bes t gues Il to the problem 's source . The time tnken wss rec _lrded 
and tho subject was asked how long he thougbt the plane would fly Ith ~\U('b a 
problem . He wns then asl~ed to ludge :he crlticn!1ty of the problem aG he I ad 
diagnosed ttl on n scale of one to even. An explanatlon of th cause or the 
problem was then read to the subject and rJle flval two estimates Wf'Jre epellted. 
This procedure WIlS repe at d fo r four diffe rent s ccno.rlc and tool, nbou t 
25 minutes to complete . 
Forty volunteer subj cw participated In the pip scenario study . All 
but one were Instrument- rated ar d with ex:perlE:~:e r anging from 160 tn 
19 . 400 total nyln hours . 'lnetcen hr.d comme,'ci::.:l 1 censes ud twelve had 
Air Tr:;.r.sport I":ltiugs . E 'ght of the subjects h~d p rtlc iP3tl"d earller in t e 
Gt\T-l study . Subject background data is shown 1n Table VI- I . Fitruroes 
VI-l to VI- 3 depict L~e flight experience of the subjects . Table Vl-2 oumma 'Izea 
subjec~ data for background at.ol by fr~quency :ina I,)ercen.. . Figure \1- 4 depicts 
the subjects scores on the c iosed-form of the knowl'!dge tes\ . It Is wor th 
notwCl that the scores were surpris ingly low considering the fac t th.t:.t the 
mean 'lumber of hours experience was 3823 hours . 
C. PLot R:lckground D:J.ttl and D J~ogtl c Data Coll('ction 
Pilot background da! ' wer e coded into s vco va r iables . The fou r continuous 
numeric v:l:'ablcs were : SCO l-e on the knowledge sur v y (0 - 20 ), tota l fl ying 
hours , tota l sI ngle-e n nc hl)ur s . and tOla l 11:.'Tl (~nclud l.ng act"ola l, slmu-
l ~ted .. nd tim~ fl own unde r l FR) hour s . '1 rc e disc r ete variab les were : 
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Table VI- 2 
Frequency Analysis of Pilot Background 
,,0 
o 8 
Rating : 
Private 
Commercial 
Air Transport 
Training: 
l\I1Utary 
CtvUian 
Mos t Frequent F lying: 
Airline 
GA Commercisl 
BUSiness 
Mtl1tary 
Pleasure 
a 0 
" 0 
o 
-~---.--- -- ---
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o 
~ 0 0 
Frequency 
9 
19 
12 
10 
30 
2 
12 
11 
6 
9 
Percent 
22 .5 
47. 5 
30 . 0 
25 . 0 
7!) .O 
5.0 
30.0 
27 . 5 
15. 0 
22 .5 
. "-r-- - ~u 
o 
o o 
Co 0 0 0 
~ . 
~ 
." -
ratlng (private, commercial, and ATP), pr imary fHgbt training (military or 
clvUian) and the most frequent type of flytng (ail-Hne , GA comm , business , 
military, and pleasure ). 
Diagnosis s cenario performance was coded into eight numeric variables 
for each subject on each scenario. These were: 
I number of inquiries or oentrol actions 
IT total traoks (lines of coherent qu sUonlng) 
UT unique tracks (tracks not re eated ) 
C correctness of flnal diagnosis (C-5) 
Z correctness/total tracks 
E efficIency = 25- 2 x (minutes requ1red) - 1-2 
CORINQ - correctnessltotal Inquiries 
1\1 merit:,:(C x E) 
CB criticality estimate before solution given 
CA criticality estimate after solution given 
CNTRL numher of control ac tions taken 
The totals for these eight variables, summed across the four scenarios were 
also calculated and named as variables: 
TOTINQ - II + 12 + 13 + I-t 
TOTTR.<\K S - TTl + TT2 + TT3 + TT4 
TOTUTRKS - UT 1 + UT2 + UT3 + UT4 
TOTCOR - C1" C2 ... C3 T C4 
ZT TOTCOR/TOTTR.~KS 
TOTEFF - E l +E2 T E3 T E-l 
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CORINQT TOTCORiTOTINQ 
TOTMERIT Ml + M2 + 1\13 + M4 
TCRITBEF CBl + CB2 + CB3 -+- CB4 
TCRITAFT CAl + CA2 + CA3 + CA4 
See the Glossary, Table VI- 3. The diagnostic data, knowledge scores , 
pilot background data and decision data (see Section E below) ere compiled 
aLCi used in the total analysis. 
D. Diagnostic Performance 
Means and standard deviations for all performance variables are listed 
in Table VI-4. Comprehensive scores of total correct and total merit are 
shown as percentage distributions in Figures VI-S and VI-S. The total correct 
distribution appears somewhat negati vely skewed, while that for total merit 
appears to be normal . 
Group performance on the four scenarios improved in terms of correctness 
and merit with the order of present2.tion , althougb all fOllr problems were 
judged to be equally difficult to diagnose. This fact demonstrates some 
learning and str ategy development by the subjects . 
When the pilot sample is broken down by rating , several differences emerge 
on various diagnosis performance dimensions (see Table VI-5). Total correct 
and total merit scores increase as the level of certification goes up (Pvt •• 
Comm., ATP) consistent with conventional wisdom. Performance on s cenario I, 
(the oil leak) seems to run counter to presumed knowledge by the higber certjfi-
cale bolders. However. scenario 2 (vacuum purr.p failure) and 3 (magneto 
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T able \'1 - 3 
Glo~l 
1. AGE : Age of the subject • categorized into intervals : 
1) age ~ 30 yrs . 
2) 30 yrs . <. age .... ~ 50 yrs . 
3) age > 50 yrs . 
2 . AIRPORTS : Airports the pilot was will ing t o pass to locate pr oper repair 
facilities . 
3 . AP : Variable for aIrports used in computer runs valued (0 ) if airports ~ 2 
and (1) if airports > 2 . 
4 . APP : Approach attr ibute of an airport. Inc ludes ILS vs . NDB appr o..1.ch. 
5. ATC : Air Traffic Control attribute of an airport (presence of r adar) . 
6. B P. p p: Pilots importance as sessment of approach attribute of an airpor t. 
7. BATC: Pilots Importance asseSSTl'ent of an atr traffic conn-ol attrIbute of 
an airpor t. 
8 . BT1l\I : Pilots importance assessment of time . 
9 . ~vx: Pilots importance assessment of weather . 
10 . C1: Correctness score on Scenario wI (possible correct : 0- 5). 
11. C2 : Correctness score on ScenariO H2 (possible correct : 0-5 ). 
12 . C3 : Correctness s core on Scenario #3 (possible correc t : 0- 5). 
13 . C4 : Correctness s core on Scenar io #4 (possible cor r ect : 0-5). 
14 . CA 1: Subjective criticality estimate of event in ScenariO # 1 afte r being pr o-
vided with the auswer (s ca le 1- 7; 1=lowest criticality ). 
15 . CA2 : Subjective criticality estimate of event in Scenar io #2 after being pro-
vided with the answer (scale 1- 7; l=lowest critic:!lity) . 
1(. CA3 : Subjective criticality estimate of event in Scenario "3 afte r being pro-
vided with the answer (scale 1-7; 1=lowest critic a lity ). 
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17. CA4: Subjective c riticality estimate of event tn Scenario #4 after being 
provided with the answer (sca le 1- 7. l=lowest criticality ). 
18 . CATSCR.1: First category score on knowledge survey - knowledge Bub-
score for engine and fue l systems (possible correct: 0-7). 
19 . CATSCR2 : Second category score on knowledge survey - knowledge sub-
s core for electrical s ys tems and cockpit instrumentation 
(possible correct : 0-7). 
20. CATSCR3 : Third c ategory score on knowledge survey - knowledge sub-
score for weather and IFR operations (possible correct: 0- 6 ). 
21. CB l: Subjectlve criticality estimf.l.te of event in Sceol!rio # 1 before being 
provided with the answer (s cale 1-7; l =lowest criticality ). 
22 . CB2 : Subjective criticality estimate of event in Scenar io #2 before being 
provided with the answer (scale 1- 7 ; l=lowest c r itic- aUt-f) . 
23 . CB3 : Subjective criticality estimate of event in Scenario #3 before being 
provided with the answer (scale 1-7; l=lowes t c riticality) . 
24 . CB4: Subjective criticality estimate of event in Scenar io #4 before being 
provided with the answer (s cale 1-7; l=lowest criticality) . 
25 . CNTRLl : Number of inquiries which involved control movements in 
Scenario #1. 
26 . CNTRL2 : Number of inquiries which involved control moveme!lts in 
Scenario #2 . 
27 . CNTRL3 : Number of inquiries which involved control movements in 
Scenario #3. 
28 . CNTRL4 : Number of iuquiries which involved control movements in 
Scenario #4 . 
29. CNTRLTOT : Total number of inquiries for all four s cenarios which 
involved control movements 
CNTRLTOT = CNTRLI + CNTRL2 + CNTRL3 + CNTRL4 
30 . CORINQ l: Ratio of correctness to inquiries for Scenario 41 : 
CORlNQl = Cl/ n 
31. C ORINQ2 : Ratio of correc tness to inquir ies fo r Scenario #2: 
CORINQ2 = C2/r2 
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32. CORINQ3: Ratio of c orrectness to inquir ies for Scenario #3: 
CORINQ3 = c3/13 
33. CORINQ4: Ratio of cor rectness to inquiries for Scenario #4 : 
CORINQ4 = C41I4 
34. CORINQT : Ratio of total correct to total inquiries for all four scenarios: 
CORINQT = (C1 + C2 + C3 + C4)/(Il + I2 + 13 + 14) . 
35. DELTAC1: Change in subjective criticality estimate of event for Scenario #1 
after being pi'ovlded with the answer ; DELTAC 1 = CAl - e B l 
36 . DELTAC2: Change in subjective criticality estf.mate of event for Scenario #2 
after being provided with the answer ; DSLTAC2 = CA2 - CB2 
37. DELTAC3: Change in subjective criticality estimate of event for Scenario #3 
after being provided with the answer; DELT.'~ C3 = CA3 - CB3 
38. DEL TAC4 : Change in subjective criticality estimate of event for Scenario #4 
after being provided with the answer; DELTAC4 = CA4 - CB4 
39. DIF 1: Difference between number of total tracks and number of unique 
tracks in Scenario #1: DIF1 = TTl - UTI 
40 . DIF2: Difference between number of total tr:lCks and number of unique 
tracks in Scenario #2: DIF2 =: TT2 - UT2 
41. DIF3: Difference between number of total tracks and number of unique 
tracks in Scenario #3: DIF3 = TT8 - UT3 
42 . DIF4: Difference bet'Neen number l - to a l tracks and number of unique 
tracks in Scenario #4 : DIF4 " TT4 - UT4 
43 . DIFT: Differen:::e between number of total tracks and number of unique 
tracks i,n all four scenarios : DIFT = TOTTRAKS - TOTUTRKS 
44 . E 1: Effic iency score on Scenar 10 # I : E 1= (25 - 2 (minutes to diagno~; e ) - (II - 2)J 
45 . E2 : Effi.::iency score on Scenario #2 : E2 = [25 - 2 (minutes to diagnose ) - (12 - 2 )J 
46 . E3 : Efficiency score on Scenario #3 : E3 = [25 - 2 (minutes to diagnose ) - (13 - 2)] 
47 . E4 : Efficiency score on Scenario #4 : E4 = [25 - 2 (minutes to diagnose ) -
48 . FLY: Computer variable for the variable flying; takes va lues : 
(0) if flying = 1,2,3, or 4 = non-pleasure 
.. 
(1 ) if flying = 5 = pleasure 
... ... l._ 
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49 . FLYING: Mcst frequent kind of flyme. 
Valued: (1) Airline 
(2) Commercial 
(3) Busines s 
(4) Military 
(5 ) Pleasure 
50. GAT: Participation in general aviation simulation; 0::: did not participate, 
1 ::: did participate 
51. GATKl: Open ended knowledge tes t on GAT subjects - subscore on engine 
operations (possible correct : 0-7 ). 
52 . GATK2: Open ended knowledge test on GAT subjects - subscore on fue l 
systems (possible correct : 0- 7 ). 
53. GATK3: Open ended knowledge test on GAT subjects - subscore on electrical 
sys tems (possible correct : 0-7 ). 
54. GA TK4 : Open ended knowledge test on GAT subje ... ':5 - subscore on cockpit 
instrumentation (possible correct : 0- 7). 
55. GATK5: Open ended knowledge test on GAT subjects - subscol'e on weather 
(possible correct : 0- 7). 
56. GATK6 : Open ended knowledge test on GAT subjects - subscore on IFR 
procedure (possible correct : 0-'/) . 
57. GATKT: Average of all parts of open ended knowledge GAT test : 
GA TKT::: GATK1 + GA TK2 + GATK3 + GATK4 + GATK5 + GATK6 
6 
58 . GONOGO: Designates whether \:he pilot would have taken the flight under the 
given conditions . Valued : (0) - would not go, (1) - would go . 
59 . ;:1 : Number of inquiries in Scenario # 1. 
60. 12 : Number of inquiries in Scenario #2 . 
61. 13: Number of inquiries in Scenario #3. 
62 . l4: Number of inquiries in Scenar io #4. . 
63 . IFR: Variable designating upper and lower quartiles of IFR hours : 
(0) if IFR brs . ~ 175 
(1) if IFR hrs. 2:700 . 
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64. IFRHRS: Hours of flying under i:J.Strump.nt flight rules . 
65. INPTRl: Ratio of inquiries to total tracks in Scenai-io #1: INPTR1 = n/TTl. 
66. INPTR2 : Ratio of inquiries to total tracks in Scenari0 #2 : INPTR2 ::: 12/TT2. 
67. INPTR3: Ratio of inquirtes to total tracks in Scenario #3: INPTR3 ::; 13/TT3. 
68. INPTR4: Ratio of inquirlt::;;:l to total tracka in Scenario #4 : INPTR4 = 14/TT4 . 
69. INPTRT: Ratio of total inquir iee to total tracks for all four scenarios : 
INPTRT = TOTINQ/TOTTRAKS 
7fJ- KNOW: Variable designating upper and lower quartiles of KN OWLEDG scores : 
(0) if KNOWLE DG ::s 9 
(1) if KNOWLEDG ~ 16 
71. KNOWLEDG: Score 011 aircraft systems survey (possible correct : 0-20). 
72. LATELY: Relative amount of flying done in last year: 
(0) if pilot has more than 50 hours 
(1) if pilot has less than 20 hours 
73 . Ml: )'Ierit score on Scenario #1: ~n = (C1) x (El) . 
74 . l\I2: l\!er it score on Scenario #2: 1\12 = (C2) x (E2). 
75. 1vl3: Merit score on Scenario #3: M3 = (C3) x (E3) . 
76. M4: Merit score on Scenario #4 : M4 = (C4) x (E4). 
77. MECH : }'Iechanic: (0):: not a mechanic, (1) == mechanic. 
78 . PROPCON1: Proportion of control moveme~ts to inquiries in Scenario # 1: 
PROPCONl=CNTRL1hl 
79. PR':JPCON2: Proportion of control movements to inquiries in Scenario #2: 
PROPCON2 ::: CNTRL2/12 
80 . PROPCOK3: Proportion of control moveme nts to i'lquiries in Scenario #3: 
PROPCON3 ::: CNTRL3/13 
81. PROPCON-! : Proportion of control movements to inquirip.s in Scenario #4: 
P ROPCON4 ::: CNTRL4/H 
82 . PROPCONT: Proportion of total control movements to total inquiries iL. a] 
four scenarios; PROPCONT = CNTRLTOT/ TOTINQ 
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83 . RAT: GubsU ilte variable Cor RATING used to plot Inittal d w tables. Takes 
on arne valuea as RATING. 
84. RATING : ClUng trpe -
1 IS Private 
2 ., Commcrclat 
3 a:: All" Transpor t 
85. RATSCORE : Variable dividing TnU s into two oups -
o If pi' h'ate pilots (IV. TING .. 1) 
1 If COlnmerci 1 or 11" tI" nsport pilot (RA TING '" 2 or 3 ~ 
86 . nECr 'CY : Hc aUve amount of flying Urn in past year -
1 :0 more than 50 hours 
2 c ~twCE'tl 20 and 50 hours 
3 ~ Ie s than 20 bours 
87. S: Spcc!flc subjects Involved In t.he GAT e;q>er lment -
o [or subject numoors 11 , 31 , 32. 33 
1 for subject numbers 28. 34 . 35 . 38 
88. SEHRS : Hour s of flying in a single engtne aire , aft. 
89 . SEHRS LOO : • alural logorilrm of sinGle engine flying hours; 
SEH F..S LOG = LOGE (SE HRS ) 
90 . SHRSRA.!K : Variable c!esl!;natLng upper and lo'''er quartiles for single 
c ~inc hou rs; 
o If SEHRS S 488 .75 
1 if SEHBS ~Z075 . 25 
91. SUB: Vari ab le dividing subjects -
o if subje ct numbe r Is s 30 
1 If subject number is > 30 
92 . SUBJECT : Subject number (N = 40) 
93 . T : Variable des ignatio upper aod lower divisions ; 0 1" the variable TDf; 
o If Tn-t <. . 625 
1 if TDi > 1 
94 . TC: Variable designating upper and lower quartlles 01 TOTCOR ; 
o If TOTCOI~ ~ 10 
1 if TOTCOR ~ 17 
95 . TDEL T .A C : C;:um of t.~e changes In subject ive cr itica li ty estimates for a ll 
fou r scenarios; TDELT.-\ C = TCRITAFT - TCRITBE F 
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96 . TE : Variable d(!oh ing the upper <Uta lower quar tile of TOTEF}O': 
o if TOT }'F '5: 42 
1 U TO FF 1.::59 
97 . T HRS LOG : ':ltural tocrar1thm of totaly ftyll'l'" hours ; 
T iRSLOG .. LOGE (TOTHf- ) 
98 . TH RS RA iK : Vari ab le des ign Un pper and lower qU!lrtlles for tota l 
flring hours : 
o If TOTHRS -s 1007 
1 !I T01 RS ~ 53':" 5 
99 . TI,~ : Tt me attribute of an a lte rnate a irpor t ~ flylng time to the alrport 
100 . T" : Vartabl dcsl!;Dt!tlng u per and lower qunrtlles for total mer it: 
o if to nl merit 5 12!L 25 
1 If total me rit ~ 235 
101. TOTCO : Total cor rec t score for all four sc{'narios: TOTCOR II: C1 - C2 + C3 + C4 
(poss!ble correc t'" 0- 20) . 
102. TOTCRIT.-\ FT : Tota l of subject ive crltlcaHty estimates for ali four s cena· .. l .... s 
after bern provided wIth the :tnswers: 
TC RIT.-\FT:: CA 1 + CA~ + C.- 3 ... CA4 
103 . TCRITBEF : Total f subjective crltfctl.llty e timates fo r a ll four scenarios 
before being provided with the answers ; 
TC ITBEF:.: CBI ... CE~ ~- CB3 + CB-l 
104. TOTEFF : Total eff!clency core for all four ~cenarlos ; 
TOTEF "E l'" E2 + E3 + E-l 
105. TOTHRS: Total fly ing hours . 
106 . TOT1~Q : T otal Dumber of Inquiries for ali four scenarios : 
TOTI.'Q == Il - 12 • 13 + 14 
10i . TOT.\'ERIT : Total merit s core for all four s ce narios: 
TODIi:.RIT = ~rl +. [2 '" ~r3 ... ~,!4 
ID S. TOTT RAKS : Total number oC tr acks for all four scenar ios : 
TOTTRAKS = TTl '" T T2 • TT3 + TT-l 
109 . TOTUTRKS; T ota l numbe r of unique tracks fo r all four scenar ios : 
" 'b ... ___ n.J:.-() _ 
r 
TOTU RKS:: t.:T 1 ... UT2 - t.:T3 ... UT"; 
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llO . T RA : VarIable us ed to plot the TRAINING va lu,,"s tn the data tables ; 
1 = mtHtary 
2 '" c!vttlan 
111 . TRAI ING: Type of tr lnin (rnHltnry O!" clvlllan ). 
112 . TTl : Totnl number of tracks 1n Scenario /.1 1. 
11~ . T T:! : Total num~er of tracks (n Scenar to 11 2. 
114 . TT3 : Total numb~r of tfUCKS tn ScenarIo #1 3 . 
11;' , TT·! : TOla l nUmbl' I' of tr:lcks in Sc~nnrio "4 . 
116. t 'Tl : ~umb~r of ul1lqu ' tracks In Sc"nar lc ,n . 
117 . UT2 : Numbc l' or unique traCKS tn Scenar io JI:! . 
118 . UT3 : Number of unique tracks In Scennrio 11 3 . 
ll~ . UT4 : Number of unique tracks In Scenar io 4. 
120 . WX ; \\'('athe r attribute of an alternate a irport ; includes cei lings and visib ilities . 
12 1. YOUNGOLD: Varlaule- designating the upper and lower div isions of the age 
c ategory: 
o If ag ~ 30 
1 If age ;, 50 
122 . Z1: Ratio of correctness to total tracks for Scenario *I I ; 
ZI=CL'TT1. 
123. Z2 : Ratio of correctness to tota l tracks for Scenll r io '\ . 
Z2 ,. C2/ TT::! . 
124 . Z3 : Ratio of cor r ectness to tota l trac s fo r Scena r io 1J 3; 
Z3 = C3/ TT3 . 
1:25 . Z4 : n:l~lo of correctness to t o~a l tr:Jcks for Scenario ,q ; 
Z4 ;: C4 / TT4 . 
l ::!G . ZT : Rat Io of total correc t to tota l numbe r of t racks fo r all foul" scenar iOS; 
ZT :: (C 1 - C:! - C3 .. Col )/ (TT l " T T2 ... TT3 + TT-t ) 
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d\' lvt:' gt!ar f!lllur~ ) do dCrt'lon&tl."tlte the monotonl{' r l.'lntlonship to f'~' lni' onE' 
.. 'oulet t'xpt.'ct . Seer-a r lo" (frozen 6tattc part} show ml"fold r~3ult~ . 
F l\'t.' Hubjt'cts hold aircraft Illt'chnnlc llct.'rw~8 (A ami P) us ~' C'n IlS 110t 
Bupl'rlol' to tht' othe r t>.'1'OUps . Th~'y h:w the top, cor l" (~knowlt>dgt', tolal 
,-'ll,n'et. total mt' l-U nod wt.:l t dfll'il'n y . Th~ only Incons 1::11 ncy agn ln shows 
Ull In ;,i l'l'l\:lr!n -t ((rOlt'n tntlc port) , How ' \' 1."'. In('{' that pr btl'lll I'l'latNJ 
to symptoms more IIkl' l:; to be dlrl' ct ly ol>.l'!'\'l'd In tl\t'ir roit' sa pilot rathe r 
lhun ml'chanlc that r t'sult I:; not totally UfWXPl'ctl'd . ~101'(' l'xt~'n"tv\' analys Is 
of UH' dl:l,,~o~tic pl'rCormancl' d:tta wHl follow In s('c llon K. 
F.. Dt'Clalon ~t!lkinIT Ph:l~w of P ' p S('('nnrlos 
Th{' lil'cislon muklng pha~~ l' of U1C pup'r lind p ncB eXCrCh"ll' w:t~ dh'{dcd 
(nto Cwo parts : :1/1 Inform:ltlon st't'ldng p:lrt !lnd a r :Ink DI'tlt'rlll l)f :t!tt'rn:tth·l'S . 
Thl' goal f t1l~ st\ld~' \ 'us ~o de tl'rmim' the typ .. , of dl'clslon rull> :l pilot would 
lise In:l glwt! problem . and to dt'term lnl' hls worth structurt' cnnCt'rnlng tll~' 
l'haractcr ls t\cs of :l {rpo l'ts to wh Ich h L' ml h t d lvl'r t If It bl.'c:::.m.:> m'Cl' ss:try. 
Thl' ,il'c lslon making portion of the ex\X' r !nll'n was bl'[;Un :lftcr thl' pill't had 
C'ornpktl'd :1 \1 four scennrlos In tht' d!ar,nosls phns, dl's crlbt'd !lbo\'(' . 
Onl' b:l:>i' SCl'n:\r!o \\'n~ us co throu~h ut thl' d~'('I' 1 n m:lkln phl\~l' :\nd Is 
gi \','n In :\PPl'ndL· H . TI C miss ion or tnt' hypothl'tlcn l fIf vht \\, !l S to n~' (l'om 
I 
r 
13:tngor . ~tH lne . to Gkns FilII , \v,\' Yor k , (o r :1 bu~lnt'ss mL\ t' tlll ~ , 1'1.l' 
flll{ht was to b<-' tn adt' In n Chl'rok.tJ !J :\ rrow :lTld th !.' w('nilit' l" Il t thl' t\ nil' ,)1' the 
n{~ht . both !l l()~ thl' rO\lt!.' :\1\0 a t lh(' des tl nnt\ ,)n . \ \ ' :1S margln:' I . Til ,ugh lhl rt' 
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Table ''1-5 
Dia~osis Performance Means by Rating 
Total Population PVT CDrvIM ATP A&P 
- - -
Score on knowledge survey 12. 5 10.5 12. 3 14. 1 14.6 
Cor rect on Scenario 1 2. 7 !j . 2 2.8 2. 0 3.4 
Cor rect on Scellario 2 2.9 2. 7 2. 9 3. 0 3. 0 
Cor rect on SCf;nario :3 3.4 2. 2 3.4 4. 1 4. 0 
Correct on Scenario 4 4.0 4. 1 3. 8 4. 3 4. 0 
Total correct 13. 0 12. 3 12.9 13.4 14. 4 
Total merit 176.0 156.0 179.0 186 .0 203.0 
Total efficiency 50.0 45.0 51.0 50.0 53 . 0 
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was no severe weather forecast (in the form of thunderstorms, turbulence , 
or tee), the prevailing rainy and drizzly condltions required the flight to be 
conducted under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR). In fact, weather conditions 
were such that the fltght would be in instrument meteorological conditions 
for almost the duration of the time aloft. 
After the pilot was given a brief introduction on the mission of the flight , 
the navigation chart of the area, and the airplane , attention was turned to 
analyzing the weather in detail and filing a flight plan . The pertinent 
weather information was given to the pilot [n a text written [n ordinary 
English . This text is given in AppeudLx H. The \\,ording of the text was 
intended to reproduce what one would normally hear in a telephone conversa-
tion with a weather briefer . All of the weather information needed to plan 
the flight \A 'as included. After the pilot confirme d that he had read and under-
stood all ()f the weather, the next step was to compute and file a flight plan . 
In order to save time, the fligh'~ plan in Appendix H bad already been com-
piled based on the reported weather. and was shown to the pilot for his approval . 
The m ost important features of the flight plan were reviewed by the pilot, 
including flight routing, cruising altitude, and estimated time enroute . 
After reviewing all of the information on the airplane, weather, and flight 
plan, the pilot was asked if he would normal. y attempt a flight under the stated 
conditions. He was also asked if there was any other information pe would 
like to have concerning the proposed flight. Hls responses to these questions 
were recorded , and it was then time to embark on the flight. 
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The descripticn ot the flight started with a routine lift- off from the Sp.ngor 
Airport at the planned departure time , Climb-oat after departure and the 
transition ~o cruising flight was uneventful. The pilut followed the progress 
of his flight on a very simplified enroute navigation chart (see Appendix H). 
which portrayed ::he intended route of flight . rr.dio navigation aids and fixes . 
and the departure and destination airports . 
The flight continued uneventfi:.lly until a po~nt about midway along the route . 
At that point the aircraft encountered a serious prob em with its electrical 
system. The problem was investigated (in the text) an.d was determined 
to be an incperative alternator . After the problem was clearly defined. an 
upper time limit estimate was provided to indicate bow long the aircraft's 
sys terns could rely on the ~eserve electrical power of the battery. 
Tne section of the ~ext in which the problem wa!" introduced and discussed 
contained several key pieces of information for the pilot. First. the symptoms 
and the diagnosis set the stage for the need to divert. The straightforward 
statement of the diagnosis wa~ intE:nried to give each pilot, basically, the 
same perception of the problem . This was of great importance sin\!e th.) 
focus of this part of the paper and pencil exercises was on the dec:ision issues 
rather than diagnosis. If left to their own diagnostic jevices. it would h".ve 
been unlikely that all pilots would have perceived the problem in the same way. 
Next, the ramifications of the problem we1:';: clearly assessed . Having 0nly 
battery power left to run electrical equipment. the proble:n was urr;ent in terms 
of time. The consequences of flying beyond the Efeti:ne of lhe b:!ttery were 
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ertous: the-m t \'ould be u'np ed aloft .... ·1th DCI , €:aDD 0 communIcation 
or navigational 8'Uldance . bu.l1y . n.n c>oUm of fhe degree of tIme urgency 
- j 
was g lvcn when the estimated maximum tlme the ba .tery would be useable wcs 
stated as betng noc longe r thun flity mInutes . : 
The paper nnd pencH scennr 10 had now reached the polnt where the pilot 
\vas called upon to use his 0 'n perfloIlll1 d cision ills 11 ~e problem . The 
Urat taBk W3 ttl conduct nn Information search on the ttrlbut s of pot.entl&l 
d ver sion airports . Ti Is indudcd celll.n"" . vis bnIty , rulv-:ltds. terrain , 
availability of radar nnd d stance and bending to the dlver:iton a irport. The 
purpos~ 0 U1 I!:! task wafJ to determine t.he search strategy and dec ision rule 
the pUot used In hopping for nn :.Irport to ~ -btch to divert . The second task 
im'olved ranking :1 group of sixteen ai r ports from "most p eferabte" to 
'1cast preferable" based on theIr attributes . 
The Information Sccklno; T:ls 
In this task the pilot wa required to search for an airport to ~ 'hleb to 
divert . The pilot was supplied wIth Figure m lin Appendix R} which 
portrayed all the a irports tn the area. (lie was cautioned that all the aIrports 
sho 'n should not be assumed to be \ -ithln hi r ange t.n terms of battery time . ) 
As he viewed the r.ew chart, the pilot was r ead the instructl os g iven ill 
AppendLx H. The experlment.er was t act as the air traffic controller and 
would provide tlle pilot with the Information he requested. T .le Information the 
expe rtmentcr was prepared to give was summar ized in Table A-l and shown to 
the pilot . 
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In all there were al.xteen potentInl divers ton a lrporta IU1d the experimenter 
had sl': :-,{ceea ot information (from four questions ) on e ch . The total store 
of info : mation maintained by the experiment.er Is g iven tn Appendix H. 
E:>ch pllot was told he bad two minutes to ccoo'uct his seart:h nnd to select 
an airport to which to divert. The mention of the two muu te time Hmlt was 
intended to plnce a scn~e c~ time urGency on the problem , but it ~r;3S :lot 
enforced . In most cases, however, the plIot had finished bla search and 
selected an alternate airp~rt before the twO minute llmlt had xplred . 
The expe rimente r provided tis pilot with each piece of tnformallon that the 
plIot r equested . The experimenter recorded the sequence tn which the 
Informntlon ,'as r equested . The pilot ccntinued to request tnfermatlon 
untll he had found an airport and revealed his choice to the experl ment~r. 
At this point the Information set>king ask was completed . 
F. The RankIng of Alternatives (DeCision Phase ) 
Information from r anking of alternatives was used to interpret the inform:\-
tiOD seeking phase . In this phase the pilot was asked to r~nk sooeen at ernative 
airports from "most preferable" to '1eas t pr efer able " given hi prcblem situation . 
Each airport was described in terms of four attributes, na mely, all' traffic 
control IATC) ser vices at t.~e airport. the '/;eatl)cr at the airport, the time to 
fly from present position to the airport , and tlh: best Instrument approach 
facilities there . These attributes were chosen because they were independent 
with re spect to each oilie r, and also because they we r e the more pel't1n('nt 
items to conSider in this situation . 
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Each a·trfbute ?J va.-led over two l~vels : a "high 10 value (In terms of 
pilot preferability) and a ''low alue " . (For example, weather 1000/3 VB . 
50011 . ) All possible combinations of high and low attribute levels resulted 
In a total of sixteen alternatlves to be conSidered. The end product Vias a 
24 fu ll-f:lctorlal design as shC'..vn In T able VI- S. 
Each alternative ai rpor t was depicted on a 3 }{ 5 inch eard In terms 01 
the four attribute !:! . The sixteen car-:is VIera hufned (prior to the e:tperiment ) 
and laid out befoI'c the subject in .. r andom fashion while the experimenter 
read these Instructions : 
"I have a set of cards here; each card describes an airport In 
terms of ATe ervices, ',I.·eather , the flight ti me from your 
present posItion to tile airport, and the appl oach fac ilities 
there . I would like you to rank these air ports from your "most 
preferable " to ' 'least !)referab Ie fI, gi ven tile situatio yo are 
In. Recall that you have, a~ the very most, fifty minutes of 
battery ti;ne left . You may Hnd It useful to divide the airports 
into "su groups" . rank the air-ports in ~ach subgroup . and then 
reconnect tne subgroups as appropriate . Afterv.·ards , make a 
ftnal chec of your ranl'· and adjust it as you think necessary . " 
Subjec t.s were given as much time as they needed to complete the ranl'lng 
task, but r arely did it take longer than five minutes ..... Vh il e performing the 
t:lsk , subjects gener ally appeared quite involved and made meticulous 
adjustme ts to the rank before yleldi g a flna l ordering . Wben the subjects 
b:ld completed the r:lnking task and were satisfied with the ir fina l pro du ct , 
the exper imenter r e corded the sequence and the r anki task 'as comple te " 
In an attempt to estimate how "real " this simulation seemed to the pilot , 
and to determine the pilot's r elat!\"e ri s k taking tendencies. the e. 'perlmenter 
posed n se ries of qucsttons for the pilot to c~:ms ider " The ques tions asked 
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the pilot how far he would go down his 11at of ran..':~d airports to find one 
with maintenance faclHtlc8 to repair' bls 1l1rplnne--e question which seeks 
to Hnd the limit of his d ive r sion options . (The Hne of questioning used Is 
contained unde!" the Go- No-Go Instl"l!ctlons of AppendL'i. H. ) Wht:'n the pilot 
finished th~se qUl'stlons both the dla~os l 8 :\nd decision mul Ing sectlons of 
the pnpt'r nnd p~ncl1 xerctses \\'l're completed . and the pilot wns Inv ited to 
p:lrttclp \tl' In Olbl'r' cv('nts at the workshop . 
AnnlVl'l1 and Results 
TIle an:t!ys Is procet.'dl'd first wi th the r al! S prov Idl'd by til ubJe , .. t8 In 
th(' r :mklng t:lsk :lnd then with tht.· Information s et-klng data . The ftrst part 
of th(' analysis \\' j\S a lml'd :it modeling tlle pilot 's worth func tion ilnd d('le;-m ln-
lng If worth fl.lnc Ions a r c rl'l:l!l'd to p~lot bncKr-rollnd vari ables . The th ory 
of conjoint measurement W:lS uSt'd to model the w;)rth functions IKrnntz "nd 
T\'('rsky. 1971). The second purt of the nnnlysis centl'rl'd upon Lhl' tnforma -
tion search nnd how it rduted to worth functions . The nna l.rs 1$ which follows 
w:\s perfor med on the first ~9 subjl'cts . 
Results of Ranking T:ttik 
:\ list of the r:tnks made by the subjects Is gl\'en In Table VI-7 . In this 
t ublt' the "nantt.''' of the a irpor t rl'fers to the :li r port with the same dlmens ivn:J.I 
c onfigu r ation :15 shown In Table Vl- 6 . It should be menti oned th at the a irport 
l1atnt.' was not t'l' \"('akd to tht' pilot durlng the l':-;pt' rlment In order to pre vent 
any bias ing dfccts tha t may h:l\'e resulted. The numbers In T:lb le \'1-7 
corres pond to the pOS itions In Ute r3.nk thut Ute airports \\'l're asslgm'd by the 
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subject. The convention was adopted that sixteen equab "most preferable ". 
It is evident that most of the pUota agreed airport A was mODt preferable 
and airport P was least preferable . However , much var iaUon tB seen in 
the airports In between. 
The additive model in Equatton (1) beiow was llssumed to be the under-
lying psychological process In tile worth structures and was proven to be 
the correct choice through a eries ofax.~i)matlc tests performed on the 
ranked data . (The ranked data of Subject 4 did not conform to the tests and 
his data was dropped from furthe r analyses . In effect, the subject showed 
no logical preferred order . A 65 year old retired pHot, he m:>.y not have 
IlDderstood the instructions .) 
where W{Xz} is the psychological wor th of airport z, and ATCz • WXz • TIl\1z • 
and APPz aTe tile independent variables describing airport z in terms of 
ATC services, weather , time :lr:d -approac I aids r espectively. The 
independent variables took on a value of +1 for the h gh level or - 1 for the 
low level of each attribute . The ''E''- coefficients are the "weights" each 
subject assigne d to a certain attribute in his r anking scheme. The B-coefficients 
wer e obtained by perfor ing a regression analysis where the rank position of 
airport z was substituted (according to conjoi nt measur ement) for W (X ). The 
z 
r esulting coefficients are shown in Table VI- B. The range of values for the 
coeff cients is 0.250 to 4 . 000 . An interpretation can be offered if onf' con-
s iders :lll fou r coefficients for each subjec t. The coefficients for Subjec t I, 
for example , are 1.000 , 2.000, ·1.000 , and 0 . 500 fo r ATC , weather, time , 
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Table VI- S. CoefficIents of the Additive Worth Function 
( SUBJECT 4 DELETED, 29 SUDJt:CTS ftEl1!1. I!URGl 
SUBJECT 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
q 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
10 
19 
"0 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2 0 
29 
30 
BSIJIlATC 
I. ('00 
2 . UOO 
0 . 5"0 
t . 1~5 
'L~OO 
4 . 000 
1 . !!50 
2. 500 
2 . ~OO 
4 . von 
2 . 00 
1 . t>~5 
O . (· 25 
1 . 1175 
, • flOO 
2 .a7 5 
3 . ~5 0 
1.2::;0 
1. (liS 
2 . 4JOO 
3 . 50 
2 . {lOO 
2.E100 
1 . 00U 
1.375 
2. ,)00 
0.1\75 
O . U7:i 
8.7:10 
o 
0'0 
, ,~ ,..,.. 
o 
c c 
BSUBWX 
2 . 000 
0.750 
1 . 000 
2 . 375 
I . (100 
1. 5()0 
4 . r. OO 
2 . :175 
3 . 375 
0.75 0 
O . 75U 
2.tJ25 
" . Of)() 
1 . IJ 10 
2 . l'l'0 
1 . 75l' 
2 . 750 
1. :!50 
1. (lOO 
4 . 000 
1. 250 
4 . HOO 
O. '17S 
3.a75 
; . 50u 
l . lWO 
4 . ~OO 
4 . 000 
4 . 000 
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and approach e respectively. This can be interpreted as follows : the 
worth of having the ttme value at the hIgh level (15 minutes) was twice that 
of having the weather value at the hi level (1000 feet ce1llng and three mlles 
visibIlity). four ti::nes the worth of having ATC at the high level (tower with 
radar ). and eight times the worth of having the approach at the hlgh level 
(ILS). In oUter words. the most important feature about each alrport 
for Subject 1 was time followed by weather , ATC, and approach , respectively . 
In order to test for the validity of the additivity assumption in the model. 
the preference raItKS determi.ned from equaUon A for the sixteen airports 
were plotted against the or iginal preferences for each subject. A Spearman 
rank correlation was computed to estimate the fit of the model der ived ranks 
with the actual ranks . Figure VI-8 depicts a typical plot . The correlation 
coefficients ranged from 8.7 -1 to 1.00 for the 29 subjects indIcating the mo, el 
additivity was an acceptable assumption . 
The ne.ct step was to determiI e if any relatio:lship existed between the 
WOT:th function coefficients and pilot background variables . Since no measure 
of performance exists in this ~xperiment, the data was examined to flnd 
rel ationships or explain differences . The basic approach was to dichotomize 
the sample population based on severai different descriptors of a pilot 's 
background and skiil. The mean!: of the coefficients for the resulting two 
gF"l:" c; were then compared to see if any slgnificant differences occurred as 
a rf'sult of the division. The dl\·isions we re performed on the bas ts of flight 
experience, training , type of pilot certificate, type of flying most commonly 
done , and measures of abi lity determined by the knowledge survey and other 
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means. A summary of coefficient means by pilot category is provided to 
Table VI- 9 along with the crlteri:.! used to split the sample populatIon, 
Significant differences (at the p <:: • 10 level) al'e enclosed ill dashed lines . 
Analysis of Worth Functions By Subjects and Groups of Subjects 
The bas ic approach in this section Is to dichotomize the sample popula-
tion based on severa~ different descriptors of a piloes background and skill. 
The splits are performed on the bas is of f!i.ght experience , training , type 
of pilot certificates, type of flying most commouly engaged in , and measures 
of ability determined by the knowledge survey and other means . The worth 
coefficients of Table VI-9 become the cente r of attention in this analysis . 
This analysis cover s the first thirty subjects used in this test. 
The first dichotomization is performed on the bas is of total flight exper-
ience in terms of flight hours . A bar graph represe::lting the distribution of 
total hours is shown in Figure VI- 9. As evident in this graph , :he distribution 
of total hours is in no way "normal" , and the criter ion used to split the sampie 
is somewhat arbitrary . However, the sample was split at the natural break 
nearest the 50th percentile . Because the sample is more heavily loaded 
with experienced pilots (many people consider pilots with 800 or more hours 
to be "experienced") the search for the natural break in total flight time pro-
ceeded from the mean toward the "inexperienced" end . The criter ion used 
to split the pilots was 1100 hours . Nine pilots were in the lower category 
and 21 pilots in the higher category . A t-tes t was per formed to netermine 
if there were any significant differences between the means of the B coeffici ents 
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Table VI-9 . Summary of Coefficient Means by Pilot Category 
00" 
) 0('1, , 
.0 
" " 0 '0 0 
n G 0 
0 
-
1) Group Coefficient ~banG 
" 
B BWl{ I BUm B No . of Pilot Category ate cpp Subjects 
, 0 
'>0 
0 
, C 
o t. ('! 
I I! I II I II ! II 
;> Total Flight Hours : 
0 
00 
,6' co I 
(22) Category I: Time > 1100 hrs . 1. 74 1.90 2.0B 2.54 1. 80 1. 90 1. 91 loU (8) Category II: Time < 1100 hra . 
')~ - , 0 
0<> 
CO 
,,0 0 ( 
0 
~ 
Total S1ugle Engi ne Ho~r3 : 
(22) Category I: 1111:2 > 800 hrm . 1. 91 1.44 2.05 2.66 1. 74 2. 04 1. 91 1. 41 (8) Category II : Time " 800 hra • . 
n) 
0"' 
(J 
, 0° IFR Hou rI!J : 
.) 
=.' 
, 
.. " c.: 
(14) .Cate gory I : Tirue > 300 h I'S . 1.57 1.94 2.13 2.28 2.00 1. 68 1.91 1.70 (16) Category II: Time < 300 hro . 
0 0 ( 0 
" , 
~ 0;( " '- ', 
Typ~ of Training : ------1~ (7) Category I: Military Training Ll.:.2': _ '::':2.J 2. 40 2.16 2.20 1.72 1.6B 1.90 (2 3) Category II : Civil Trdni ng 
Cf ;'0 ; 
~ 
o " 
r ,.,('\ 
~f:",n 
Grade of Certificate : 
,- - - -- - I I - - - - -'I (8) Category I : Idr1ine Transport 1.73 1.80 11.48 2.49 i 1 2.53 1.55 1 1.73 1.80 (22) Category II: Private or Coim2rcinl 1-·---- - - - - -----1 
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Table VI-9 (con It. ) 
No. of B Pilot Category ate Subject'a . 
I II 
Type of Flying Mostly Done : r------j (5) . Category I: Military or Airline I 0 . 90 1.96 1 (25) Category II : Pleasure , GA/Cocm, 
-------Busine~s 
Kn~w1edg~ Survey Score ~ 
(17) Category I: Score> 12.5 1.86 1. 65 (13) Category II : Score < 12.5 
Diagnoatic Performance Score : 
(16) Category I: Score > 13 1.77 1. 79 (14) Category II: Score < 13 
Would Pilot Attemp t Flight? 
(20) Category I: Pilots Baid "yce" 1.61 2. 15 (10) Category II : Pilots said "no" 
Airports PaeGed for Maintenance: 
(15) Category I: 4 or more 1.63 1.95 (15) Category II~ 3 or l eBP 
~SignifA~ant differ~nce9 enclosed in dashed 11n26. 
"---. 
----------~ - T " . ~~ _ . 
-..-
-------~-----~--.-. -
Group Coef ficj~nt Menna 
H BUill D \flC npp 
I II I II I II 
2. 20 2.21 2.55 1. 67 1.74 1.90 
2. 06 2. 42 2. 09 1. 45 1. 55 2.0B 
I--ti~}--------I 2. 25 2.17 1 2.25 .1.37 1 11. 37 2.20!
------- ----- --
.. - - -- -- -- --
2 . 33 1. 96 I 1.61 2.31 I 2.11 1. 01 : L __ ____
2. 60 .1. 80 I 1 
--------1 
Ll.:.4~ _ :',:'8_11 1. 96 1.51 
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for the two groups . At the p n . 10 level . no stgnUic t difference were 
found . I I. 
SpHts of the sample were made based OD the number of Instrument 
FlIght Rules (TFR) hours and singh: engine C!lrplanv hours . A bnr gr pb 
of the d strlbuUons oi each are shown in Figure VJ-IO and VI-lI. 
rC 3pectlvely . As in the case of lot 1 ntglt hours, these distributions are 
C:lr from noroal . and the "cut" was mn e [0 th~ Garne manner . At the . 10 
level. no significant dU!erences were found . 
The type of ualn1ng a p ot recclv d wus used as 3 r. rltel'lon to flpltt 
the sample. There were seven mHtta ry trajn~d pilots nd ·enty three clvU 
trained pHots . A t-test was performed on the \ 'orth coef {c lents and a 
difference which was significant at the . 10 level (p = .06) W')S observed for 
the mean value of B~te' mecall that Bate Is a m~:lSure of tl-e importance of 
air traffic control facilltlcs in airport worth evalu· tion . ) For c ivil trained 
pilots the mean value oC B;ltc was 1.92 and for miHtn:-y tTa· ed pil(lts it 
was 1. 25 . 
There are several possible Interpretations of thls difference . cut most 
allude to the pltot's attitude toward ATC facilities which are for med by pre-
v-tous exposure . In mllltary pilot tr ining programs, much more emphasis 
15 placed on emeq;ency procedur es and r ('so lving Ill-flight problems than 
in civil pilot training . This may lead to an attirudc .J! greater self- reliance 
in problem :JltuaUons on the part of tbe military pilot. and a rclu(;tance to let 
too much of the problem "out of tbe cockpit" . . -\dditionall .. . mi litary trained 
pilots may feel more strongly that .~TC f:lcllitles would be of only Ilmlted 
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value 1n thls scenario . Admittedly , if battery power had been depleted and 
no corIlm\:.nlcations were possible , ATe oervices would be of no use at a ll. 
The pUot sump e was split on the basis of the type of cert~f!cate the 
pilot held. [n this case. the twenty one pilots with Private nd Cf)mmercial 
certiflcDtes made up one group , and tile eight pilots with Alrline Transport 
Pllot certlficates made up the othe group . The srm W:l6 mOl.de In this fashlon 
because Ll)e diffe r ences between private pilots W{til instrument r atings and 
commercial pilots a r e not Ert"eat . The e,'parience and p:-oflciency requlre-
ments for the issuance of those cer tificates are nearly th~ SRmc . In many 
ways , the commerci al pilot trallln<T :lnd ce rtlfication process provides only 
slight extensions of skill to private pilots with instrument ratings . On the 
other hand , the stringent eltgibllity and proficiency requIrements for the 
issuance of the Airll e Transport Pilot (ATP) cert!fl cate have led to the feeling 
that ATP airmen are the "creum of the crop", The diffe r ence between the 
two groups of pilots in terms of tested abllity is distinct . 
Some no able differences were observed when comparing the worth 
cc::fficlents of these two groups . The mean value of B
wx
' a measure of the 
impor tance of weather to a pilot In this situation . was 2.49 for private and 
commerc ial ilots and 1. .,18 fot' airline trans ort pilots . A t- test was performed 
and this differt'nce was found to be signifl c:mt (p = . 05). Another difference. 
Significant at the . 10 level , was observed for the a lue of BUm ' a measure of 
the Importance of the time attribute . For a irline transport pilots Btim had a 
mean valu e of 2. 53 and fo r private nnd commercial pilots the mean value was 
1. 56 . 
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The dlffel'"once tn Bwx between the two grouPJJ fa most Ukely n funotion 
of trlHning and the relative '1evcl of pl'cparedne a" to fly in adverse 'e ther . 
Although pilots tn both grou . nre trained in the proc dures and maneuvers 
to be used when flying In bud wenther . utrUne transport pilots are required 
to perform those maneuvers to much great r accuracy on flight tests . Also. 
In meeUn the grcnteY' experience requirements for ~\e ATP certlHcnte . 
lilrlln transport pilots have been exposed to more poor call'ler situ3tions 
thnn th lr pr1vate nd commercial pilot C0unterp rts . In summary . at rUne 
transport pilots have reuson to fee l more confident about the1r fly1ng sklUs 
in relation to marginal weather . 
Some interesting comments can be made nbout the difference 1n mean 
values of Btlm for the two groups . Because the meau value of Btlm was 
higher for airline trnnsport pilots (2.53) thun for private and commerc1al 
pilots (1. 56 ). one might casually suggest that alr11nc transpor t p!lots nre 
more cnuUous. The higher value of time could be Interpreted as a desire 
of airline transpor t pilots to avoid flirting \ 'ith the problem by landing quickly . 
This Is the opposite of what one would expect. especi:llly In view of the 
supposedly "stress hardening " experiences an at rUne transport pilot f:lces 
tn hi training ann career. However . a more probable e,'planation for the 
observed dlffcl'ence is th~t airline transport pilots enn take advantage of their 
skllls to cons ider more airports . They m3y fee l better preparcn to conduct 
flight operations Into an airport \'h tch [s nearby but has poore r weathe r, and 
can therefore take advantage of t ime . Private and commcl'ctnl pilots, though, 
may feel thnt somL' airports, eve n thougb they a rc close by. are be~'ond the 
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lLmits of their skills tn terms of weather and faciHtles . Hence , they sacr ifice 
time for better conditions Qnd Bervlces . 
The type of flyIng most commonly done was also used as a basis to lv ide 
the pllot samplo . PUots who engaged pr imarily in buSiness , Ught commercial , 
or pleasure flying made up one rrroup . Pilots who were involved with airHne 
or mllitary flying comprised the other gl oup . The split was made In this 
fashi on because the highly structured environments !n which alrllne and 
mHltary pilots operate are Similar in many ways . They are both usually 
r equired to fly In and out of busy termlnals aod heed schedules , polic ies . 
and other disciplines . Pilots who fly for business, light commercial, or 
pleasur e concerns , howeve r , operate in a much mOL'e relaxed atmosphere 
and dictate thei r own policies. Based on this s plit of the sample population , 
a significant difference (p = . 024) was observed fo r the coefficient Batc ' 
The mean value for business , light commercIal, and pleasure flyers was 
1.96 , while the value for airline and military pllots was 0 . 90. 
An e""planatlon of this d1fierence could be that military and airllne pilots 
fly much mor e frequently in congested ar eas , and are mostly under the sur-
veillance of an ATC faci lity . Given tilis day- after - day exposure to ATe, they 
are more aware of its abilities and limitations . Another potential explanation 
is the same one noted earlier when contrasting civil trained and m i~ltary trained 
pilots . Because of the intens lYe initial and recurrent training in normal and 
emergency operations they r eceive , mil itary and ai r line pilots may Wish to 
s olve in - f1ight pr ob lems with "on-boar d" resour ces rathe r than let too much 
of the problem outs ide of the cockpit . 
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All of the previous comparJsons vere based on ciassiflcatlons of pilot 
experience . TheN~ were, however. foar mea!lures of pl10t ablUty and self-
evaluation that were used to classl!y the pilots as well . The following dis -
cuss ion treats comparisons made on the basis of the pilot's knowledge of 
a ircraft systems , his ability to diagnose problems in f1 ght, and estimates 
of the perceived risk he assigned to t e problem . 
The knowledge survey whlch was administered to t.l)e subjf:cts before the 
experiment was designed to estimRte their knowledge of 3Ircraft systems . 
The mean score was 12 . 3 out of (l ma:dmum of 20 , and the dIstrIbution of 
scores was apPToximately normal , as 8een in Figure VI-I:? The dh'!s!ou 
was made at the mean and no significant differences were found in the worth 
coefficients of the resulting two groups at the . 10 level. 
The (:.llot's diagnostic ability was estimated In the Hrst half of the decision 
making workshop . In the four diagnosIs scenarios, pllots were scored on the 
closeness of their diagnoseD to the real problems , and these scores were 
summed up to yidd a total correct score . The split ,,-as made at the 50~h 
percentile of the tota l correct score which ranged from 5 to 20. At the . 10 
level slgnlflcant differences were observed for two coefficients . Pilots Ln 
the lower half of the sample based on the total correct score had a mean va lue 
of 2.20 fo r the Bapp coefflcient , whUe pilots in the upper half had a mean 
value of 1. 37 (B:.l PP is a measure of pilot worth for th Instrument app,'oach 
dimenSion, and , fo r this diffe r ence , p :;: . GSO ). A possible interpreta tion of 
th Is differ ence is that diagnostic ability parallels a pilot 's perception of is 
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flying skflls . The NDB approach, aside from belng less accurate, r equires 
more headwork and sk1ll than an ILS approach. 
The other coeffic ient in which a .10 level stgniilcal'lt difference was 
observed Is BUm (p'" • 076 ). Pilots in the upper half of the sarr!ple had a 
mean value of 2.25 while those in the lower half had a mean value of 1. 37 . 
This difference may again relate to the perce:ved level of sknl . Pilots 
higher tn diagnostic abili ty may not perceive the problem situation to be 
any more t ime cr.itical than pilots in the lower half , but they can take 
advantage of closer a irports more often . They believe they ha\'e the skills 
necessary to meet the challenges of poorer conditions which may accompany 
the closer airports . The notion that flying skills and diagnostic skills are 
related should be examined in future research. 
DurIng the preflight preparation stage of the dec ision makil:g s cenario, 
each pilot-subject was asked if he would normally attempt the flight under the 
stated conditions . Ten of the pilots indicated they would not try it while 
20 saId they would. A significant difference (p = .026) was observed between 
the nvo groups for the coeffiCient for approach a ids, Bapp ' Pilots who said 
they would not attempt thE: flight had a lower mean value for Bapp (1. 01) than 
those who said they would try i.he flIght {2 . 1J). This observed difference does 
not lend itself to a simple, straightforward interpretat!on . One would expect 
the r e latively cautious pilots who would not attempt the flight to prefer the 
better 3pproach aid (in tills case the ILS) so they could have more in their 
favor . However, if one looks at the other diffe rences in coefficient means 
even though they are not significant , some ios ight is gained. Pilots who would 
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not go on the fllght had a hIgher value for time , and a lower value for weather . 
This trend leads one to believe that the leery pilots do no\; wish to push their 
luck in terms of time . Hence, they put more weight in the time factor and 
take e;nphasil:l away from other factors . 
The final dichotomization of pilots was performed on the basis of their 
responses to the questions on maintenance facilities. In essence , each 
pilot was asked how far down the list of airports. arranged from most pre-
ferable to least preferable, he wonld go to find the necessary mamtenance 
facilities to repair his plane . Fifteen pilots said I, 2, or :3 airports and 
fifteen pilots sald 4 or more (the range 1 to 14). The mean va.lue of BUm 
was 2.28 for pilots who responded with :3 or les8 (call them IIIess risky" pilots ) 
while the same measure for the (more risky) pilots who responderl with 4 or 
more airports was 1. 40 . Tois was sIgnificant at the .10 level (p::: . 083). 
This difference can be attributed to conservatism of the pilot s in !.he less -
risky group . In the same manuel' they are reluctant to take ris ks by ''passing 
up" too many preferable airports, they are unwilling to pass ove~ a closer 
airport (In terms of time) . 
A summary of the results of all the analyses performed in this sectlon is 
given in Table VI-IO . It is lntereRting to note that Significant differences in 
worth function coefficients were ".lot a result of flight differences. rathel· . were 
related to th.:- 2;Tade of p!!vt certificate) tha amO-lnt and type of initial and 
recurrent training, and the type or flying most commonly done. This s'.lggests 
that training and repeated exposure to testing Situations are the variables which 
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can predIct tbe general form of a pllot 's worth function . A closer examination 
of the training and certification process is in order . 
Once a pilot obtains a private pilot cert!.f1cate with an Instrument rating, 
there is very little he must legally do to continue exercising the privileges of 
his certificate . He can continue to accrue many hours of flight time but he 
is required to demonstrate, on only a sporadIc basis , that be Is rnain~alnir.g 
his baSic skills . Airline transport pilots and those pilots who fly for the 
military or airlines, however , must rnaintaiu a hl~her level of skill regardless 
of the amount of flight time they have . Many are reQuired to demonstrJ.te 
proficiency in all sorts of demanding situations and at much more frequent 
intervals than the biennial flight reviews required of general avIation pilots . 
The general "level of preparedness" is much higher for military and airline 
flyers than for the rest of the flying population. All of this lends support to 
the notion thc.~ the total amount of flight experIence is not a$ important as 
the amount and quality of initial and recurrent training in determining the 
general worth structure of a pilot . 
G. Results of Information Seeking Task 
Pilots were referred to the simplified charts of Appendix H when performing 
~nform ation searches . Because of the hypothesized strong winds aloft (out of 
the southwest at 30 kts .), airports which were closer in te rms of dis tance 
were not always closer in terms of time. Table Vl-IO shows r ank order ings 
of the airports, from nearest to furthest , in terms of both time and distance . 
Table VI-ll depicts a subj E'~~ by a irport listing of worth values . 
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Table VI-IO. RanI< Order lngs of Airports In 
Information Search From Nearest to Furthest 
In Terms of Time 
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All twenty-nine subjects c'Jnsidererl al.rport I (i . e., Information was 
requested about I) and twenty- nine COMldered airports E and N. The 
frequency of consideration decreases for airports further away. The 
number of times each airport was chosen as an airport to which to diver~ 
in this scenario is given in Table VI- .I.2. The most popular choice 'was 
airport N. 
Each pilot 's search pattern was analysed in an attempt to determUle the 
search and decision logic used when seeking information . Tho'lgh many pilots 
displayed definite search patterns, determination of a decisio:l rule was not 
possible for two reasons . Thc first is that many pilots reverteci to standard 
ATC information exchange formats. In requesting weather information , for 
example, they would aI"Nays request "ceilir..g" before "visicility" as in the 
format for such data in weather reports. The second reason is that many 
pilots estimated bearings and dis tances directly from the <..bart. and hence 
they had information for which no record of request was made . 
Some interesting observations can be made, however, when a comp:J.rison 
is made between the results of the ranking task and the infcrmation search 
task . Table VI-13 lists the pilots whose most important attributes were 
ATC, time, weather, and approach aids , respectively . 
Airports Nand J were the only OMS chosen in the group of pilots who 
considered ''time 11 to be the most important attribute . Airports Nand J are 
in the top half of the airports ranked according to closene~s in terms of time . 
Pilots who considered other attributes to be the most important , however, 
chose a much broader range of airports . Pilots in the grO'llJ who considered 
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Tabla Vl-12. T Number of Times Each Airport 
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Table VI-13. Most Important Attrf~ute [0,(, PUots 
(Subject Numbers ShoWll) 
Weather Time Approach 
S8 8 1 S5 
510 52 56 
5 13 83 812 
814 S16 524 
82 ', 517 526 
823 519 S27 
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weather to be the most important "'ltrfbute chose airports A,e,S, 1.N.O,P; 
pllots who thought ATe to be mos t lmportnnt chose a!rporta O • • J ,E. :md 
pUotz who iliought Approach Aids were moat lmportllnt chose air JOrts 
At C, J , N. The same trends were apparent in the irports cons idered by 
pilots in each group. The gener al lnterpretatlon is that pilots wbo plac ed 
most emphasis on "tlme " did not venture as far to find a Guitable slrport 
as d:d pilots with oilier priorities . PllotB who placed emphasIs .on an attribute 
other than time, on the other hand, either were forced to search cont!!lually 
for airports wtth better conti tions (and maybe furthe r away ), ot' felt that 
time WllS not a serious issue and searches of airports fu r ther away were 
feasible . 
H. 
Since the two major phases of the P & P tests yielded a lmost ninety 
measures on elco subject (both raw data and derived measures} it became 
necessary to develop an overall analysts strategy to derive the max imum 
amount of useful information from such data . Note that the data was diVided 
into four bas ic categories : The Diagnostic Phase Data , tile Decision Phase 
Data , the SubJec t Biographical Data ar.d Knowledge Data . Those data bases 
were individually analyzed fo r descriptive statistics and derived measures of 
performance . 
In the di agnostic phase the r aw data included (for each scenario and fo r all 
sccnarios) merI t, correc tnes s s core , efficiency , total Inquir ies , total un ique 
trlcks, tota l tracY.5 . critlcall ty assessments before and after the diagnosis , use 
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of control !nputs and derived measures~ Z (Corl'ect score/ total traclcs ) end 
CORINQT (correct score/ total lnquiries ), These vltrlE.bles IU'e defined in 
the glossary. 
For the diagnostic phase, means and varIances of these measv.tes both 
for each subject across the four scenar ios and for all subject ac r oss each 
f.cenar io were reported in the Master Data Table (Table VI-14). In addition , 
the distribution of these data was examined fo . outlterw. Rank correlations 
were examined to fwd associaUve relationships (see Table VI-IS ). These 
data were then used In the combined data analysis which is descrIbed below. 
The decIsion phase data included subject airport rankin!;," , information 
seeking profiles, go/no go responses before the fltght and the number of 
a irports the subject was willing to pass to ioca te an atrera! mechanic. 
As described above, conjoint measurement analys is was e rnplo,red on the 
ranking data to derive worljl functio~s . These were expressed as pilot 
weig1'ltings for weat.~er (WX}, navfg:!tion a ds (APP). radar ser Ices (ATe). 
and ~! me to the airport (TIM) (see Glossary). The decision pbase d'lta were 
then used in the combined analysis. 
T :'le third major data base involved subject biograph ical od kno\1lledge 
data.. These are shown in Table Vl·14. These data were su!Jjected to descr lp-
tive (' : .J.tlstical analysis and transformations to adjus t for o~tHers in dlstrl -
buttons . Table VJ-14 describes the findings from the knowledge and biograph ica l 
data . 
The main thrus t wa': !.he combined nnalysis of diagnostic data , decision 
phase data , and knowletlg'<! and biograph ical data . Sections If , J , and K which 
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Table VI-H. Master Data Table (con't.) 
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Table VI-14. Master Data Table (con 't.) 
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Table VI -14. Master Data Table (con ft. ) 
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Table VI-H. Master Data Table (con't.) 
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Table VI-l4 . Master Data Table (con't.) 
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follow ·detaU the results of th1s cornbtued analysis . Essentially three 
types of analysis were lnv.:llved . Firat . Spearman Rank Correlatto:w were 
exam1ned fo r nU data lnputs with emphasis on those correlations with major 
dependent mcasurea . n,sse included merit. ef!1clency . end correctness 
measures and their dc:-lvat!\'eli ft'om tba dlllgn09tlc phase and weigMlng 
functions from the conjoint measurement analysis of the decision phase . 
The rank correlations provided not only 1 91{,;ht Imo two,· :triable l"cl:itioQB 
but indicated Inp~t vnriabtes tor the s tepwise rctr-'essl annlys ls which 
followed . 
The stepwise regression analysis predicted dcper.de measures from 
the set of Independent measures (blograpclcal. bcwled measures and 
lndepcndcnt perfor mance measures). 
Finally , partitlons on the independent measures ere ehamined to ascer-
Uin differences in performance measures. The splits \'.::ried depending on 
the nature of the variables in question, e . g . . Hots with · lrc r aft mech3~c 
(,-\ and P) ratings vs . pilots without A and P .citi:1p:<J. cii.f!l!rences In pilot 
ratings etc . In addition, some performance measures ':;n as total merit 
were split in 0 top and bottom quarliles to ascertain diffErences In other per-
fonnance indices . The performance measures are lisl.e , and deflned in the 
Gloss:lry. Table VI-3. 
I. A R:mk Correia Ion Analysis - Combined Data 
Table VI-l5 d picts the Spearman r ank urder correlaHons for the major 
· lnde~endent and dependent variables in the a<1:tlys Is . Th.e-se correlation tests 
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were conducted as a f1.ra t cut thl'ougb the data pr ior to stepwise regression. 
The correlations enabled the l"oGt:archcrs to get an overall view of relation .. 
ship3 betwe n the vllrlable u of interest . Clearly . somo sign" Icnnt corrCaa-
tions resulted because the two v3rl:lbles we re related not ", each other but 
through a t..'llrd var iables . These effects l .. ere evld~nt with the stepwIse 
rl'h'T Csslon . 
Table VI-1S reports rank corre lations for experience 'arlablEo'8 , knowledge 
scores and overall tests . A IdlOugh a log transform of total and single en~lne 
bours was employed to adjust for the skewed dis tr ibution In these fuctors . 
such a transformation bas no e(fect on rank correlation . The comments to 
follow cons ider a rel ati onship to be Significant if the a value Is ~ . 10 . 
It Is inte r esting to notc thal total hours Is related only to single engLne 
hours and not to any of the performance measures , SIngle engine hours is 
rel:tted to know ledge s cores . This is to be exp e ted since the knowledge 
test and its subscores were based on single engine a ircraft oper a tion . The 
negative correiation of· e decis ion factor, weaLl1er , wi th single engln~ hours 
s uggests that high experience levels lead to less emphas is on weathe r in the 
divers ion deCis ion . 
Knowledge scores are highly rel ated to total merit (a z:: . 0001) - a f!ncHug 
that holds up in the entire analys ts . Knowl dge about aircraft subsystems 
definite ly affects di agnos tic perform ance In a pos itive manner . Knowl edge [s 
also rel ated to tota l cor r ectness ( a ::: . 005) and tota l efficiency (a :: . 003) 
both of which make up <eta l merit scor es . Hence, the know ledgeabl e p ilot Is 
more llkely to not only ge t th e right answers In diagnostic tes ts but also to gel 
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Table VI-l!}. flank Correlation Table (con 't. ) 
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Table VI- 15. flank Corre latlon T able (con 't.) 
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T able VI-IS. Rank CorrelaUon Table (con't.) 
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the answers more efficiently, i.e. he uses few inquiries to get the answer . 
As might be expected, Zt and .CORINQT are also highly correlated to know-
ledge scores since they are der ived frum total correctness . 
One major finding In the correlations (Which holds up with subsequent 
analysis) is the positive relation of knowledge with time (TIM) (a '" • 0056) . This 
means that more knowledgeable pilots place high emphasis on "time to air-
port" In the case of a destinatlop. dIversion decisIon . With concern for 
possible additional complications. knowledgeable pilots want to get the 
aircraft on the ground at the earliest opportunity rather than proceed farther 
to better weather or facilities. 
As expected. total correctness is related to Zt' CORINQT , total mC!"it , 
and individual scenario scores . Table VI-15 als o indicates pilots who have 
high correctness scores use fewer tracks and fewer inquiries than those wltt. 
lower scores (TOTTRKS , a :: .0146 ) (TOTINQ. a := . 0214). This again 
supports the link between diagnostic correctness and efficiency of diagnosis . 
Use of control activation related inquiries ..... as negatively rel ated to 
knowledge (a :: . 0258). to total efficiency ( a :: .0601) and to ttme weIghts . 
This was somewhat surprislng in light of the value of selected control input 
tests to find problem causes, e . g ., prop cycl ing to ascertain the locus of low 
oil pressure readings in scenar io 1. 
The decision weights show obv ious neg:<tive intercorrelations with each 
other since one cannot have high weighting on more than one attribute . The 
time-knowledge r elation described :lbove is again noted . Airports passed 
to locate mechanics in the decision tests is negatively related to efficIency 
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and knowledge scores and positively to total tracks used . If a irports passed 
r epresents a crude measure of risk then high risk acceptance pilots have 
inefficient diagnostic procedures and are less knowledgeable . 
J. RegressIon Analysi~ 
In order to ascertain what factors predict performance measures. a 
series of stepwise regressions were performed . These are listed in 
Table VI- IS. The ta~le indicates the dependent variable, the R2 , N, and 
the Significant predictor variables from thl'ee sets of independent variables -
biographical and experience , knowledge . and other independent performance 
measures. Candidate predictor variahles are indicated a t the top of the 
table. The general strategy was to include all predictor (independent ) 
variables, even thos e which could be related to each other . e . g .• DfFT 
(total tracks - total unique track,,) and total tracks and total unique tracks . 
The model then selected which of these added the most to the prediction. 
The model permitted no variable to be introduced if it had been derived from 
another significam. pred .ctor variable. 
On the other hand, no predictor var iab le which fo r med part of the 
dependent variable was allowed in the relSression . For example, since 
Zt = tota l correct/t otal tracks , a predictor variable could not be introduced 
which contained total tracks , e . g . , DIFT (DIr;'T = total tracks - tota l unique 
tracks ). 
\Vhen correctness s cores on individual s cenarios are examined , ·C1-C 4 , 
some interesting results appear. Efficien..:y is a good pred ictor of correctness 
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for scenarios 2, 3, and 4. Knowledge subscores are good predictors for 
Cl and C4 only. Experience variables (tralning and rating) show up in Cl 
prediction and (recency) in C3. These are far less significant than efficiency 
as predictors. C":.J.trol use is clearly important in scenario 3 as might be 
expected (this was the rr.ugh running engine s cenario ). The number of 
inquiries per track is a positive predictor of correctness in scenarios 
2, 3, and 4 . It seems ~vident that scenario 1 differs from the other three 
scenarios probably because of its unique nature, i.e. n it required the 
pilot to seek information about conditions ins ide the cockpit. but not on the 
panel. Weather weighting was a negative predk .01' for C2 and C4. 
Pilots with good total correctness s~ores are char acterized by high 
efficiency, a low number of total inquiries , a 11) v number of tracks. a 
low DIFT (total tracks - total unique tracks) ond thus a high number of 
inquiries per track. Knowledge is also a good predictor. Note. no 
b iographical and experience factor predicts total correctness . 
Individual scenario efficiency scores show little predictability from 
knowledge test scores . Effic iency on scenario 1 is related to experience 
variables, i. e., training, rating, and recency - again supporting earlier 
findings on Cl. Most of the efficiency predictors on the scenarios include 
total tracks (negatively) for E 1, E 2, E4, and unique tracks for E3• Interest-
ingly enough, control activation is a good predictor (negative) for El , E2 , 
and E4 . 
For total efficiency pred iction , total tracks , and total control movements 
are negatively Significant. Total correctness is also a Significant predictor, 
a~aln linking good performance with efficient performance . 
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Table VI-IG 
Final Summary of Stepw ise Predictions 
PREDICTOR VARIAilLE mOGRAPIIIC~L & EXPERIENCE KNOWLEDGE mDEPENDENT PE RFORMANCE VA RIABLE 
Agc-S.E.IJrs.-Tol Hrs .- CATSCR I CI-C4, E1-E4 , UTI-UT4. TT I-TT4, INPTRl-
Rcccncy- Flying- fiutlng- CATSCR2 INPTR4 , CBl - CB4, CNTRL1-CNTRL4 , DIFl-
Training CATSCR3 DIF4, T IM. API', WX, ATC , AIRPORTS, 
R :'. N 
KNOWl~EDG T C RITBEF .. TarEFF , CNTRLTOT, TOT INQ , 
TOTUTRKS , DIFT,INPTRT 
C1 . 49 39 Training (.03 29 )* CATSC R3 (. 0053) CNTRL I (.0768)* 
Rating (. 0004)* DIFl (. 0827)* 
C2 . 46 39 WX (. 004 1)" UT2 (.0366 ) 
AIRPORTS (. 0978) INPTR2 (.0015 ) 
~ 2 (.0002 ) 
C3 .7 0 39 Reccncy (.0019)* WX (.0458)* CNTR L3 t.OO1O ) 
.... CB3 (.0114)* INPTR3 (.OO1 3)~ <:-) 
!\) 
F. 3 (. OO{n ; 
C4 . GO 39 CATSC Rl (. 0~89) E4 (. 0001) INPT R4 (.0385) 
CATSCR2 (. 0124) UT4 (.0001) 
TOTC OR .56 39 KNOWLEDG (. 0231) TOTEF F (. 0636 ) DIFT (. 0057 )* 
TOTINQ (.0928 )* INPTRT (. 0225 ) 
TCJrTRAKS (. 0034 )* 
E l .74 39 nralnlng (.0219) ' TTl (. OU04 )* CNTRLl (. 0001 )* 
Recency (.0209) CEI (. (55 1) DiFI (. 058 1) 
Rating (.009 ) * 
E2 .6:3 :W CATSCR2 (. 0034 ) CNTR L2 (. 0007)* 
1'1'2 (. 0078)* 
E3 . 84 39 APP (.0023)* UT 3 (. 0001)'" 
ATC (.0070 )* C3 (. OOOl} 
E4 . 8 1 39 Rnting (.0040)* Tn\'1 (.0330) CNTRL4 (.0544)* 
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Table VI-16 (con 't.) 
PREDI CTOR VARIABLE BIOGRAPlIICAL & EXPERIENCE KNOWLEDGr INDEPENDENT PERFORMANCE VAR!ABLE 
n2 N 
TOTE 1<'1" .60 39 CNTRLTOT (.0782 )* TOrCOR (.0306) 
TarTRAKS (.0001)* 
TaTMERlT .56 39 KNOWLEDG (. 0001 ) DIFT (. 0022)* 
ZT .61 3D KNOWLEDG (. 0121) TOTEFF (.0317) 
TOTUTRKS (. 0290~* 
CORINQT . 55 39 KNOWLEDG (. 0006) DIFT (. 0006 )* 
CNTRLTOT .40 3!) SEIIRSLOG (. 0784 ) TIM (- 0087)* 
Recency (.0062) TOTUTRKS (.0097) 
TI~1 . 46 39 CATScm (. 0353)* AIRPORTS (. 0027)* 
CATSCR2 (. 0001) 
ATC .20 39 Training (.0793) 
Age (. 0093) I A lRPORTS (.0359 ) ~ wx . 35 39 TlIRS LOG (. 0246)>) 
T r ain ing (.0020)* TOTUT RKS (. 0418)" 
ArHPORTS • G4 39 CATSCR1 (. 0555)* WX (. 0905 ) 
CATSCR2 (.0023) DIFT (.0001 ) 
KNOW LEDG .62 39 Flying (. 0023 )* APP (. 0042)'* 
I Training (.0052 ) TOTTRAKS (.0314 )+ Rt:cenc), (.0292)* 
* Negative B-Value 
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In general. efficiency measures led to be ~~:.' prediction than correctness 
scores (higher R squares). What was surprising was the absence of know-
ledge, biographical and experience variables as sIgnificant predictors for total efficiency . 
For total merit prediction, the knowledge score is the best predictor 
(a = . 0001). Later, when extreme scores on total merit are examined through 
t-tests, knowledge scores differentiate well between high and low merit scores. 
Total merit is also predicted by DlFT . Low DIl" T yield high merit scores which 
suggests a nonrandom approach by high performance score pilots. Not sur-
prising, Zt and CORINQT wc"re much like total merit since all three measures 
are functions of total correctness. Knowledge was a significant predictor for 
these performance measures. No experience variables were significant. 
CORINQT was like merit. Zt revealed total unique tracks and total efficie ncy 
as predictors . 
Table VI-16 also shows that knowledge scores are Significant predictors of 
time weighting and airports passed in the decision phase. In both cases 
CATSCRI was a negative prediction. CATSCRI deals with engine and fuel 
systems . CATSCR2 (electrical and cockpit operations) appears to be more 
germaine to the destination diversion decision. As expected. pilots. who wc::ight 
time as critical. pass few airports. Pilots ",:ho cons ider weat.her weightings 
as critical are willing to pass airports to locate a mechanic. Although the 
F. squares were low, biographical and experience factors appear for weather 
and ATC weighting. These will be examined later in partition testing. 
Since knowledge has bearing (m performance it was decided to seek pre-
die tors of the total knowledge scores. Table VI-16 revea ls that type of flying. 
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training, and recency of flight all are sig'".o.ificant nredictors. Non- pleasure 
flying, high recent experience and military training yield higbe!' knowledge 
scores. Both approach aid weightings and total tracks ar.e good predictors 
of knowledge in an inverse direction. 
K. Tests on Data Partitions 
Table VI-17 shows a series of tests on extreme partihom. of major 
independent and key dependent measures to ascerta.n if differences might 
exist in extreme cuts through the data as compared to regression of the entire 
data set. Test candidates for the partitions included twenty-one performa'1ce 
variables . Twc state variables are easier to tlxamine in this framework, 
i.e., mechanics vs. non-mechanics, military vs . civilian trainh:g and 
go vs . no-go prefel'ences for the decision night . Tw'3nty depe~flent 
measures shown in Table VI-16 , plus two experip.nce measures were cons i-:Iered 
for performance differences in the data splits . 
Pilots with recent fJight experience (over fifty hours in the past year) 
were more knowledgeable and used less control activations thaI:! p!lots with 
les s than twenty honrs in the past year . Surprisingly enot.:gh , diagnost' c 
and decision performance were not different - perhaps due to the srr.all 
number of low recency pilots . 
Tota l hours of experience ( ~ 1007 hr s. vs . » 5375 hrs . ) shewed no 
relation to performance. Separating single er.gi.I'.e hcurs experience revealed 
greater knowledge for pilots wil~ over 2075 sing~e enbine hours vs. those 
with less th3n 488 hours. Splits J) ratings revealed .::ommercial and ATP 
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r ated pilots have more imowled."o than priV!~te pllots . For tralnln~ 
partitions, mllltary tre1n1ng led to bigher knowled6e GCOl'elJ than !lOD-
mlUtnry training . A split on IFR hours revealed tl aI1gi1t total correctneO fJ 
difference with the two groups « 175 brs . va . :> 700 bu . ). in ~1l or the 
splits above there was ltttle or no performance difference . 
When pilots under age thirty are compared to thos e over fifty, performance 
diHercnces begln to appear. Younger pilots h. v hi~' er merit, Zt and CORI:,(n' 
scores than older pllota . yet have lesR cxpel." ience ( otal bra. :'I.nd single engln~ 
hra .). Type of flying also ohowed performance fi~ct~ . Pie- uro Clylog 
pilots showed tess knowledge , less experience, lens effie lent'y , more tracks 
nnd larger DIFT \:han pilots who fly Cor ai rline , commercial. bU_lness . or 
milttary purposes . 
When performance meUllures are spli t to ge t proHles of high score pilots 
vs . low score pilots , O'.aoy other independent performance eHects are noted. 
Focus Is on dependent val'lables or other m~asures not related to the pnrti-
Honer variable. \Vhen p3!'Utlonlng on kno vledge , the hIgh knowledge scores 
P~16) are associated with: 
a) higher single engine hours exper ience 
b) higher welghtlngs 00 time in the deci~lon phase 
c) illgher correctness and merit scores 
d) higher efficiency score 
e) fewer inquiries 
f) fewer tracks 
g) fewer unique tracks 
than ~llots with low knowledge scores (l ess !.han 10). 
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DATA P i\ HTITIOl'\S ON 
mOGHAPlIlCAL ANn EXPERIEl\CE 
I\ND KEY DEl'EfI;D ENT ME/\SUHES 
H I~h Rcc<:lIcy \IS . Low Recency 
(0) > 50 hrs . !n p:.t s t yr . 
(1) < 20 hrs . In p:lsl yr . 
.... L ow Tolalllni . \' 5 . HIgh Tot.'Illlrs , 
w 
-4. (0) < 1007 tot o>\ hrs . 
(1» :;375 to t ;) J hI'S . 
:., Low Single En~lnc lIrs . V B . Iil gh Si ng-Ie Eng-inc III" 
nco C-
o 
," 0 
o 
~, 
'''::0 
10 !. 
o 
l 
o 
" 0 
0 
)' 
.. 
'. 1 ~ Ie ,; ~ '-~ 
(e ) <. 488 . '1G liing lc hl's . 
0 ) > 207G. 2;; single hrs . 
Prlv!lte n :t ll n~ VS. Non - Pdvu tc Ilatlng 
;-. 
.'1 
(0 ) ... priva te rati ng 
(1) - c ommerci a l r ating :\nd 
air t r :tflsport r ating 
YOU!\G vs . OLD 
(0) ~ :10 Y1'5 . uld 
(l) ') !i0 yr s . oJo 
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Summary of T-Tcsts 
TEST VA~IAnLES - CATSCRI (. ORG9 ) (0) m(:uns recency differences on CATScnl 
was ti1brnHlcant Olt ;: • 08G:) . 'Ibc (0) means high recency group had higher mean 
N V:1 lues OHIn low recency . 
CATSCIH , CATSCfl2 , CATSCR:.l , KNOWLFDC . Tm'MFRIT , Tm'EFF . 
TOTCOH , ZT, COnn,QT , ATC , '1'1i\1, A?P. WX . P ROPCONT , T<YI'INQ , 
TOrU'1'RKS, 'I' OTT RAf.:S , 'I'll RSLOG , SFHHS 1.OG , TDELTAC , DIFT 
INPTHT 
-
(0)- 2!> CA TSCR 1 {. 08G~ ) (0 ) 
(1)-6 C,\TSCR3 (. 002!» (0) 
K~OWLEDG (. (J1l0 (0 ) 
PflOPCONT (.0170) (1) 
SFII RS LOG ( . OO·W ) (0) 
SEHHSL<XJ ( . QOO l) (1 ) 
(0)-10 
(l )-10 
C,\TSCHl (. 00 11) 11 ) 
(0) - 10 KMJlN I.E DG (. 007 3) (l) 
(1)-10 i- I' ll US LOG (. 0001) (l) 
CATSCfl2 (.0776 ) (1 ) 
{O)-!l hNOWLfDG (.0185) (1) 
(l)- 31 TH RS LOG (.OGO",) (1 ) 
SE Hre; L OG (.0-100) (1) 
-CATSCU2 (. OO!:;!) (D) 
(0}-10 T OTl\'Ef\IT ( . OB B!I ) (0 ) 
(1)- J.l ZT ( , 0288 ) to) 
COnINQT ( . OC4:1) (O} 
ATC (. 0335 ) 11) 
T llflSLOG (. OHO ) (1) 
SEilflSLOG (.0198) el) 
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DATA PARTITiONS ON 
m(X;rtA PIlle" LA ND EXPEnIENC E 
AN!) KEY DEPE NDENT ~,lEASURt::S 
M ECfI V~ . NUN-?,iECII 
(0) N" :J5 
(1 ) 1'1"'"5 
Military V.i . Civilian 
(1) M ili t.."\ ry 
(2) Civili:m 
P]t:aSU l'C VS . No n- Pleasure 
(0 ) ai rli ne 
eomm<.: rci a l 
Lusln<.:ss 
military 
(l) plf,' ;!Sll rt! 
Low IFR IIrE; . VB . I/tg,h IF R I!rs. 
(0 ) <. 175 I F R h r 9 . 
(1) >7 00 IFR hrs . 
w KnowlcdWJ Soor(' v::; . High Knowledge Score 
(0) ~ 9 on knowledge t ('& t 
(1) ~ 16 un knowledge l es t 
0 0 
N 
(0)- 35 
(J )-5 
(1 }-lO 
(2)- 30 
r-I (o) ·:n I (1 )- 9 
(0)-9 
(1)-9 
(0)-9 
(1 )- 8 
I .... 
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T able VI -17 (con't.) 
1TST VJ\J'UADl.FS 
CATSCR 1 C. 00S5 ) (l) 
CATSCIl2 (. 0001 ) (2 ) 
K KOWI.EDG C.O I08 ) (2) 
TIIn.C;;LOG (. OOO!) (1) 
CATScru (. OG08 ) (0 ) 
TCTEFF (. Oz}!)O) (0) 
T(YfTH"I~S (. O:JOG ) (1) 
Til RS 1.OG (. QOO 1) (0 ) 
SF.lIHSLOG (. 021G) (0) 
DlFT (. OJ22 ) (1) 
T afCOn (. 081G) (0 ) 
TH RS LOG c. 0001) (l) 
SEfiRSLOG ( . 01 8:» 0) 
J . 
{ 
--_. 
CATSC!U (.000 1) (] ) 
CA T'SCR2 (. 0014 ) Cl ) 
CATSCRJ (.0001 ) (l} 
TarMEmT (. 0070 ) Cl) 
T fJfEFF {.O I03) (}) 
T O'fCOR (. 0436 ) (l} 
ZT (. 0038 ) il) 
C OHlNQT (. OOG,I) (l} 
TIM (. 0734) (1) 
T aflNQ (. 00~9 ) (OJ 
TOTUTm~S (. OG:i9) (0) 
T 01'RAKS (. 0310) (0) 
SEIIRSLCXi (.01 21 ) (1) 
__________________ ..L..-__ --+ __ DIrT (.05HJ) (0) 
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0 DATA PARTITIONS ON 
BIOCRAPIIICAL AND EXPERIENCE 
o 
AND KEY ~tEASUHf:S 
GO vs . NO GO 
~ (0 ) 
( 1 ) 
o 
, . Low T0t~1 1 ~h: rll \'S . lIl ~h T ota l Mer it 
(0) :: 12!J . :25 T OTMEHIT 
0 8 
(1)::2:15 .00 T O rME HiT 
• 0 
, c '" 
~ 
(,,) 
<C 
c 
o 
o 
o 
La'" TOlal Correct YS . H igh Total Correc t 
(0) '" 10 to tal c orrec t 
(1) ::: 17 t oLa } correct 
. 
. 
~ ~ 
o 
) 
0 , 
" 
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')0 ~ 0 
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Table VJ - 17 (can't . ) 
Summary of T-Tcsts 
N TEST VARIABLES 
ATC (. 0790 ) (0) 
(0 )-9 API> ( . 0084) (1) 
(1 )-30 
CA TSCRI (.0124) (1 ) 
(0)- 10 CATSCR2 (. 0022) (1) 
( 1}-10 CATSCR3 (. 0010 ) (1) 
KNOWLEIYJ ( . OOOI} (I) 
TOTEFF ( . ODO l) (1) 
TarCOR (. 0001) (I) 
Z1' (.0001 ) (1) 
COnINQT C. 0001 ) (1) 
T Il\'1 (. OOGl) (1) 
TOTlNQ (. 0012 ) (0 ) 
TOT lJTRKS ( . 0199 ) (0) 
T al'TRAKS (.OOIO } (0' 
DIFT (. OOOS } (0 ) 
CATSCRI (. 02G2 ) 0) 
(0)- 11 CATSCR2 (.0 183) (1) 
(1)-11 CATSC1.l3 ( . 015G) (1) 
KNOWLEDG (. 0009 ) (1) 
TOTi\mmT (.0001 ) (1 ) 
TOrEFF (.0024 ) (1) 
Z'l' ( . OOJ1) (1) 
COnINQT (.000 l) (1 ) 
---
, 
~ , 
T IM (.0479) (1) 
TOTINQ (. 0281 ) (0) 
TOTV'rnKS (. 0999) (0) 
T01'1'F.AKS (. 0125) (O) 
SEHP.sLOG (. 0752) (1) 
_DIFT (. 0097 ) (0) 
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0 n ATA PARTITI ONS ON 
B1 0 GRAPIli CAL ANn E XPERIENC E 
AND KEY MEAsum·:s 
-
~ 
Low Tetal Effic h:ney vS. IIi ~h TOt<l l Efflc lcncy 
(O)~ ·12 tOlal cfi ielcncy 
(l )? 5!J to!;l l effi ciency 
~ 
Q 
, 
L ow Time VB . JlI~h T ime 
(0 ) ' . G25 ti me 
, t ... (l)~ 2 . li me .t.>-
0 
0 
. 
Mechanic Help Ava ilab le 
1'\';1 0 o r IJctis Alr por trJ pass(;d Vii . more Ul :l n tw 
!O) <:3 a l r ports 
(l ) > 2 a ir'por ts 
() 
0 
N 
(0 )- 10 
(1)- 9 
(0)- 13 
(1 }··16 
(O}-I I 
(1 )-28 
J 
T able VI-l7 (con 't o ) 
Summary of T -Tes ts 
T ES T VA ll[A RLES 
CA TSCnI (. 0]25) (1) TCYrlNQ (. 0001 ) (0 ) 
CATSCR2 ( . 0090 ) (1) T <ITUTRKS (. 0068 ) (0) 
KNOWLEDG (. 00J2) (1) T arTRAKS (. 0003 ) (0) 
TOTMERI T ( . 000 1) 0) DIFT (. oe07 ) to } 
T OTCOn (. 0028 ) (1) , 
ZT (. 000 1) (1 ) 
COnINQT (. 0001) (1 ) 
PROPCONT (. 0995 ) (l } 
CATSCR2 (.0705) (1) 
CA TSCR3 (. 0035 ) (1 ) 
KN OWLE nG (. 022 ] ) (I) 
TOTMERIT (. 0074 ) (1 ) 
TOTEFF (. 0125) (1 ) 
T OTCOH (. 0494 ) (1) 
ZT (. 0110 , (1) 
COnJNQT ( . 0127 ) 0) 
T OTINQ (. 0 130) (0 ) 
TOTTRAKS (.0565 ) (0 ) 
DIrT (. 004:~) (0) 
C,' TSCRI (. 0862 ; (0 ) 
TOTE F F (. 0226 ) to ) 
T OT INQ ( . O(illS ) 0 ) 
TCJr UT RK3 (. 0628 ) (1) 
TOrTRAKS (. 0 163 ) 0 ) 
DIr T (. 0310 ) (1) 
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When the top and bottom quartile on mer it and corr.ectness I;';cores are 
exanllned. an lnteresting pattern emerges. Membe":-i1 oi the upper quartUe 
01' performance scores are s.ssociated wUh : 
a) more knowledge 
b) greater weights or time 
c) fewer inquir ies 
d) fawer tr~cks 
e) fewer unique tracks 
f) lower DIFT 
g) highe r efficiency 
h) higher singla engine hours (total correctness only and here 
a ::: .07 ) 
Vvl1en upper and lower qllartiles in total efficiency are examined ,liuch the 
same patterns as Indicated above r esult . 
Smce time weightin~ appears to be associated with good dlagnost!c per -
iormance, splits on time weights were made to test for performance effects . 
High time we ightlngs look aga :n like the list above , i.e., grAater knowledge , 
efficiency , correctness and merit with fewer tracks , fewer inquiries and lower 
DIFT. 
In the regress ion analys is , airports passed was predicted by knowledge 
subscores , time weighting , and DIFT . Table VI- 17 shows that a s plit on 
airports (2 !: vs . > 2) shows that low number of airports passed 5 related 
to highe r efficiency and knowle dge and lower values for DIFT , unique and to ta l 
tracks and totallnquirles. 
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L. GAT Subjects In pip Tests 
Eight of the subjects who participated in the Fl\·rS experim.ents also 
participated in the p i p experiments . All of the sl~bjects from the first 
GAT scenario (fue l loss ) and all from the second GAT sc·enario (partial 
power failure) participated. None from the third GAT s cenario (partial 
navl~at1on system failu r e; participated . 
Subjects 11. 33. 34 . :lnd 35 were us e d in t..'le fuel loss F;\IS expe rI ment . 
Subjects 28 . 31. 32, and 38 were used I.n the partial power loss FMS exper -
iment . 
30mc typical performance me~su es for this group of subjec s are high-
lighted in Table VI-IS . The encouraging thing ahout th is comparison Is that 
the results appear to be reasonably cons istent . The subjects for each FMS 
e""periment are equally distributed with r espect to airman certificates held 
(one Pvt .• two comm •• and one AT? in each group ) in similar port ions to 
the entire pip group . 
Each GAT subj ect was ranked from one (best performance ) to four 
(pOorest performance) by a subjecti ve evaluation of the experimente r present 
during all of the GAT runs . Each subject was ranked s eparately for "Aviating". 
''Naviga ting'' . and "Communicating" for the scenario in which he particlpated . 
".-\. viating" r eflected bas ic stick and rudder skills . "~avigating" reflected the 
abllity to foll ow the flight planned cou,se and L~e subjects awareness of locat.lon 
along the route. "Communicating " r eflect ed the professionaillature of the 
informat ion exchange between pilot and controlle r . All GA T subjects took 
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the open (orm knowledge survey prior to the experiment. Th~se data are 
also noted 1n Table VI-18. 
The first observation to make is that knowledge scores on both forms of 
knowledge survey seem to agree . Those scoring high on the open- form also 
score high on the closed-form. 
The second obsf'rvation to make is that GAT performance rank is generally 
consistent with total correct (TOTCOR) and total merit (TOThTERIT) scores 
on the pip scenarios. In GAT scenario 2 the l'ank order of "Aviating " in 
exactly the same as t.lJ.e rank order of TOTMERIT. Other rankings are less 
perfect but still exhibit the same general trends. 
Although the sample size is too small to draw definitive conclusions, taken 
as a group, results for these eight subjects seem to indicate that either FMS 
or pip scenario experiments can be used to evaluate pilots with some 
assurance that relati\'e rankings will be preser ved . 
M. Summary 
The above analyses have found the same pattern running Lllrough the data. 
The three statistical apr'::'oaches lead to the same conclusions. These are: 
1.) Correctness in diagnostic scores is highly related to efficiency 
in reaching diagnostic answers. 
2.) :'IIost biographical and e.\.'per ience variables do not appear to be 
o 
related to diagnostic performance measures (the exception is the 
A & P mech::mic r at ing which does appear to be related to 
diagnos tic performance) . 
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3. ) Knowledge scores are positively related to both correctness and 
efficiency in diagnostfc performance . 
4. ) Of the four airport attribute weigiltings only high time weighting 
is related to high diagnostic performance . 
5.) Patterns of information seeking for high diagnostic pe:."formance, 
i. e., high efficiency and high correctness, I.nvolve 
a) a minimal number of tracks employed 
b) a minimal number of unique tracks employed 
c) a minimal number of total inquiries 
d) a small number of track repeats, i.e., DIFT (total tracks -
total unique tracks) is !:malI. 
Although mos t experience and biographical factors failed to be slgnificant 
in the analysis, some did appear to be related to) knowledge s cores - :::t!ch as 
high total single engine hours, high recency, military training backg:-ound and 
non-pleasure flying. 
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VII. ANALYSIS OF PROCEDURAL COMPLII1NCE 
f 
• A. Backgr ound 
At the same time that the GAT and paper and pencil scenarios were 
being developed for single pilot CIFE 's. a parallel study directed toward \ 
airline cockpit crew operations was undertaken . The person responsible for I 
this effort was Lt . Col. Jeffrey Schofield who performed L'le research as 
his Ph, D. dissertation project. A copy of that dissertation . "Aircrew 
Compliance With Standard Operating Procedures As A Component of Airline 
Safety", is on file a~ part of this project's records at NASA-Ames . 
Schofield used data generated in an exper iment conducted In 1976 by 
Dr, H. P. Ruffell Smith unde r the auspices of the NASA-Ames Research Center, 
The Ruffell Smith research utilized a full - mission simulation to study the per-
formance of fully qualified airline crews under varying conditions of'vorkload . 
The cockpit was that of a Boeing 7·17 which accomodated the usual three-person 
crew plus two observers, a simulator operator / traffic controller, and an 
audio coordinator. The full - mission scenario used was built around a charter 
flight from Dulles Airport to Heathrow Airport (London) with a thirty-minute 
intermediate stop at Kennedj' Airport a\ew York) fo'f' fuel and cargo. The first 
segment placed r elative ly low workload on the crews t while the second seg-
ment \vas much higher due to pre -programmed mechanical failures. 
RufraH Smith concentn.ted on crew errors during the second segment (high 
workload) of the scenario. He was intel'ested in establishlng statistically 
significant physiolC'.sl:::al or hlstG,'ca l predictors of crew performance during 
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the second leg . Schofield , on the othe r hand , chose to emphasize the r outine 
or customary tasks of flight operations as exempi!fied by the first segment 
of the Ruffell Smith scenario . Furthermore, he was concerned with: 
1) quantifying routine crew procedures, 2) analyzing observed crew errors 
to identify which particular crew members were tl'e primary causes of such 
errors, and 3) comparing measures of procedural compliance and operator 
error . 
The primary data used by Schofield came [rom tbe audio tracks of the 
FM tapes and handwritten documents gene:-ated by the Ruffell Smith study. 
This information was supplemented by data which was culled from the Aircraft 
Operating l\Ianual, the Company Operation.s !'.-Ianual, the Federal Aviation Rcgu-
lations , crew handbooks , and assorted navigational documents . 
B. Procedures 
A procedure is defined as "a symbolic and mnemoni,- representation of a 
set of sensory, eognitivC', andlor motor activities which, when recalled and 
executed within determinable tolerances, complete a task as desig!led" . 
The word "procedure" and its many aliases appear throughout aviation litera-
ture . Schofield identifies nineteen separate words and phra::,es associated with 
air crew operations which have procedural conotation . 
Schofield enumerates a set of normal operating procedures, as opposed to 
Abnormai, Alternate , Irregular , or Emergc:1CY procedures , wh ich repreS6:1t 
an idealized sequence based on the events in the Dullcs - JFK segment of the 
Ruffl'll Smith experimental scenar io . A 11 of his procedures are cons ide red 
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mandatory for normal flight operations In instrument meteorological conditions . 
Each procedure is ident!.f1ed by published format and the cockpit crr:-w mem-
bers expected to exhibit active procedural behavior. These are catalogued 
in Table VII-I. 
"':'he astonishing fact in this list is that 97 normal operating procedures 
c an be identified ior standard cockpit activities lasting approximately 75 
m inutes . This lengthy list does not include any "opUonal" procedures or 
emergency type procedures . They r epresent only standard operating proced-
ures for the first leg of the simulated flight scenario. 
Schofield has identified several empirical taxonomies which seek to 
class ify these procedures in ways to identify useful relationships among 
them . One such grouping is the set of 21 crew c( )rdina tion procedures shown 
in Table VII-2 . Crew coordination procedures are emphasized since t.ite), cap-
ture the essential ingredients of group leadership , crew management and 
behavioral conformity. Schofield examines the realtionsn ips between meticu-
lous compliance with coordination procedures and the crew errors noted by 
Ruffell Smith. 
Compliance Assessment 
Although Ruffe l! Smith used eighteen crews in his experiment, the quality 
of the data gener ated and the observers were not the same for all e ighteen 
simulation runs . Schofield selected ten runs , which had the same set of 
observers and usable audio data throughout , for detailed procedural analysis. 
The 21 crew coordination procedures we r e further subd ivided into checklists , 
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Index 
Number 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 . 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
: : .. j;. \ 
Table VTI-l 
NORMAL OPERATIl~'; PROCEDURES 
Name 
Basic ATC communications practices 
Preflight Radio Checklist 
Gear pin sta tus ~eport 
Hydraulic system pressurization 
ATIS report 
Clearance Delivery commu~ications 
Ground Control communicatiolls 
Pre- star t Checklist 
Ground crew report 
Cabin report 
Engineer's Start Checklist 
Start Checklist 
Engine 'Harting 
Ground connections and hand signa l s 
report 
Engineer' s Taxi dlecklist 
Pre-t axi Ch ecklist 
Transfer of EGT monitor 
Ground Control communic ations 
Taxi 
Takeoff ~ld departure b~iefing 
Final weight and balance computa tion 
Taxi Checklist 
Tower communications 
Passenger pre-takeoff announcement 
Engineer's Takeoff Checklist 
Runway line up 
Takeoff Checklist 
Thrust setting (takeoff power ) 
Takeoff 
Takeoff callouts 
Noise abatement departure 
Gear r etraction 
Departure Control communications 
( initial contact) 
Thrust setting (rated power) 
Departure Control commun i cation 
(radar vector ) 
Flap retraction 
Altitude callou t 
Intermediate l evel off 
Departure Control communications 
(climb cl ear ance) 
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}'ormat(l} Operator(~ ) 
c odes codes 
N 
C,N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
C, N 
N 
N 
C,N 
C, N 
N 
N 
C, N 
C, N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
G,N 
C,N 
N 
N 
C.G,N 
N 
C,N 
G, N 
N 
N 
G, N 
N 
N 
G, N 
N 
G, N 
N 
N 
N 
o 
"0 
PNF 
P2 
Pl 
PI & FE 
U 
PNF 
PNF 
A 
PI 
Pl 
FE 
A 
Pl & FE 
Pl 
FE 
A 
PI & FE 
PNF 
PF 
PF 
FE 
A 
PNF 
PF 
FE 
PF 
A 
PF & FE 
PF 
PNF 
rF 
PF & PNF 
PNF 
PF & FE 
PNF 
PF & PNF 
PIU? 
PF 
PNF 
c 
-------~ 
I I 
f ·1 
-I I 
! I I I 
r 
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I 
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Table Vll-l (con't.) 
=============-=================; 1) (2) 
rndc~ 
,'umber 
40 . 
4l. 
42 . 
43 . 
44 . 
45. 
46 . 
47. 
1, 8 . 
49 . 
50 . 
51 . 
~ 2 . 
53 . 
54. 
55. 
56. 
S 7. 
58. 
59. 
60 . 
61. 
62 . 
63 . 
64 . 
65. 
66 . 
67. 
68. 
69 . 
70 . 
it. 
n.. 
73. 
74. 
75 . 
76 . 
77. 
A1r~3Y& n vigDt 10a prGct1c g 
Thrust se tt1nt (r~ted po~e f) 
C.' .1::zb ( bc}ov 10 , 000 i r.et I'tSL) 
Coc~Any depa rt u e r epor 
AR CC cc= unlc.,tioIlS ( initial cont.sct} 
Seat belt ' 1S1 
Clicb ( Dove 10 , 000 !e t MS L) 
After T keo!! Checklist 
Al t imete: r set tnot applicable f or 
cru iail1g below 18,000 fee t} 
A.RTCC c. Oc:lun icc tions (r clI t e cl ea r nco) 
Cru ise data 
Alt i tud e c al1~ut 
Level off 
Hach number/ai rspeed cros scheck 
Cruise 
ART CC c o::mIun1cat1ons (radar v~c tor) 
!urbulcnc~ pcnet r v tion 
AP.TCC coaouoica t1ons ( rada r vector) 
Tu . ul ence e}:it 
ARTce comcunlcation& (:'ou t e clearance) 
Fuel Sy8t~ Carulzel!\en t 
ARICe COll!!1lunica t icfl& (c'Ulter chang e ; 
ini tia l cootac_) 
ATIS r (!po.t 
Coopa~y rrival report 
Approach br1efi~~ 
ARTCe co~unic a tions (sector chang~ ; 
ioitia l cont act) 
App t'n6ch data and s peed bugs 
Passenger arriva l announc ement 
Descent ~he c k 11 st 
~TCC 'o~unicatioDa (descent cl ea ranc p) 
D~5 c er. t ( 3~ov e 10. 00 f ee t HSt) 
Alticet r r eset 
Sea t belt sign and l~nd ing ligh tn 
Descent ( below 10,000 feet ~$ L) 
A~p roa cr. Control co~un1c a tion9 
( i nitial contact; cl ea rance) 
Appro.1ch C:1ec k..'1 t 
Cat egory I In s tr ument L, o nci1ng System 
(lLS) App r oach 
Approach r adio c ~ccks 
1 0 
\. 
o 
Format Operator 
cod eg codes 
N 
N 
C.N 
n 
N 
Ii 
N 
U 
N 
N 
!~ 
11 
G •• 
N 
N 
tl 
N 
N 
C.N 
Ii 
e,N 
foi 
U 
N 
N 
N 
}; 
C, N 
C,II 
N 
o· 
?F 6 PNF 
'f' & FE 
PF 
IJ 
PNF 
U 
~f 
PF & FE 
I. 
PKF 
FE 
p~a' 
PF 
FE 
PF 
PNF 
A 
r ID' 
A 
PNF 
FE 
P!'tT 
U 
U 
Pl' 
A 
PF 
A 
P';f 
P. 
I. 
U 
PF 
P~ 
A 
PF 
?F 6. p~rp 
~l 
It. 
", 
I 
.., 
... -
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Table Vll-l (con't.) 
= ' .. ====::::::z=-............ """'_:tt'=="""' ...... ,..,.,_...,."""'-=="""'_ ...... "'... .. ,.o::IL1I_ .... ~-:r=r:'""""bi_z= _laW_.¥t FOr:-IM~ ) Operlltor(2) 
cooe& codes 
Index 
Nu:nber 
78. 
79. 
80 . 
81. 
82 . 
63 . 
84 . 
85 . 
86 , 
8 7. 
88 , 
89 . 
90 . 
91. 
92 . 
93 . 
~4 . 
95 . 
96 . 
9 7. 
Altitude callout 
No sI'llok1ng 01go 
Approach Control to~unicat1ons 
(rada r v~ctor) 
Appro~ch flap extcn5ion 
Curs bAr and glide slope callouts 
ArprcJch Control co~un1cntlon; 
( app ro~ ch cl c rnnc ) 
Landing gcar/landing flap xtension 
L nding Checklist 
final approa ch fix (FAr) cOQCUoications 
FAr 1ns trucent crosscheck 
Pr ~c1§ion approach callout 
Outside scan and visibi l ity callouts 
L.lnding 
L nding roll callout~ 
Tower co~un1cat1oos 
After Landing Checklist 
Taxi 
Gro~nd Control ccomunic ctone 
Parl'ing 
Blockt: Checklist 
N 
N 
N 
G,!~ 
N 
N 
G, N 
C.N 
~J 
.. 
1'l 
l'l 
~ 
~'/ 
~! 
~I 
C. : 
H 
U 
! 
C)N 
(1) Format Codes: C (Checklis t). G (GraphiC:l.l) ... (~aIT3~h·.e) 
PNF 
U 
PNF 
PF &. PI-i' 
PHF 
PNl' 
PF.So Nf' 
A 
FNF 
NF 
P~F 
PNF 
Pf 
PNF & }or: 
PNF 
A 
1'F 
PNf 
Pi-' 
It. 
(2) Ope r :l tor Codes: . (. Il), P I (Capt~ln) . PZ (Copilot). FE (Flight Enginet'r ). 
o 
PF (Pilot Flying). PNF (Pilot :-;ot Flying), T (l'os(Y.'c l.!ed) 
o 0 
o 
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CRtY COORDINATION PROC~nD~S 
(To b~ used for qUG~t1tmtlve comp ll~ncc (HiCSGCents) 
Index 
Le l ttH' 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E • 
F. 
C. 
H. 
1. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
~t. 
N. 
o. 
P . 
Q . 
R. 
s. 
T. 
u • 
o 
Procedul"e 'amc 
Pre-st~rt Checklist 
Start Ch~clt.li t 
Prc-t~~i Checkliat 
Tr n&(cr of EeT MOnitor 
'r xi Checklist 
7 keo,( Chec 11~ t 
Tnk off Callout~ 
Ceae Retraction 
Flap Retraction 
Altitude Callou t 
After Takeoff Checklist 
Al t itude Callout 
Transfer of Air c raft Control 
Descent Checklis t 
App roach Checklist 
Alt1tud~ Callout 
App roa ch flap Ex t ension 
Land ing Cea r /Landing F!~~ Extens ion 
Land ing Checkli s t 
Pr ecision Approcch Callouts 
Landing Roll C4110uts 
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callout!!, configuration changes . tlnd t-rausfers . Performance of each of the 
ten (') ' CWB was then ('vaiuated for each subdlviolon . 
Pre-start . StOt't, Pre-TaxI. Qnd Takeoff CheckHsts nrc supposed to be 
initiated upon command of the :.sptutn or the flying pilot . The other pHot Is 
then to ~lnnounce the name of the checklist 3S a confirmation oC the commo.nd. 
anc read tht.· opening chnllcng • Once Initia ted, checklists may be delayed 
by interruptions , but ultimately mus t be r esumed and completed in toto . 
In eVt.'I' .• experlment:.1 ru n the l't'qulsltc challenges and responses wer e 
mnde . c \'cn thoult"h some of the operator actions and replies WPore ccotrary 
to procedural speciflcatlons. Ho\\'c \'c r , there were remarKable differences 
in til p:lttC'rns of b{'h3vlor noted among crcws for tlH~se five che cklists . In 
a lot:!. 1 o( flfly opportunitil's over tl'n flight!; , the command-announcement- challengE' 
scqul'nce W:iS fully l','l'cutl..'d only i\'(~ timeS, ow obs n ed shUl'tcutS rnlsC'd 
question in Schofield's mind about possible d gradation tn c ew cohes ion 
ll'ading to Int'fl'3s~t1 unCl'r t:l1nty and lack of Internal order . 
The f!Vt' ::lUdiblC' chE'ckllsts conducted by the two pilot crewmembers . were 
contr:lst" d with thrce check lis t Sl'qul'nces (Descent . Approach. and Landing) 
tn which th\., f1i~h t engineer was the ch:lllcnger , Exactly half of the observed 
thirty sequ nC't's here began in U)l' prescribed comm:md-:mnouncemeot-challenr,e 
ord£'I' and only one was missing the initlal command . In ddltion t collecH\'ely 
making more of the prescribed announcements thun their pilo· counte rparts. 
the fli ght l'n~in\.'ers were more s t-If-c ons!s tent , Three enginee)'!; omi tted a ll 
announn'ments :lnd three othCI'S I)m~lted one . They als o were more consistent 
than pilots In fo ' ow ln~ the r e . ponSt' to the las t challenge statement with the 
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prescribed procedure completion statement. When a pUot was the last 
challenger. 20% of the time the completion statement \ 'as omitted. when an 
engineer was the last challenger . only 4% were omitted . Schofleld hypothesizes 
that c re\\' coordination might be improved by making the fli ght enginee .. the 
cballl'nger of all checklists . 
Callout procedures are fundamentally different from checklists . In the 
\lsual format the non-flying pilot acts as a back- up or second-level vlaual 
monitor who audibly relays operatlng lniormation to t.~e flylng pHoto Callollts 
occur during t~ke-off . tHmb. descent. approach . snd landing . 
Schofield identifies 170 opportunities . among the ten crews. to execute 
callout procedures. Thirty-eight procedural errors were noted, half of 
which were errors in altitude cnUouts during cllmb or descent. The errors 
noted were callouts made by the flylng p:lot r ather thon the non-flying pilot 
(seven cases ). late callouts (thirteen cases ), and omitted callouts (twellty cases ). 
Procedures for gear and flap extenslonh'etraction were well executed In 
terms of estaiJlished oral procedures . In lO-l obsen 'ed configur:!.tion changes 
one of the two prescribed verballzatlons W:lS omitted four tlme3 . and one 
change (from flaps 1 to flaps up) was made without comment from either pilot . 
Howevel'. Schofield noted that aircraft altitude and loc:\tion over the ground 
\':lrled considerably at the Initiation point of selected configuration change 
procedures (e, g .• the, 'oise Abatement Departure Prccedure). which were to 
be performed stmultaneously . 
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Verbal Indicators of the transfe r of Exhau t Gas Temperature (EGT) 
Monitor and Transfer of Aircraft Control Procedures typify the quality of 
communications between specific pairs of crew members . In only two of 
the ten simulated flights doe,'3 the flight engineer fail to advise the flying 
pilot when he C2n r elinquish respouslbHlty for monitoring EGT. However, 
in spite of obvious needs to effect the optional transfer of ccntrol procedure , 
two crews never use it and three c rews execute incompiete double transfers. 
Only one ere' uses more t.han two transfers (4) during the stmdated fligh t. 
Schofleld further develops the thesis that verbal behaviors dictated by 
the aforementioned crew co-:>rdination procedur es can r easonahly be expected 
to enhance crew-coordina.tlon and flight saiety . He als o notes that non-compliance 
appears to d'. pend more upon the oper::.tors involved than on. the l'equirements 
of the procedures . 
D. Errors and Procedural Compliance 
Schofield modified and expanded the Ruf~ell Sml~ error counts EO that 
every error is identifled and individu:llly r e lated to an operator or lToup of 
operato r s . Those data are summarizc>d tn Table VIT-3 . The error c ategor ies 
coded by responsible oper:ltor a r e : pilot flying (PF) , pilot not fly lng (PNF) , 
captain , co-pllot , pilot team, flight engineer (FE), and entire crew . These 
categories cover all the er:-ors recorded . 
The next step was to investigate potential rc ~ at1onships between the 
enumer:ttive e rror d3.ta :lDd the enumerative procedure compli ance data . 
Because of the limited sample size , rel ationsh Ips noted below should be take n 
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Table VII-3 
RUFFELL SlfITH'S ERRORSa ATIRIBUTED TO OPERATORS 
r==1 _ ~_. , _ :aa:ot=:L:Gc ;:ta 
Operator(s) Code 
Pilot flying PF 
Captain C/~ 
Pi l ot not f l ying PNF 
Copilot COP 
Pilot team PTM 
Flight engineer FE 
Entire crew CRW 
3 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
C 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
o 
o 
5 
1 
1 
o 
o 
2 
2 
2 
Experimental Run Number 
6b 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4 
o 
3 
B 
z 
2 
2 
2 
3 
o 
1 
10 
o 
o 
2 
2 
2 
o 
1 
12b 
1 
3 
3 
• L. 
2 
o 
1 
13b 14 15 
4 
2 
2 
i. 
4 
o 
1 
o 
o 
4 
4 
1 
o 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
2 
o 
1 
a Er ror categories and descriptions are individually re1Dted to oparsto r s 1n 
Appendix D. 
960 runa 6, 12 , and 13 tho captain 18 the PNF and the copilot 10 the PF . 
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as indications of fruitful directions for further r~scal'ch rather than as 
definitive results . 
A set of fifteen dependent variable categories (el'"rol'" counts ) was generated 
by creating various combinations of six of the categories noted in Table VII-3. 
A set of seven tndepe~0.ent variables (five involving procedural compliance and 
two involving crew experience ) was also generated as noted in Table VII-4 . 
Stepwise multiple regression techniques \ 'erc then used to identify the best 
models relating the independent (procedural) variables to each of t.he dependent 
(error) variables in turn . Results of that analysis , noting independent variables 
included and the maximum coefficients of de te rmination, are shewn in Table 
VII-S o 
Dependent variables , which reflect errors by the flying pl10t (PF , TPF , 
CPF), by the captain (CAP, TCAP , CCAP) and by the two pilots col1eC:~\VL'y 
and individually (PL Ts), all have highly significant regression mode ls in 
which pilot flying checkiist commands (PFCK) and non- flying pilot callouts 
(PNFC) are the common independent variables . That is, pilot errors do 
appear to be related to those nyo classes of procedural non-compliance . 
E. Procedures Summary 
The Schof ield study of procedural compliance by aircre· ... ·s who participated 
in the RuIfe ll Smith e),:periment suggests the follOWing observations : 
1) Crew members face an impossible challenge in attempting 
to mentally catalog a ll of the stanclard ope r ating procedures 
(SOP) published for them. 
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2) Routine non-compliance with an assortment of 80P's has been 
documented. 
3) Forty-five percent of the 2Dumerated crew errors involved 
two or more operators, which suggests that human redundancy 
by itself does not erradicate personnel error . 
4) A statistical Unk appears to exist between operator errors 
and procedural compliance . 
5) Full mission simulation offers Dew possibilities for studying 
aircrew behavior in a controlled , high fidelity. operational 
setting. 
6) Altitude caHouts , which duplicate functions performed by a 
machine , produced ilie highest frequency of non-compll!lnt 
behavior, suggesting that U1ey may need modification . 
7} Lack of unitary leadership and internal coordination was most 
often observed when the captR.in was not flY!D., the aircraft, 
suggesting a need to redefine flying co-pilot responsibilities . 
F . Procedures Epilogue 
As a follow - on to the Schofield research, a current flight engineer for one 
of the major carriers (Who is also a graduate student at OSU) was invit~·d to 
c ritique the study and to suggest a method for scaling criticality of normal 
operating procedures. The conclusion of the critique was that the Schofield 
research was a valuable first step in supplementing Lhp. ~tandard human-engil~eering 
approach used in a ircraft accident in':estigat1ons . Such invesiigations often 
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Variable name Code 
PF checklist commands PFCK 
...... Pilot checklist announc ements FA 01 (0 
FE checklist announcements FEA 
PNF ca lloute PNFC 
Aircraft control trans fe re TRA.~ 
Cre~ members Yith more than 
1000 hours ' in B-7117 CREX 
Pilots with more than 
1000 hou rs in B-747 PEX 
Table VIJ-4 
INDEPENDENT VARI ABLES 
Experimental Run Number 
:, 4 5 6 8 10 12 13 14 15 
5 5 8 1 3 7 J 3 5 8 L; 
!. 
2 2 1 5 0 1 0 0 2 2 
3 3 3 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 
11 13 13 9 15 16 15 13 15 14 
3 2 4 0 3 6 0 2 4 4 
3 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 
2 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 
lj . 
____ ~ •. • -.• ~ ... ,,-,'iI 
c· -~-----'"""'"~  
r f'" .'1 
,. 
, ' 
r ..... -\, .. 
c' c , 
, 
(, , 
C' 
, 
,c 
Dependent One 2 0 ' ( va r i able Code r 
PF PNFC .749 
(. CAP PNFC . 651 ,,-
PNF pya .5 79 
..... 
0) 
<:) COP PFCK .513 
PTH CREX .4 46 
TPF PNFC .571 
TCAP PFCJ( .595 
TINF PFCK . 692 
Teop PFCK ~ 56 7 
CRW PNFC . 317 
CP F PNFC . 595 
CCAP PNFC .569 
CP NF PFCK . 606 
CCO? PFCK .532 
PLTS PFCl( .597 
0 
'----~ 
Table VIT- 5 
MAXIMUM COEFFI CIENTS OF DETERMIUATION 
IndeL~nd ent variabl es 
Two 
n2 
Three 
Cocles Codes 
PFCK. PNFC . 869 PFCK , FEA , PllFC 
PF CK, PNFC .824 PNFC, TitAN , PEX 
PFCK . PA . 709 . PFCK , PA, PNFC 
PFCK , TRAN . 642 PFCK , PA. TRA.'i 
CRE X. PEX . 62 6 TRAN . CREX, PEX 
FEA, PNFC . 785 PFCK, FEA, TRAN 
PFCK, PNFC . 825 PFCK, FEA , PHFC 
PFCK , FA .763 PFCK. PA, PNFC 
PFCK. TRAN . 637 PF CK ~ TRAN . CREX 
PFW< , PNFC .363 FEA, CREX , PEX 
PFCK, PNFC .7f!9 PNFC, CRE X, PEX 
PGCK. PMFC . 794 PNFC, CREX, PEX 
PFCK . PA . 710 PFCK D PA, CREX 
PFCK i PA . 624 PFIX , TRAN. CRE X 
PFCK. PNF C .741 PNFC. CREX . PEX 
! - . ! ~ 
R2 
.912 
. 878 
. 864 
. 798 
. 665 
. 848 
. 856 
. 808 
.789 
.550 
. 82 0 
. 852 
.743 
.705 
.796 
iI-.f 
~~ .. ----
~ f-.4 
- ----.- ---- -
., .. ~ 
.~~ 
J~ --, 
I 
I 
1 
I ', 
i 
I. 
/!. 
I, 
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result in "pilot error " accusations which mny in fact have strong procedural 
compliance implications . 
Schofield recognized that not all of the 97 normal operating procedures 
he identified were equally critical to the safety of flight. To obtain some feel 
for aIr crew opinions concerning criticality. and concurrently the implied 
importance of compliance , a group of five fli.;,ht engineers were subsequently 
invited to rate the criticality of these 97 procedure~ relative to the safety of 
flight . 
The interesting observations here are: 
1) There is wide disagreement among flight engineer,:; on the 
criticality of most procedures . 
2) Only four of the procedures are unanimous ly r ated at the 
maximum (7) critica lity . (Takeoff checklist, takeoff , landing 
checklist and outs ide scan and visibility callollts . ) 
3) Noise abatement departure procedures received by far the lowest 
ratings. 
4) There are lar ge differences in the scoring tendencies among 
engineers , e . g . some have far more high criticality ratings 
for procedures than others . 
-
. 
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VITI. CONCLUSIONS 
The project began with an early concern for the dynamics of CIFE's and 
broad attempts to identify pertinent research issues. The flnal products 
were 1) a set of scenarics with as sociated hardware and techniques for 
studying eWE phenomena In a simple flight simula tor; 2) a set of paper and 
pencil scenarios and associated techniques for studying pilot diagnostic 
st.rategies a-ncl diversion decision making processes; 3) a set of knowledg-.; 
testing instruments designed to measure a pilot's unders tanding of aircraft 
subsystems and troubleshOOting; 4) a study relating co(; ~pi t. crew procedural 
compliance with perfol'mance errors. By- products of this research included 
one 1\1.S. design project, one 1\r .S. thesis, and a Ph. D. dtssertation . 
A. Full l\[ission Simulation 
Twelve sub jects were se lected for testing in the full mission GA T scenarios. 
Although all were IFR r ated, they ranged in ::>.ge from 20 to 56 years old, in 
flight experience from 270 to 8800 hours and in certification from private 
pilot to ATP. Each subject was given two different forms of the knowledge sur-
vey tv complete and was thoroughly debriefed after his flight. 
A wide r ange of cockpit management styles and apparent sklll levels were 
observed. Al.though it was diffi cult to quantify, "good performance" was 
easily r ecognized by the observers of the experiment . The ele ments of "good 
performanc e " included: 
1) professiona lnse of the radio 
2) precise heading and altihld.e control prior to and during th e CI F E 
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3) constant awareness of the aircr2ft position along its intended route 
4) prom9t, but not necessarily instant, response to the on-set of the: 
CIFE (detection ) 
5) systematic procedure for trouble shooting 
6) knowledge and use of available A TC resources 
7) diversion decisions which allowed for further potential uncert",inties 
The sample was too small to indicate anything othei' than s ome initial 
hypotheses concerning pilot per-forlJlance in such a full-mission. setting. How-
ever, the following tendencies were noted: 
1) Cockpit management style varies widely among pilots . For 
example, some are extremely self- reliant, others want 
imr.-,ediate and extensive help from A TC wbile still others 
make the dec is iop.. making process a jOint effort with A TC. 
2) Good stick and rudder people seem to have excess capability 
and maintain good stick and rudder performance during and 
after the CIFE . :\Iore margina~ stick and rudder people , on 
the other hand. show increased frequency and amplitude of 
heading and altitude excursions , and experience communications 
difficulties when faced with a CIFE. 
3) Pilots who s core well on the knowledge tests te;::d 
to perform well in problem diagnosts and deCision making . 
From the observations of the e:>"'"Perimenters al'.d comments made by 
participating subjects, it appears that such a full mission simulation exer\. i3 ': , 
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coupled with an appropriate knowledge survey t'.od denriertng , could be a I 
valuable tool (or recurr~nt trllining of IFR pilais. I 
B. p ip Sct'nari08 
For purpose ~ oC an!lly~Ls the closed- Cor.m knowledge survey was considered 
to be part of the pip experiments . 11'ds kr.~\i"'ed e survey focused on (llr-
cr:l!t subsys tems :lod trouble shootln~ In three major areas: 1) engine and 
!· .. e l systems , 2} electrical systemb and cockpit Instrument:.t1on. ru:d 3) ~ 'cathe r 
and IFR operations . 
A 8 rles of Spcnrm n R:m." Corre lation stud ies, stepwise regression 
analys es and t-tests were f>{'rfo rmed on the combtn:ltion of pilot background 
variables. knowledge s urvey res ults . d13gTlOSt1C scensrio perfo rm:mce and 
deciSion making mC3sures . Among the observations made from these ana lyses 
are the followin g : 
1) Therc is no corrclatior: between knowledge scor e and total 
flight hours. 
2) Knowledge s core is corrl'lated with pilot ratiDbs held . 
3) Pilots good in one section of tht' knowledge sun'ey tend to be 
,-
I . ' 
I gooa in all sections . 
- 4) Diagnostic pe rformance Is highly correlated witt: Knowledge scores. 
5) Knowled ge is inver!,ely relat ed to total diagnos tic Inquiries, 
e . g . • ;"now!edbeable pilots r e3ch '~onC!I!s[,:..ns Irtg!1t or wrong ) 
more r:l pldly th a n othe rs . 
G) Tot:l l dl3gI.os tlc Inqu iri es 15 Inver s ely rel:ltcd to correctne s s . 
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This Implies tb~t undirected experlmelltotion ls poor diagnos is 
style. 
7 ) Totnl dIagnosis correctness s core Is correlated with efficiency. 
8) Civil tr~lned pilots place ~ i 19her worth on ATC se.vice in 
diversion decisions than do military ptlots. 
9) ?rlvat€.' pilots place a highe r wortll on weathe r (actors In 
dl\'erslorJ decisions than do commercial ana ATP l' ted pilots . 
10) AT? rated pilots p ace high worth on time in d!vcn'ion decisions . 
11) Pilots with good d!agnosUc cores pllce 1('58 weight on approach 
aids In diversion d€.'clsions . 
12) Pilots with good di agnostic scores place more weight on time In 
dl version decisions. 
C . Procedur:ll Con:pl! ~.nce 
Schofield used data gene r ated In an experi mEO'nt conducted In 1976 by 
Dr. H. P. Ruffc tl Smith to study routine tasks o{ fli ght operatlons involving 
alrHn(' cockpit crews d:lrlng low workload segments of ti:at flI l;.ilt . He was 
concerned \dth: 
1) Quanti fyin g routine procedures . 
2) Analyz!ng observed crew errors to idcntyify which p3r ticul a r crew 
members were t.he primary causes of such erro:-s, 
3) Com?:1r(ng me asures o( procedural compliance :lnd operator el'ror, 
Tnc chofle ll srudy of procedu r ::tl com\Jil~.nce by alrcrews who participated 
In the RuHcll Smith ('xper ime,) t uggests the fol!owlr.g- ObScn-ltlons' 
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1) Crew members fnce no Imposs ible challenge In att('mpUng to 
mt.'ntally clltn!ogtll' nil of tho stnndnl'd operatlng prncedures (S OP) 
pubUshl'd fo r them . 
~) Routlnt.! non -compliance with an IIssortnwnt of SOP ' !! has b~cn 
doCUml'nl(·d . 
3) Human r cdund:lnc;' by Itse lf docs not ~rrndlcat(' pers()nnt>l t~rrors . 
{) ;\ st:nist"'al link :lppo.'ars to l'x is( b~'twN'n operatol' c:>rroY"s an 
pro(' l'dural compliance' . 
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